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Foreword 

Most people remember one winter in the early 1980s， when an airliner plunged 
into the chilly Potomac River on its approach to the Washington National Airport. 
Rescuers repeatedly tossed lifelines into the water， in a effort to save those who 
could be saved in the few precious minutes that remained. One middle-aged man 
gave up his rope over and over again， so that the weaker passengers could go up 
first. But his own strength eventually failed him， and he himself drowned. 
The Japanese papers carried this story as a noble example of the Western spirit. 

This story transcended the everyday news of economic concerns， and was beyond 
the domain of science and technology. The spirit of this man's selfless determina-
tion is di伍cultto explain in words， but its meaning was plain enough to be under-
stood by people of any cultural background. 
The spirit of a foreign culture is often difficult to understand， and does not lend 

itself to easy physical expression. Japan is an island nation which has a culture 
that is unique， even in the Far East. For much of its history it has developed in 
relative isolation from the rest of the world. This makes the Japanese people 
particularly difficult for outsiders to understand. To many people in other coun-
tries， the Japanese spirit is baffling and elusive. 
The Japanese Haiku is the world's shortest poem. Though it is fairly well known 

overseas， in literal translation it is very difficult to understand. Basho's famous 
H aiku reads: 

Furu ike ya Kawazu tobikomu Mizu no oto 
OId pond-Frog jump in-water sound. 

Though in English， this appears to' be nothing more than a mundane observation 
of a commonplace event， in Japanese its rhythm and imagery contain hints of an 
entire cultural tradition， and a profound view of the Universe based on Buddhist 
thought. Much of this becomes apparent when the poem is written with a brush. 
In this book， William Reed has looked beyond the surface appearances of 

Japanese culture. 1 have great respect for his open-minded and unbiased efforts 
to understand the essence of Japanese culture， which he has pursued through 
extensive research into Ki， and its applications in the arts of Aikido and Shodo. 
1 have enjoyed the opportunity of teaching Mr. Reed for a number of years now， 
and can say that he has looked long and well beyond the surface. In this book he 
has managed to write a comprehensive source on the art of Shodo， not from the 
perspective of a Japanese， but as a Westerner who has successfully penetrated the 
barriers of language and culture. The book is enjoyable， sensible， and well organ-
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ized， and essential reading for anyone interested in gaining a deeper understanding 
of Japan. 

Koshu Morioka 
Director of the Sogei Kai Calligraphy Institute 
September 1988 Tokyo， Japan 



Preface 

It was the Chinese who first said that a picture was worth a thousand words. In 
fact， Chinese and Japanese words are composed of legible pictures， called charac-
ters. Though bewilderingly complex to the untrained eye， these symbols embody 
an inner logic， a coherent psychology， and highly refined aesthetic qualities. But the 
complexity of Shodo， or Oriental brush writing， still confounds the Western mind. 
Not only in language， but in economics and politics as well， the barriers which 
separate East and West are real. But they ar.e not as di伍cultto penetra<te as usually 
assumed. What is required is a change in perspective， learning a new way to look 
at the unfamiliar. 
Calligraphy is like music， with which it has much in common. Both can be 

enjoyed without learning to play the instrument. Each has a long tradition， includ-
ing 0伍cial，religious， classical， folk， and jazz styles. Both music and calligraphy 
involve reading and interpreting a score. Either can be enjoyed in recorded form 
or in live performance. Both involve a sense of rhythm， and depend on emotional 
expression as well as technique for their appeal. But one is visual， and the other 
auditory. 
The Japanese have shown no hesitation in applying Western arts and skills to 

their own culture. We may equally benefit by seeing what of their culture might 
apply to ours. Educators， engineers， and designers have already begun to recognize 
the importance of visual thinking， and the close relationship between perception 
and creativity. Calligraphy does for the eye and the imagination， what music does 
for the ear and the soul. It is a sophisticated form of visual， tactile， and mental 
training. Shodo is not just for Orientals. Nor is it just for artists. It is for anyone 
interested in exploring alternative ways of thinking and creative problem solving. 
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that the essence of the Japanese arts was not technique， but coordination of mind 
and body. 

Suspecting that Ki principles might equally be applicable to the art of brush 
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generous attention helped me to articulate what it was that 1 saw that was uni-
versal to the Japanese arts. The result was this book. 

Starting anything new is an awkward experience. The newcomer is cJumsy， 
makes foolish mistakes， and feels likea child in a grown-up wor1d. The most diffi-
cult thing is relearning how to learn， going back to the beginning. It matters much 
less what you know at the moment， so long as you keep learning. The secret to 
creative growth in any fieJd of endeavor is sustained and relaxed concentration. 
But how do you know if you are fully concentrated and relaxed? The results of 
your work tell how you did after the fact， but simply knowing how you did does 
not tell you how to approach the next attempt. Therefore each chapter ends with 
five concise principles which summarize aspects of the art. Still in all， the greate 
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about the art of brush calligraphy. The second is Dr. O-Young Lee， Professor of 
Literature at Ewha Women's University in Seoul， Korea， and author of Smαller Is 
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Smith， and Hilgard， published in 1987 by Harcourt， Brace， Iovanovich). And of 
course there are dozens of books and people from whom 1 have drawn invaluable 
advice and guidance since 1 first came to Japan in 1972. 



Introduction 

Shodo is the art of Oriental brush calligraphy， that is painting Chinese or Japanese 
characters. The word Shodo means “Way of the Brush，" indicating that it is as 
much a philosophy of living as an art form. However most books on calligraphy 
have little to say on this aspect， presenting instead details on the techniques of 
character writing. Practicing Shodo as a way of life does not mean earning one's 
living from it， or engaging in esoteric contemplative exercises. When properly used， 
the brush can help the student to integrate the mind and body. It not only renews 
the self within， but offers a visible trace of this renewal， in the form of balanced 
characters and well-executed strokes. 
This can be a powerful tool in an age of alienation like the present. Alienation 

is a feeling of separation within. Urban life can cause us to feel cut 0町fromna-
ture. W orking for a large and impersonal organization may cause us to feel cut off 
from other people. But neither of these is as alienating as the feeling of being cut 
off from one's self. 
Although the purpose of education is to develop human potential， the achieve-

ments of genius remind us that few people use more than a fraction of that poten-
tial. It usually takes a crisis， within or without， to bring latent talent to the surface. 
In Japanese， a crisis (kiki) is known as a dangerous opportunity. If we focus on 
the negative aspects of a situation， then it defeats us. If we focus on the positive 
aspects， then it integrates our strength， and brings out the best in us. Alienation 'is 
a state of disintegration， which leaves a person powerless to deal with a crisis， 
large or small. To find the opportunities in a potentially dangerous situation 
requires an integration of all of our faculties， mental and physical. 
The problem is that under pressure， we are likely to respond automatically， 

according to our subconscious habits: If we are accustomed to working， thinking， 
or playing at only a fraction of our potential， then we should not expect to do 
our best in a crisis. Most of our educational and work standards are set so low 
that daily life seldom provides the challenges necessary for growth. Though the 
opportunities may be available， there is not often much social support to pursue 
them. The only way to integrate and develop your latent strengths is to practice 
solving problems， until coordination of mind and body becomes second nature. 
In other words， it is possible to improve yourself by practi 
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The feeling of separation， not only of mind and body， but of humanity from 
nature， has been traced in part to the unbridled advance of the analytical mind in 
the service of science and technology. 1ronically， scientists on the frontiers of both 
physical and biological research have produced overwhelming evidence that there 
is no real separation of mind and body， or even of observer and observed. The 
distinction is artificial， and depends largely on where we choose to draw the line. 
Our brains apparently have a dual thinking capacity which allows us to make this 
distinction. We are equipped with a verbal， analytical， logical and linear left-brain， 
as well as a nonverbal， synthetic， spatial and holistic right-brain. The balanced use 
of both gives us a proper pe(spective on life. To overemphasize one or the other is 
to limit your outlook; to deny one or the other is to ignore reality. 
1n both East and West， the modern wor1d is highly materialistic. People pursue 

that which they can see， grasp， or use. Put another way， people only have eyes for 
the obvious. Confucius said that if a man takes no thought about what is distant， 
he wi1l find sorrow near at hand. Much of what eludes our conscious attention is 
just as real， and may be more important. 1f you can only see what everyone else 
sees， then you walk about with cultural blinders. The creative mind is more at 
home with the subtle and the unseen， because there are the contours of things to 
come. But the creative mind is not satisfied merely imagining things unseen; it is 
driven to make them visible. This is as true in the arts as it is in engineering， 
business， or any other field depending on creative endeavor. 
Emerson reminded us that in every work of genius we recognize our own rejected 

thoughts. We ask ourselves，“Why didn't 1 think of that?" A more provocative 
question is，“Why didn't 1 do that?" Often， the reason we do not act on our crea-
tive impulses is that we lack the tremendous energy it takes to create. A person 
whose mind and body are divided lacks the concentration， intensity， and strength 
to create. Effective performance requires correct posture and a relaxed bearing， 
with the mind calm and focused on the task at hand. Slouching in a chair may 
provide relief from fatigue， but it also drains you of the motivation to act. Trying 
to do too many things at once may give you a feeling of activity， but a busy mind 
may be too scattered to be productive. Only when the mind and body are inte-
grated an 



A Brief N ote on Pronunciation: 

Brush calligraphy is an art which originated in China. Both the Chinese and 
Japanese use written characters， but their pronunciation differs entirely. There are 
even regional differences in pronunciation within the same language. To avoid 
confusion， and because all of my study has been in Japanese， 1 have chosen to use 
the Japanese reading of the characters in almost all cases， incIuding for the reading 
of Chinese names. Where needed the character is incIuded in the text. 
Pronunciation of Japanese words， which for the most part appear in italics， 

basically foIIows these simple rules: 

a as in caIm 
as in east 

u as in pull 
e as in net 
o as in solo 

Pay attention to the difference between long (δ) and short (0) vowels， as this can 
change the meaning entirely. Double consonants are spoken with a slight pause 
in-between: ippai is pronounced ip-pai. There are other rules， but these are the 
important ones. As is conventional with common words like Tokyo， an exception 
has been made for the word Shodδ(calligraphy)， which appears so frequently that 
it is written here simply as Shodo. 
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Part 1: The Readiness to Create 

“The bee draws nectar jrom the jlower， and produces honey. The silkworm 
chews the mulberry leaj， and produces a ftne silken thread. Each consumes 
a nutrient， and produces something entirely different. In the same way， we 
must ingest the Calligraphy oj the past，αnd create something oj our own 
jor the present. Only by transjorming the work oj others， can we create 
something uniquely our own. " 





Chapter 1: 

The Brush as an Extension of the Self 

Calligraphy in Context 

CalIigraphy is sometimes referred to as the 
last martial art. The famous Japanese 
medieval swordsman， Miyamoto Musashi， 
was also a master of the brush. His early 
seventeenth century painting of a shrike on 
a dead branch is pure presence of mind 
(Fig. 1・1).It is a visual representation of 
his teaching that the mind which sees the 
whole without stopping at the part， can 
reduce a dozen opponents to a single state 
of awareness. 
Many famous martial artists and Zen 

priests were also excellent calligraphers. 
The brush magnifies the power of concepts 
which are di伍cultto put into words. The 
act of painting itself is intense and imme-
diate， but it leaves a lasting trace， a vivid 
impression of the mind that produced it. 
One of the most di伍cultthings in life to 
learn is how to integrate the mind and 
body， and apply one's fullest resources to 

Fig. 1・1

the task at hand. We are too easily distracted from our goals. Tension and fear 
often get the best of us， and prevent us from realizing our full potential. There 
are people who are poised and single-minded in the face of di伍culty，but this 
often seems to be an inborn trait. Exceptional people may be able to relax and 
perform well under pressure， but the average person finds it too difficult a task. 
The underlying purpose of many of the traditional Japanese arts is to learn how 
to calm the mind and rejuvenate the body， through constant discipline and practice 
in the techniques of the Way (do). Shodo is the “Way of Brush Writing." For 
many people， stories of the hard training of Zen masters have made the Japanese 
arts esoteric and put them out of reach. The nuances of an aloof spiritual discipline 
can seem pretty remote from the pressing concerns of daily life. The practitioners 
of the arts have done little to help c10se the gap. By c1aiming that the arts are 
beyond words， or can only be known through experience， many popularizers of the 
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Zen school have c10aked them in secrecy. Few interpreters of the arts have been 
able to break the spell. The problem is compounded even further with Shodo， 
because calligraphy is often written in archaic scripts， or in highly cursive and 
abstract forms which are illegible even to modern Japanese. People on both sides 
of the language barrier assume that there is no point in pursuing something which 
you cannot read. Leonardo da Vinci said that all of our knowledge has its origin 
in our perceptions. The biggest challenge in the beginning is simply learning how 
to really look at what is written， and learning how to faithfully reproduce it with 
the brush. Later you become more creative， by learning how to reproduce what you 
see with the mind's eye. It is more important at自rstto learn how to look at Shodo， 
than to be concerned about exactly what it says. There are several approaches to 
overcoming the language barrier， which are explained in detail in later chapters. 
It should be stated at the outset that you cannot master calligraphy by learning 

solely from a book. A serious student needs the benefits of personal feedback from 
a teacher. A book can introduce you to the subject however， help you get started， 
provide valuable information or references， and put the subject in personal perspec-
tive. The Oriental brush has much to teach us about the relationship between mind 
and body， perception and creativity， imagery and design， and even personality 
itself. We should take a long look at each of these topics， and then decide on the 
benefits of further study. 
The primary feature of the brush (fude) which makes it difficult to control is 

that the bristles are soft. A Japanese proverb says that the soft overcomes the 
hard. Trying to control the brush with force is all but useless. The brush is so 
fiexible and responsive that it accurately mirrors your own mental and physical 
attitude. Rigid thinking produces rigid brush strokes. The same principle operates 
in the throwing art of Judo， in which a smaller person can overcome a larger 
opponent by entering when pulled， and yielding when pushed. In both calligraphy 
and the martial arts， slackness is your undoing. A loose connection means poor 
communication and poor control. Trying to tame something with a will of its own 
is an extremely difficult task， because it does not respond in the way that you 
expect. When mind and body are unified， the eyes are calm and c1ear， the musc1es 
quick and responsive 



his work. At that moment， the axe宜ewoff its handle and struck the chatterbox 
dead. 
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This tale was intended as a parable for satori， or enlightenment， but it is a good 
description of the learning process a student goes through in using the brush. In 
spite of your best e町ortsto control it， the brush seems to mock you and go its 
own way. We tend to be distracted by our own divided selves， until we learn to 
focus fully on the task at hand， and quiet the excess noise within. 
Trying to solve the problem strictly by trial and error is too long and uncertain 

a process. Practice is necessary， but it should be guided by an understanding of 
how to use the brush. The principles which follow will give you a better under-
standing of how to control and use the brush as an extension of yoursel会

Keep the Weight of the Body forward， and 
the Elbow down 

Unlike Western painting with its vertical canvas， Oriental calligraphy is always 
done on a fiat horizontal surface. A thin sheet of paper (kami) is stretched across 
a felt underc10th (shitaてjiki)，and held in place by hand or with paperweights (bun-
chin). The writing surface may be on the fioor， or it may be on a table at about 
navel height. There are three basic postures in Shodo: you may sit on a chair， 
kneel on the fioor， or stand up and bend over the paper. In all cases， the weight 
of the body should be forward， with the elbow bent at a natural angle. Many 
Shodo textbooks urge you to keep good posture by sitting erect. However if this is 
overemphasized， it brings the shoulders up and back， and puts the weight of the 
upper body on the spine. This makes the body artificially rigid， and forces the 
elbow to straighten out in order to reach the paper. Writing with a stiff arm makes 
it even harder to control the brush. 
Good posture cannot be achieved by standing at attention in military style. A 

rigid posture is always unstable. Monkeys and four-legged creatures maintain 
stability by leaning forward. U sing four limbs gives the animal more support， and 
keeps the body lower to the ground. Human beings stand erect， it would seem in 
a completely different posture from the four-legged creatures. Yet there is an 
important similarity between the two postures which is easy to overlook. The hind 
legs of a dog or horse bend at a point about half-way between the foot and the 
hip， and point back toward the tail. Its height off the ground makes it look like 
a backward pointing knee. However anatomically， this bend in the leg corresponds 
to the human heel， not the knee. As our evolutionary ancestors gradually stood 
erect， bringing the heel c10ser to the ground， the length of the bottom half of the leg 
grew progressively shorter. But the heel itself was never designed to take the weight 
of the upper body， nor was the spine. Whether bending forward or standing up 
straight， the weight of the body should fall on the front surface of the body， not 
the back. 
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Although the upper body leans forward at a slight angle to paint， the lower back 
should be firm and upright. Animals use a tail for balance， and the position of the 
tail tells a great deal about the animal's attitude. A cowardly dog tucks its tail 
between its legs， while a confident hunting dog will extend its taillike an antenna. 
Much the same thing happens with human beings， but there is not much tail to 
see. Keep the lower back erect， as if riding in a saddle， and the weight will naturally 
come forward. 
Painting in an unstable posture results in weak and uncertain brush strokes. 

What happens when the weight falls back? In the standing position， the weight 
falls on the heels. If this posture becomes habitual， it eventually results in flat-
footedness， and a corresponding state of mentallethargy. If the weight falls back 
in the seated posture， it puts pressure on the lower vertebrae of the spine， and 
gradually weakens the entire hip and abdominal region. Whether seated or standing， 
the weight of the upper body should fall on the 
lower abdomen in the front of the body. Leaning Fig. 1-2 

forward， the weight moves slightly to the front， 
but remains in the same general area. There is 
a remarkable difference in the stability of the 
body when the weight is forward and when it is 
back. Y ou can test the difference very easily by 
having someone press steadily on your chest 
toward the rear with the fingertips of the hand. 
When the weight is forward the posture is as 
firm as a rock; when the weight settles back the 
body is easily unbalanced (Fig. 1-2). 
It may seem that leaning forward to paint 

would automatically distribute the weight prop-
erly， however this is not the case. Sitting in a 
chair， with both legs thrust out to the front， 
settles the weight on the spine rather than the 
abdomen. Only when you tuck the feet under the Fig. 1・3

chair can you bring the center of gravity forward. 
The same effect can be achieved by sitting in the 
seiza posture， with the legs folded under 
(Fig. 1・3).
When the writing surface is on the floor， you 

must stand or kneel above It. The exaggerated 
forward lean helps keep the weight in front， but 
straightening the knees automatically brings the 
weight up， and the center of gravity too far 
forward. Bending the knees lowers the hips and 
brings the weight down， but should not come 
back so far as to let the weight settle on the 
heels. There are no strict rules about how much 
to bend the knees. Y ou are free to set one or 
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Fig. 1・4 both knees down on the floor. When you crouch 
down， you may need to raise the heels off of the 
floor and stand on the balls of the feet. 
The direction of painting is from the top to 

the bottom of the page. In other words， you 
paint toward your feet. As long as the brush is 
in front of your knees there is no problem. But 
if you let the brush get too close to you， the 
weight may be forced up and you will feel top 
heavy. This means that you must take a step or 
two backward before you paint the next phrase， 
without losing concentration. By standing on the 
balls of the feet， you are always ready to move. 
If you stand flat-footed， you are more likely to 
get in your own way， and lose continuity when 
you move. The proper stance for the standing 

posture somewhat resembles the sprinter's ready position (Fig. 1-4). 
The brush is held in the right hand， although being right-handed seems to offer 

no particular advantage. The position of the elbow is more important. Beginners 
tend to hold the elbow either too far out to the right， or too close in to the body. 
Y ou can see why this is wrong by placing your left hand on the muscles of your 
left lower back， while moving the right elbow in 
a small circle， as if painting with the brush. If the 
elbow is too far out or too far in， then its circular 
movement causes the weight of the hips to shift 
from side to side， upsetting the center of gravity. 
When it is properly down and away from the 
body， it can move freely in any direction without 
disturbing the center of gravity. When the weight 
of the upper body is forward it falls on the 
lower abdomen. This area remains undisturbed 
like the eye of a hurricane， no matter how the 
arms and legs move. This calm center generates 
centrifugal force through the brush， which gives 
the strokes a clear and crisp quality. 
The elbow itself feels very heavy to lift when 

it is down， and very flimsy when it is out to the 
side. Y ou can verify this for yourself while 
holding the brush， or by testing another person 
(Fig. 1・5).There is no need to push down or 
lean on the elbow to get this effect， it happens 
naturally when the weight is properly distributed. 

Fig.l・5

If the elbow is in the right position， it automatically corrects the hips. If the weight 
is properly distributed， the movement of the feet take care of themselves. There is 
less movement in the seated position than in standing， but the principle is the same. 
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Bend the Elbow， Not the Wrist 

There are several major di町erencesbetween painting with the brush and writing 
with a pencil. Fine details can be drawn with a pencil by articulating the small 
musc1es in the wrist and fingers. It seems natural to assume that the brush could 
be manipulated in the same way. However the bristles of the Oriental brush are 
long and soft， while the tip of the pencil is rigid. The brush is designed like a 
miniature whip. A small movement of the handle produces a large movement of 
the tip， while a large movem，ent of the handle takes all of the sting out of the whip. 
To maximize the energy of the bristles， the movement of the stem of the brush 
should be reduced to a minimum. 
This does not mean that the stem is lifeless. A rapidly spinning top appears to 

be still， but this calmness is a resu1t of rapid and highly refined movement. The 
stillness of the stem is deceptive， like the still， but rapidly moving wings of a 
dragonfly. It is almost impossible to produce this vibrant calmness if you bend 
the wrist and joints of the fingers as you would in writing with a pencil. 

Rather it is the elbow which bends， 
Fig. 1・6 though it stays down and fairly level. 

The lower part of the wrist makes a 
convex curve， like a Japanese sword， and 
the palm is held facing down and for・
ward (Fig. 1・6).The wrist in this posi-
tion is very strong， and helps transfer 
the movement of the arm to the paper. 
If you bend the wrist， the palm turns in 
toward you， the elbow is pushed out 
and the balance of the body is broken. 
When this happens， the upper part of 
the abdomen grows tense， indicating 

that the weight has come up and back. Once the relationship between the wrist， 
elbow， and distribution of the weight is understood， it all becomes very simple. 
Keep the wrist unbent in the right position， and the stomach will stay relaxed， the 
weight wil¥ settle properly in the lower abdomen， and your arm will be free to move 
without interference. The elbow and wrist positions should become second nature， 
so that you can free your mind to concentrate on what you are painting， and still 
maintain control of the brush. 

Keep the Stem Vertical and the Fingertips Pointed 
down 

We are accustomed to holding most writing utensils on a diagonal. It feels awk-
ward at first to hold the stem of the brush vertically， particularly if the elbow 



must be kept down at the same time. The balance Fig. 1・7

of the brush， and consequently the control of the 
brush strokes， is 10st when the stem is held on an 
angle. This is ~ot to say that it never varies from 
the vertica1， but 1ike a白gureskater， remains 
straight most of the time. 
Ho1ding the brush upright is easy enough， but 

the fingertips must also point down， roughly per-
pendicu1ar to the writing surface (Fig. 1・7).It is 
difficult to concentrate on the surface of the paper 
if the fingertips are pointing elsewhere off to the 
side or toward the wall， although some books ac-
tually recommend this. As there are various ways 
of ho1ding a golf club， there are many alternate 
styles for ho1ding the brush. It is even possible 
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to deve10p a certain amount of skill despite a wrong grip. However， it makes sense 
that the fingers should point parallel to the stem of the brush， toward the paper 
where the mind is focused. 
The hand position shou1d be comfortab1e. Neverthe1ess， comfort alone will not 

guarantee that you get it right. 0・gishi，the great Chinese calligrapher of the fourth 
century， explained that the brush should be poised vertically over the paper， the 
mind alert but re1axed， the palm cupped as if it were holding an egg against the 
stem of the brush. After so instructing his son， 0・kenshi，he quickly grabbed the 
stem of the brush， and tried to snatch it from the boy's hand. When neither the 
brush nor the hand moved， he exclaimed that his son wou1d undoubtedly 
become a great calligrapher. If the brush is held without concentration， it can be 
easily pinched from the fingers. But if the grip is too tense， then it inhibits the 
free movement of the arm. The image of holding an egg in the palm， without 
crushing it or 1etting it drop， creates the proper degree of concentration 
(Fig.ト8).

Fig. }.・

The tips of the fingers must be secure on the 
stem of the brush. If the stem is nestled in the 
first joint of the finger， rather than secured by 
the fingertip， the brush can easi1y be slipped 
from the hand. It is not necessary to pull on 
the stem with too much strength. If the grip 
is wrong， either the stem will slide or the hand 
will come up. It is a test of control， not a 
contest of strength (Fig. 1・9).
Contro1 of the brush has much in common 

with the draw of a violin bow across its strings. 
Too much body movement or pressure， and you 
get on1y noise. This is sometimes misunderstood 
in avant-garde“performances" of calligraphy， 
in which 1arge brushes， wi1d movement， and 
surprises like throwing the brush into the air， 
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Fig. 1-9 are used to impress audiences who are unfamiliar 
with the do or “Way" of brush writing， which 
requires a more disciplined approach. In Shodo， 
the concept of “throwing away the brush，" 
describes the breaking of the balance of the stem， 
leading to a brush stroke in which the energy of 

the line is suddenly broken. 
0・kenshionce tried to secretIy test his father， 

by rubbing out all but the faint outline of a piece 
of calligraphy which his father had painted on 
wood， and then painting it in again himself， try-
ing to see if O-gishi would notice the forgery. 
When his father returned， he looked at the piece， 

blinked his eyes， and said，“1 must have been really drunk when 1 did this!" 
Control of the brush is so exquisite that even a master cannot forge another's 
hand beyond a few strokes. Control of the brush begins with a sure and undivided 
mind， and a vertical stem held fast in the fingertips. 

Keep the Bristles Parallel and U ntwisted 

Some Shodo books teach to apply ink only to the tip of the brush. However， 
unless you fully saturate the brush， the dry bristles easily become twisted， and the 
brush becomes even harder to control. The upper part of the brush should contain 
ink， not air. You rarely paint with more than the tip of the brush， so the upper 
two-thirds of the bristles act as an ink reservoir. The saturated upper part of the 
brush helps keep the bristles parallel and allows you to paint many characters in 
sequence. If the upper part of the brush is dry， it will bend like a link in a chain， 
and break the firm connection between the tip and the stem (Fig. 1・10a and b). 

Fig. 1・10a Fig.1・10b
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The brush operates most e町ectivelywhen each of the hairs are relatively parallel. 
Each hair of the brush should taper to a point， so that the tips of as many hairs 
as possible can come in direct contact with the surface of the paper. This would 
be easy if the brush were just dragged along a straight line at a constant height. 
Of course this never happens in caIIigraphy. The brush is in constant motion， 
executing precise turns， negotiating narrow passages， and rising and faIIing with 
the thickness of the line. Only when the hairs 
are in rough alignment can a new stroke be Fig. 1-11 
executed c1eanly. If the hairs become twisted 
and crossed， the brush becomes very awkward 
and unresponsive. 
The easiest way to maintain alignment is to 

avoid pressing down too hard on the paper. 
If the brush is saturated with ink， then a Iight 
amount of pressure causes the bristles to fan 
out and produce a thick line using only the tip 
of the brush. When the brush is only slightIy 
lifted， the hairs draw in and taper to a point， 
producing a thin line. The tip of the brush 

Fig.1・12a Fig. 1・12b

opens and c10ses like a fan (Fig. 1・11).This aIIows you to produce wide variations 
in the thickness of the line， and even to make many sharp directional changes 
without getting tangled up. If too much pressure is applied， the body of the brush 
bends， and the tips of the hairs are forced off of the surface of the paper. Not 
only does this take the sting out of the whip， but it leaves the brush hairs bent and 
unusable for the next stroke， and over time may damage the bristles. The proper 
amount of pressure causes the bristles to bend， but does not take away their 
elastic spring (Fig. 1・12a and b). 
Inevitably for the beginner， the brush does become bent and twisted. If this 

happens， you can readjust it by applying more ink， or by brushing the bristles 
lightly against the side of the ink dish. When not in use， the brush can be tem-
porarily stored in a vertical brush stand (ルde-tate)，which wiII help keep the bristles 
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moist， firm and aligned (Fig. 1・13).However if the 
brush is not going to be used for a few days， it 
should be washed to remove residual ink. 1f it is left 
unwashed for too long， the ink may become dried and 
encrusted， causing the bristles to bind and lose sexi-
bility. A few drops of shampoo can help to c1ean the 
brush thoroughly. 

Paint with Controlled， Continuous 
Exhalation 

The brush is a delicate and precise instrument. To use it 
properly requires full attention and good breath control. 
Though breathing is a natural process， it also resects 
our mental and physical condition. The way a person 
breathes is often a c1ue to internal thoughts and feel司

ings， and the depth and calmness of the breath is a 

Fig.1・13

good barometer of health. Breathing is usually so automatic that we hardly even 
notice it until we are anxious or have health trouble. The brush gives us a way to 
gauge and control thebreath so that it works for and not against us. 
1f the movement of the brush is not coordinated with the breath， then the result-

ing line becomes weak and uncertain. What is the best way to steady the line? The 
sow of ink from the brush is very sensitive to the sow of breath from the lungs. 
The line on paper is like a silent voice in song. It is impossible to sing while in-
haling， and much the same can be said about the brush. An opera singer can sustain 
a long phrase through steady and controlled exhalation， pause for only a moment， 
and then continue singing as though no inhalation were taken at al1. There are far 
more notes in any piece of music than there are rests. It only takes a moment to 
fill the lungs when one has the proper posture. Breathing with the brush means 
maintaining the same quality of breath control， exhaling as you paint， and inhaling 
when the brush is between strokes. It is very difficult to paint a strong and steady 
line while inhaling. Controlled exhalation gives you a greater sense of awareness. 
Even as the last ounce of breath is expelled， the singer must be ready to sing 

another phrase the next moment， without appearing hurried or out of breath. A 
singer who is winded at the end of a song is doing something wrong. 1n calligraphy， 
the beginner often finds the brush running out of ink after a single character. A 
skilled calligrapher can draw a column of six to ten characters without once 
refilling the brush. This is largely a matter of proper breath contro1. 
It is not necessary to make the breath audible， or to try to hold or extend it 

beyond the limits of comfort. Practice and awareness wi11 teach you how to breathe 
properly. It is more important to notice how steady， controlled exhalation improves 
the quality of the line， than to try to set any records. 
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Where to Concentrate the Mind 

In the martial arts， beginning students find great difficulty dealing with an oncom-
ing attacker. Even when the arm and footwork is known， somehow the opponent 
comes too fast to analyze or react appropriately. NaturaIIy the movements become 
more automatic with practice， but there is no guarantee that a real attacker wilI 
approach or react in the same way. Textbook solutions are notoriously unreliable. 
Students are taught first to calm the mind by concentrating on the lower abdomen 
(shita-hara)， and then to expand their awareness to embrace the entire situation. 
This is extremely difficult， because the mind wants to fix on some particular detail， 
such as the weapon， or some aspect of the technique in order to control the oppo・
nent. The problem with this is that it does not work. Serial awareness is simply too 
slow to deal with a spontaneous situation. 
In caIIigraphy the opponent is oneself. You attempt to come to terms with the 

divided self by writing characters in perfect balance on paper， with a brush that 
magnifies and mocks your every move. Trying to concentrate on one feature of the 
character， your thought is reflected by a gross exaggeration of that feature on 
paper， out of proportion and missing the other elements. Trying to focus on one 
of the principles for controIIing the brush， you may spoil the e百ectby being too 
self-conscious. The problem is like a Zen paradox， you are damned if you do， and 
damned if you do not. Where then should you concentrate the mind? 
Although the brush should be held firmly in the fingertips， it is a mistake to 

think that you should concentrate the mind on the fingertips or on the stem of the 
brush. The brush is an extension of the arm， and the tip of the brush is the point 
of contact with the paper. Too much pressure breaks the back of the bristles， but 
too little pressure makes too thin a line. With the proper amount of pressure， the 
bristles fan out so that aII of them come in contact with the paper. The bristles at 
the center of the brush， known as the inochi-ge or life-hair， are carefuIIy selected 
for superior resiliency. With practice it is possible to feel the surface of the paper 
being gently etched by the inochi-ge， as if the bristles themselves were sensitive and 
alive. With an alert ear， you can even hear the sound of 
the brush on paper. This is an exhilarating sensation， Fig. 1・14

and the longer that you can maintain it， the better will 
be the quality of your work. This is known as painting 
with the hara 
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The Hand Is Quicker than the Eye 

Increasingly in the modern world， old things are set aside for the sake of conven-
ience or efficiency. The brush is hardly an efficient writing instrument. It is much 
harder to use than stiff and hard-tipped writing instruments like the ballpoint pen， 
or electronic word processing equipment. The brush was once the primary writing 
instrument of daily life in Japan， and most people assume that it has simply evolved 
into forms more suitable for the demands of modern life. It is neither desirable 
nor practical to go back to using the brush in daily life. But we should consider 
how it might be useful in developing certain endangered sensibilities. For all 
human faculties， whether brain， nerve， or musc1e， lack of use leads to lack of 
function. 
The atrophication of human sensibilities was something that Aldous Huxley 

warned of in his novel， Brave New World. The story's poetic hero of humanity， 
Helmholtz Watson， felt as if he had something important to say， and the power to 
say it， but lacked the means to do so:“If there was only some different way of 
writing . . . or something else to write about." Huxley criticized the loss of indi-
viduality in a wor1d drugged with servitude and pleasure. This futuristic wor1d was 
characterized by convenience， and lack of e百'ort.People did not need to use their 
hands， because everything was done for them. What happens when .people stop 
using their hands and rely on machines and laborsaving devices to do the majority 
of daily tasks? Huxley's warning to us all: use it or lose it. People often do not 
realize how far the deterioration has gone until they attempt to concentrate using 
the hands for an artistic or creative task. 

Dolphins are considered to be extremely intel-
ligent， but they have never produced a culture. 

Bamboo Biologists and anthropologists agree that it was 
the development of hands with opposable thumbs 
which enabled human beings to develop culture， 
while othercreatures of high brain capacity did 
not. Without the hand， there would be no art， 
and no written language. The Japanese character 
for brush (fude) is a picture-symbol of a hand， 
~olding a primitive brush (Fig. 1・15).Brain 
physiologists have c1early established that large 
areas of the brain are c10sely coordinated with 
eye and hand movements， far out of propotion 
with other parts of the body (Fig. 1・16).There is 
no doubt but that manual dexterity and eye-hand 
coordination promote brain development. 
The Latin roots of the word 

Fig.l・15
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free the hands， presumably from manuallabor， or shackles. Other English words 
deriving from the Latin root for hand include: manual， manacles， manicure， 
manufacture， manifest， maneuver， manuscript， manipulate， and legerdemain. The 
Japanese language too， recognizes a wide variety of associations for the word 
hand (tejshu)， including the following: help (hitode)， a means or way (shudan)， 
trick or technique (sono te)， ski1led performance (ude ga agaru)， trouble (tesu)， 
involvement (te 0 dasu)， turn or move (teban)， and allowance (te-ate). Modern 
conveniences have emancipated the Japanese from many of the tasks and burdens 
which were once a routine part of daily life. Technology needs no advocate in 
Japan. 
But many of the younger generation in Japan have stopped doing the things 

which traditionally maintained a high degree of manual dexterity. It was a highly 
dexterous people who invented the arts of paper folding， nail-less carpentry， 
world-class cut1ery， and delicate scripts for brush writing. What about the coming 
generations? 
Children in Japan play baseball， dodgeball， or hide-and-seek like children any-

where else. Western sports are so much a part of the school curriculum， that they 
are not considered foreign at all.恥1anychildren's toys today are electronic， and 
video games are extremely popular. Traditional toys， which depended on manual 
skill and imagination， are fast giving way to toys that are easier to use， and more 
flashy. Unlike the children of previous generations， many modern Japanese children 
cannot properly use chopsticks. Parents and teachers are often surprised to find 
that school children cannot tie their shoes by themselves， button jackets， fold 
cloth， or even peel an orange without help. It is easier to ask than to do. At a 
typical suburban elementary school in Osaka， a psychologist discovered that one-
third of the children typically drew human figures without any fingers. Clearly， 
fingers were not something that played a central part in their own body awareness. 
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Unless manuaI skiIIs are better reinforced at home and in the schooIs， Japan's fa-
mous work ethic may suffer in the next ten or twenty years. Indeed， it already has. 
This problem is not Iimited to children. Atsuhiko Satδ， of the Gakushu Jimu 

Noritsu Research Center， which studies productivity and learning e伍ciencyfor 
office workers， conducted an eight-year study as long ago as the 1960s， to deter-
mine trends in the decIine in skilI in using chopsticks among Japanese adults. Over 
5，000 Japanese men and women were tested during this period. Participants were 
asked to use chopsticks to transfer 200 soybeans， one at a time， from one dish to 
another， working against the cIock. Some completed the task in 250 seconds or 
Iess， but the slow ones took 280 seconds or more. Only 55 percent of the people 
held the chopsticks correctly， and over 50 different styles of holding the chopsticks 
were noted among the remaining 45 percent. The slowest group was characterized 
by a large number of people in their twenties， but even housewives in their thirties 
were found to be surprisingly unskilled at using chopsticks. Incorrect use of 
chopsticks aIso correlated well with poor handwriting. A number of studies have 
been sponsored since then by corporations and universities， and reported in 
newspapers Iike the Japan Economic Journal， which indicate that the problem has 
only gotten worse. 
Although Shodo today is practiced as a hobby or as an art form， in the past， all 

literate people used a brush. Calligraphy was the only form of writing， and was 
used for a vast range of formaI and informal purposes. Many of the masterpieces 
which we have inherited from the past were simply the tidings of daily correspond-
ence， not art for art's sake. Even common shop entrances and municipal ordinances 
were often brushed out with superb skill. Just as many of the cIassicaI masterpieces 
of music in the West once served Church， ceremonial， or social pu中oses，so 
calligraphy once served the functions of daily life in Japan. Perhaps the time has 
come for Japan to rediscover its own cultural heritage， and to share the best of it 
with the rest of the worId. 
The brush may not have the immediate practicaI use in daily life that it once did， 

but it is a marvelous tool for integrating mind and body， regardless of your cul-
tural background. In the pursuit of progress and efficiency， we sometimes overlook 
the adverse side of new things. Conveniences make life easier， but they do 

Principles for Controlling the Brush 

The brush is an extension of the self. What we put on paper is a visible manifesta-
tion of what we are inside. By learning to control the brush we can produce better 
calIigraphy， but through the brush we also gain better self-control. When mind and 
body are divided， life easily becomes twisted， out of joint. By coordinating mind， 
body， and brush， we can Iearn to calm and focus the mind on the task at hand. 



Without concentration there is no control， and without control there is not su伍.

cient energy to create. The principles then， for controlling the brush are: 

1. Weight forward， Elbow down. 

2. Bend Elbow， Not Wrist. 
3. Stem Vertical， Fingertips down. 

4. Bristles Parallel. 

5. Continuous Exhalation. 
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Chapter 2: 

The Brush as an Instrument of Power 

The Nature of Talent 

The cormorant bird is used by fishermen in Japan to catch fish. It has a quick eye 
and a ready strike， but it is not allowed to swallow its catch. Fishermen attach 
a tight ring around its throat， and let the birds catch fish for them. Nature's choice 
resources are often the first to be taken because they are so readily seen. In the 
same way， the finest trees are often the first to be taken for lumber. Even preco・

cious children may find their talents quickly spoken for， only to end up in a gilded 
cage of another's making. 
Thus in the Oriental view， the early appearance of talent is not an auspicious 

sign. It is the hawk， not the cormorant bird which represents the true nature of 
ta1ent. The hawk conceals its talons until the moment they are needed， and is 
ready to use them any time. Falconry is a sport that was cultivated by the elite 
members of the samurai warrior cIass. In it they found an ingenious example for 
their own use of the sword. A sword must be kept in its sheath most of the time 
if it is to remain serviceable for use. 
Energy to the Japanese is found in the intensity of restraint， not in the reckless 

frenzy of release. Often the person really in power is the general in the tent， si，lent， 
calm， even taciturn. We see this in the reserved mask of the Noh Drama， and in 
the imperturbable face of the martial artist. This sense of reserve is misleading， for 
it conceals a spirited power within. When this force is brought to the fore， it is 
often fleet as lightning. In this way Japanese organizations are often very hard to 
read， and may take aggravatingly long to make a decision， but once it is made， 
people are mobilized very quickly. 
The Chinese sometimes compare the feeling of holding the brush to a dragon's 

cIaw. But dragons are always portrayed with their talons fully extended， and if 
the comparison is overdone in calligraphy， the arm becomes too tense. The point 
in Shodo is not to be ever tense for action. The power that the artist unleashes in 
the strokes springs from a state of reserve， or potential energy. Beginners often 
become fatigued after a short period of calligraphy practice because they have not 
yet learned how to use this latent strength. They expend too much energy when it 
is not needed， and not enough when it is. Poor timing results in poor quality work. 
Latent talent is more useful than talent which is always on display， particularly in 
a crisis. Outside of the cIassroom， intelligence is measured not by what you already 
know， but by how you perf， 



sensitivity of the brush is a constant reminder that we must be fully relaxed and 

attentive in order to cope with the task at hand. Proper1y used， the brush helps 
cultivate a free and adaptable state of mind. 
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Keep the Centerline of the Brush in Contact with the 
Surface of the Paper 

We have seen how the proper control of the brush brings the tip of every hair into 

contact with the paper， and how the inochi-ge at the center of the brush are among 
the longest and most resilient of the bristles. It is these bristles in particular which 
must remain in contact with the paper， and that contact is palpable with high 
quality handmade paper. Most people are accustomed to machine-made paper， 
which is smooth to the touch， and firm enough to provide the resistance needed 
for a hard-tipped writing utensi1. But the brush is soft-tipped. The stem i~ usually 

hollow and made of wood， which makes it a good conductor for the delicate 

vibrations of the brush etching the surface of the paper. 

Good paper gives the brush a slight resistance， just as ice resists a skate. How 

do you recognize handmade paper? If you hold it up to the light， you can see the 
thin lines of the surface on which it was made， and even some slight irregularities 
in the surface. Machine-made paper is more likely to be of an even consistency， 
less permeable to light. The cheaper kinds of paper are manufactured to be 

smooth on one side and rough on the other. It is best to avoid using this kind of 
paper， but if you must， the rough side is more likely to give you the resistance that 
you need. Resistance to the roughened surface produces the delicate sound of the 

brush on paper， and tells you that you are in touch. 
While holding the brush proper1y， the best way to keep the center line in 

contact with the paper is to feel whether the hairs are actually etching the surface 

continuously， or occasionally skipping across it. When the brush is used correctly 

the tips of the hairs run parallel to the stroke， in the wake of the line. The brush 
may lean forward or back slightly in the direction of the stroke. But if the brush is 

held at an angle pointing away from the stroke， then the tips of the hairs also point 
off at an angle to the line. This causes only a small number of the hairs of the 
brush to actually be involved in painting the stroke (Fig. 2・1).Like a whip， the 
impact of the bristles is strongest at the tip. The greater the number of bristle tips 
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which strike the surface， the stronger the line appears. When a stroke is drawn 
with all of the hairs of the brush it has an elastic quality， like a cord under tension. 
If the stroke is drawn using only a part of the brush it looks slack， like a string 
being dragged along a rough surface (Fig. 2・2).

Use the Fingertips of the Free Hand to Support 
the Paper 

Because wet paper tends to adhere to 
both the brush and the writing SUf-

Fig.2・3

face， it is necessary to support it 

ーーさヲおおミム~叶with paper weights from above， and 
a water-repellent c10th from below. 

ムヌ1
The c10th prevents the ink from run-
ning or marking the surface under the 
paper， and the weights keep it from 
sticking to the brush. Using a paper 
weight (bunchin， Fig. 2・3)provides 
stability， but it has several disadvan-
tages. First， it covers the top portion of the paper. Like an unwanted curtain， it 
conceals part of the stage. You can move it around as you go， but that is distract-
ing. If you leave it in place， it throws the work 0町balance，by leaving too large 
a space at the top of the page. 
The second disadvantage is that it makes your free hand lazy. Chinese characters 

(kanji) were designed to be written with the brush held in the right hand. The left 
hand is then free to support the paper against the movement of the brush. This 
is not as much of a handicap as it might seem to left-handers， because the whole 
arm is engaged in the movement， not just the hand. Furthermore， the task is so 
new and unfamiliar that right-handers seem to enjoy no particular advantage in 

Fig.2・4
the beginning. Letting the left hand lay idle rein-
forces the bad habit of painting with the wrist 
rather than the whole arm. Even if you do use a 
paper weight， as you must when the paper is too 
large to control the edges， the free hand should be 
used as and where needed， to support the paper 
against the motion of the brush. In this way the 
paper is always held taut， and the left hand main-
tains a constant awareness of what the right hand 
is doing (Fig. 2・4).
Strokes drawn from top to bottom are supported 

at the top of the paper. Strokes drawn from left 
to right are supported at the left. In principle， the 
anchor is needed above or before the origin of the 
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stroke; although in practice， small movements of the fingertips or forearm usually 
provide adequate support. The free hand is not as busy as it might appear. Paint-
ing with both hands gives you greater awareness and control， just like driving 
a car with manual transmission keeps you more attuned to the road. 

Begin the Stroke Clearly， Accelerate without 
Hesitation， Come to a Clean Stop 

Precisely speaking， there are no truly 
simple lines in calligraphy. A single 
stroke， such as the character for the 
number one (ichi)， has a distinct begin-
ning， middle， and end， creating a definite 
articulation at both ends (Fig. 2・5).Even 
a small dot painted with the brush should 
contain all three stages， though they 
may be quite subtle. Articulating the 
stroke in three stages (ki-hitsu， soみitsu，
shu-hitsu) helps you execute it with pur圃

pose from beginning to end. Otherwise 
the length of the stroke takes precedence， 
and the beginning or ending lack articu-
lation. Wherever the calligraphe内
concentration is momentarily broken 
the stroke appears hesitant or feeble. 
Nevertheless， the sense of articulation 

can be overdone. Many basic strokes in 

Fig.2・5

Beginning 

¥ 

¥ 

calligraphy are not actually straight lines， but start and end with a slight articula-
tion. Beginners usually try to produce the accented shape at the end of the stroke 
by slowly drawing an outline of that shape with the brush. This does produce 
a likeness in form， but articulating the stroke in this way forces the brush to move 
at a single speed from beginning to end， with no sense of acceleration or rhythm. 
The proper way to articulate the end of the stroke is by accelerating to a c1ean 
stop， not by drawing the shape. The acceleration of the brush causes a gradual 
thickening of the line while the rapid stop causes the bristles to fan out and create 
a sudden thickening of the stroke. 
The effect is similar to that of a skier coming out of a long descent to a hairpin 

stop， causing the snow to pile up suddenly. The sudden suspension of movement 
does not throw the skier off balance， but enables him to strike off in a new direc-
tion， with full control and balance. The brush operates in the same way， bending 
like a spring under compression at the end of the stroke， but once it leaves the 
paper， all of the hairs remain parallel (Fig. 2-6). This allows you to keep going 
with little or no need for adjustment. Drawing the outline of the stroke's features 
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Fig.2・6 is like walking， rather than skiing the course. The 
slow speed and poor rhythm of the brush causes 
the bristles to become limp and twisted， making it 
di伍cultto continue painting without readjusting 
the brush. 
Because the hand is quicker than the eye， it is 

easy to feel like you are getting ahead of yourself. 
Rapid movements threaten to upset balance. It may 
be a natural reflex to resist the movement with 
tension， but that is exactly the wrong thing to do. 
Tensing up causes a skier to fall. Tn calligraphy it 
causes you to overshoot， or to exaggerate the 
strokes， resulting in distorted proportions or insu伍-

cient space to finish the character. All beginners 
feel awkward at first， and losing your balance is not 
much fun. But balance comes easily once you get 
the knack through practice. 

At first， it may seem easier to paint everything at the same speed， but this habit 
can handicap you in the long run. Like a bicycle， the brush can only maintain its 
precarious upright position if it is in motion. Small children practice with training 
wheels， which give an artificial sense of stability. In the same way， resting the 
forearm on your free wrist or on the edge of the table gives an added feeling 
of stability， but it prevents you from moving the arm freely at the proper speed. 
Think of the strokes in terms of speed not shape， and you will advance much more 
quickly in your practice. Your calligraphy will have greater visual impact if you 
start each stroke slowly， speed up and bring the brush to a clean stop. Looking at 
a masterpiece of calligraphy， you can recognize this effect even many centuries 
after it was created. 

Strike the Surface of the Paper with Every Hair of 
the Brush 

Fig.2・7

Strictly speaking， the brush actually accelerates to a 
pause rather than to a dead stop. This allows it to 
change ditection and move into the next stroke 
without losing momentum. The pause merely sus-
pends motion， without stopping it. To do this， the 
brush must be raised slightly at the end of a stroke. 
As the brush draws up， the hairs taper to a point， 
and may自ipover to lay a different face of the 
brush on the paper for the next stroke (Fig. 2・7).
This happens whether or not the brush leaves the 
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surface of the paper. Painting on al1 sides of the brush automatical1y corrects and 
realigns the bristles as you go. It also extends the usable life of the brush. 
Lifting the brush is the only way to paint with al1 of the bristles without bending 

the wrist or tilting the stem. Moving the brush up and down in three dimensions 
makes full use of the resilient properties of the hair of the brush. It also helps 
you keep the centerline of the inochi-ge in contact with the paper. Each principle 
for use of the brush works in concert with the others. If you do one wel1， you are 
likely to do the others automatically. If you lose one， you are likely to lose them 
all. The concept is not difficult to understand， but it takes practice to be able to 
do it consistently. Learn to paint with every hair of the brush， and it will become 
a living extension of your arm. 

Keep the Flow of Energy between the Strokes on 
and off the Paper 

Fig. 2・8
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We will consider the difference between 
formal and informal script styles in a later 
chapter， but it is worth noting here that 
different styles use different stroke endings， 
which are produced by a different use of the 
brush. In theory， formal stroke endings are 
produced by lifting the brush vertical1y from 
the page， c1early accenting the end of the 
stroke. For informal stroke endings the 
brush is lifted on a diagonal， as a continua-
tion of the stroke (Fig. 2・8).It is unusual 

however， to find a style which is al1 one or the other. Like the c10thing that we 
wear， there are many degrees of formality. 
The formal style of writing is characterized by articulation. Each stroke is written 

separately. The brush is lifted off of the paper at the end of the stroke， almost at 
right angles to the page. It is permissible to adjust the brush between strokes as 
needed， though preferably not in the middle of a character. Formal scripts build 
each character architecturally， stroke by stroke. 
The more abbreviated cursive styles of writing are characterized by fluidity. The 

brush is lifted off of the paper on a diagonalline， as an extension of the stroke 
itself. The strokes are intertwined rather than assenibled. To adjust the brush 
between strokes in the cursive style would break the Ki-myαku， or flow of Ki 
energy which connects all of the strokes， both on and 0町ofthe paper. In cursive 
calligraphy， the adjustment ofthe brush is made at the end of a phrase or character， 
or when the brush is refilled with ink. 
It may seem to be a near impossible task to gauge the many factors of pressure， 

ink， speed and form. Experience is the best guide， but there is one little known 
shortcut， and that is to fully saturate the brush with ink. If you only apply ink to 
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the tip of the brush， you will find that the bristles become tangled and twisted very 
easily. If you fill a straw with water， you can keep the water from leaking out as 
long as you keep your fingertip tightly over the upper end of the straw. As soon as 
air is allowed to enter at the top， the water pours out. If the tip is sealed at one 
end， the only way to get the water out is to suck on the straw at the open end. 
Since no air can enter from either side， the straw fiattens under the pressure. This 
is what happens when you paint with a fully saturated brush. As the ink is drawn 
out by the absorbent paper， the brush binds from within and becomes very firm. 
This gives the hairs of the brush a fiexible spine. Like the ankle support of a good 
ski boot， it allows the brush to make turns without spraining or twisting， and keeps 
the hairs relatively paralle1. If air is allowed to enter at the top， the spine breaks 
like a pack of loose straw. 

Preserving the Cutting Edge 

In Chinese lore， there Is a story of a blade which cut very well， but did not wear. 
The large cleaver used in Oriental cooking is named after an Imperial Chinese cook， 
who lived during the period of the Civil Wars， around two or three hundred B.C. 

The Prince noted that his cook had an exceptional ability to cleave meat from the 
bone without damaging or dulling the blade. His movements were intriguing: clean， 
rhythmic， and uninhibited. The cook explained that the secret of his craft lay in 
the search for the Tao (do)， or way. When the beginner cuts meat， he looks at the 
side of beef， and hacks his way through it by sight， wearing out a new blade every 
month. After three years， he learns to feel his way by hand， and need not look at 
the structure of bone and muscle. After long years， if he masters his trade， the 
meat yields to the blade without resistance. He no longer looks at the meat， but 
finds his way effortlessly in the natural harmony of the Way. In this way the cook 
had used the same knife for 19 years， though its blade was as sharp and smooth as 
new. Even allowing for the Chinese love of exaggeration， there is no doubt that 
superior ski11 preserves the life of any instrument， the brush included. 
Many Oriental stories suggest the importance of sensing intuitively， rather than 

relying on sight alone. Stories of blind master swordsmen can only be interpreted 
in this way. The eye is not as good a judge of proportion and balance as we would 
like to think， as any beginning driver can tell you. The eye is easily fooled by 
optical illusions. Magic tricks depend for their e能ctivenesson the fact that the 
hand is often quicker than the eye. The sense of balance depends to a greater degree 
on visceral or internal factors than on visual cues， or at least it should. In one 
experiment， people were asked to try to keep their balance while standing on a 
motionless fioor， as the walls moved around them. The revolving walls were 
decorated in bright vertical stripes. Experienced Judo players stood calmly， while 
people lacking this kind of training were confused by the movement of the whirling 
stripes， and became dizzy and unsure. There was no physical reason for anyone to 
lose balance， but those untrained in the martial arts did. Unless you have a calm 
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center based on an intuitive perception of space， you are likely to lose your balance 
or concentration in a complicated task. The mind which is rough is likely to abuse 
any instrument or person that gets in its way. The best way to preserve the cutting 
edge is to preserve the calm center. 
One of the most renowned swordsmen in Japanese history， Yagyu Tajima no 

Kami Munenori， was also a student of Zen. His teacher， Takuan Sδhδ， wrote 
a letter to him on the relationship between Zen and swordsmanship， which again 
related the cutting edge to the concept of vision. Takuan said that in looking at 
a tree， if the mind stops at a single leaf， it loses sight of the whole tree. However， 
if the mind is open in looking at the tree， it takes in all of the 1eaves at once. Con-
centrating on an opponent's weapon， you will see nothing else. Enlarge your field 
of vision to take in the whole， and you will not be trapped by the part. Gain 
insight into the essence， rather than merely looking at the surface. 
The lore of the Japanese sword is a connoisseur's collection of the cutting edge. 

But a distinction is made between the sword which gives life (kαtsuiin北en)，and the 
sword which takes it away (satsujin・ken).A sword tempered by a mentally unstable 
swordsmith may have been sharp， but it was also rumored to lead its owner into 
death. If the character of the swordsmith was humane， this too would be reflected 
in the weapon， which would protect the owner as well as others from harm. 
Representing the two extremes were the terrible Muramasa， and the chivalrous 
Masamune swords. Both swords had exceptionally fine cutting edges. Placed up-
right against the current of a stream， the Muramasa blade would sever any leaf 
which touched it， while the leaves seemed to avoid the blade of the Masamune. 
The story may be apocryphal， but the lesson is cIear. The sword of death is raw 
and exposed; the sword of life remains in its sheath， but it also remains a sword. 
The brush is treated with the same respect. The teacher (Sensei) rarely lends 

a favorite brush to a student. It is considered a special privilege to be able to use 
the Sensei's brush. A brush which has been properly trained writes exceptionally 
well， even better than a new brush， and far more responsive than one which has 
been abused by the beginner's hand. A well-trained brush may last for years， while 
a novice can ruin a brush in a few short months. Superior skill preserves the cut-
ting edge. 

'Iraining Freehand 

Human beings seem driven to improve their lot through tecbnology， through 
improved efficiency or laborsaving devices. Even cultures which bave only recently 
been exposed to modern technology are higbly vulnerable to devices which make 
life easier. Yet making something easier does not always make it better. If things 
are made too easy， we may be freed from the burden of work， but robbed of the 
opportunity for self-development. Tbis trade-off is also evident with shortcuts in 
the learning process， particularly in the arts. 
Anyone can project tbe voice using electronic amplification. It takes an accom-
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plished actor to be heard at a whisper even at the back of the auditorium. You do 
not gain this ability by practicing with a public address system. It takes a beginner 
several months to learn to produce the first sound on the Japanese shakuhachi， or 
bamboo flute， much less produce anything which sounds like music. Yet there is 
now available a mouthpiece adapter which allows you to produce a sound on the 
first try. This may be a way to encourage impatient people to start， but it is 
unlikely to help develop the proper breath control or concentration to play the 
instrument well. Training aids may be all right for children， but they should not 
be confused with the real thing. A child uses training wheels in the brief transi圃

tion between tricycle a.nd bicycle， but this is a temporary crutch， not a destination 
in itself. 
Knowing this， the serious calligrapher is not inclined to rely on training aids， 

although many are available. Paper weights hold the paper down for you. Special 
paper allows you to trace on top of the faint image of pre-printed characters for 
practice. Felt undercloth is available which is ruled and sectioned， to help you keep 
your characters in straight columns. Preground ink is available which saves you 
the trouble of grinding the ink yourself. There are even refillable cartridge brush-
pens， tipped with plastic fibers or rubber sponge， which give the impression of 
brush strokes， but with the fingertip control of a hard-tipped pen. And you can 
even do crude calligraphy on a computer. But none of these give you the benefits 
of the freehand brush on handmade paper. Some things get worse with improve-
ment. 

Principles for Expressing Energy on Paper 

N othing begins well without motivation， the desire of the mind to extend beyond 
itself and reach a goal. But as long as the incentives are external we tend to be 
caught in a cycle of stimulus and response. When the locus of control is outside 
of ourselves we are forced to follow rather than lead. Initiative is a mental habit. 
It cannot be faked when it is lacking to begin with. In order to take the lead in 
life we need to be tremendously resourceful， and always strive to cultivate our 
latent potential. Through the medium of the brush， Shodo can help you develop 
the ability to gather and release energy， which is the real secret of initiative. The 
principles for releasing this energy are: 

1. Contact the Paper Surface. 

2. Use the Free Hand for Support. 

3. Accelerate to a Clean Stop. 

4. Use Every Hair of the Brush. 

5. Maintain Energy on and off the Paper. 



Chapter 3: 

Space Dynamics and Dimensionality 

Seeing Is Selective 

Two people can look at the same thing， but what they see depends a great deal on 
attention and interest. Not everyone focuses on the same features when they look 
at another person. One is drawn to c1othing， another to facial expressions， another 
to hairstyle (Fig. 3・1).Visual information comes to us as a whole， rather than 
in linear sequence. But we select optical priorities by the way that we organize 
this mass of visual data. The eye wanders freely across a _photograph， seeing selec-
tively rather than taking in the whole. No two people scan a photograph in the 
same way (Fig. 3・2).The pattern of eye movement depends on the purpose of the 
observer and on the visual interest of the subject. Seeing straight is only a figure of 
speech. 
Printed text is linear， but surprisingly reading is not. Of course the eyes follow 

the rough sequence of the text， but careful measures with an eye scanning device 
show that eye movements in reading are anything but straight. Depending on 
reading speed and level of interest， eye motion tends to be characterized by frequent 
fixations and looplike oval movements which overlap considerably， and may take 

Fig.3・1 Fig.3・2



in several lines of text at once. Speed readers can 
scan a page in a diagonal sweep， and still maintain 
a high degree of comprehension. No matter how 
complex Japanese characters may appear to the 
Western eye， native speakers can read and skim 

、 themwithout any apparent handicap. Japanese 
、childrenoften learn to recognize relatively complex 

picto・graphiccharacters before they learn to read 
the far simpler， but abstract phonetic symbols. 
In principle， learning to read Japanese kanji is 

no di百erentthan learning to recognize constella-
tions in the night sky. The strokes are formed into 
recognizable picture elements， which are readily 
combined to form more complex characters. One 
di百erencebetween a picture and a picto・graphic
character is the degree of closure in the drawing. 
Psychologists use closure in picture recognition as 
one measure of intelligence. The subject is shown 
a series of drawings. The first several have only 
a few traces of lines. Subsequent pictures are 

gradually filled in to suggest， and then plainly reveal a drawing of a familiar object. 
The task is to identify the picture as soon as you can guess what it is (Fig. 3・3).
A quick mind recognizes the picture before it becomes apparent， while a sIow one 
may not be able to identify it until it is obvious. 
The eyes are an organ of the brain， and their movement reflects its activity. 

Shodo involves more than looking， it requires accurately reproducing what you see. 
By giving depth to the flat surface of the page， you are revealing superior powers 
of perception. Children draw without perspective. As they mature they learn to see 
and express things with more of the depth， movement， and subtlety of the real 
world. But the fact that many adults are incapable of drawing beyond a child's 
level suggests that their perceptual powers are still underdeveloped. Seeing may be 
selective， but it is also subtle， as any attempt to draw from nature will quickly 
show. A good drawing is an art of omission， reducing the picture to its essential 
lines. Calligraphy is an art of articulation， bringing the character into sharp relief 
in all its subtle grandeur. Once you learn to control the brush and express energy 
on the paper， the next step is to give dimension to the flat surface. 
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Saturate the Brush， and F eather off the Excess Ink 

We have seetl how the brush must be saturated with ink in order to help stabiIize 
the spine of the brush， and to provide an ink reservoir capable of painting a series 
of characters. But to saturate does not mean to drench. The brush should not 
drip， for any leaks onto the paper almost automatically disqualify the work. On the 
other hand， if you apply too much pressure on the side of the ink dish to remove 
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Fig.3・4 the excess ink， you may break the ink reservoir， and 
end up with too little ink to complete the first char-
acter. The solution is to feather off the excess ink 
from the outer bristles， by lightly running the brush 
against the edge of the ink dish. The raised portion 
(oka) in the center of special calligraphy ink dishes 
is for this purpose (Fig. 3・4).
Y ou need apply no more pressure than the weight 

of the brush itself， for this is enough to remove the 
dripping ink， without breaking into the supply of 
ink held by the bristles at the center of the brush. 
Even so， the way that you apply the brush to the 
paper in the initial stroke may break the seal of the 

reserve and cause too much ink to leak out. This 
produces a blotting effect called nijimi (Fig. 3・5).

Sometimes this is a desirable effect， as long as it does not blot in the white space 
between adjacent strokes. With high quality paper， finely ground ink， and a skilled 
use of the brush， this effect can be quite beautiful， causing the ink to fan out in 
fine hair thin rays like a halo around the stroke. Ni.J・imistrokes should occur at 
the beginning of a phrase， and should not be repeated at mechanical intervals. 
The beauty of a wet stroke is 
often heightened by the gradual 
transition of the characters in the 
column into dry， airy strokes 
called kasure (Fig. 3-6). With 
a drier brush， the ink can be 
fanned out so lightly that it 
brings the texture of the paper 
into sharp relief. Because the 
transition is gradual， it is best to 
plan the application of ink to the 
brush so that the wet strokes in 
one column are not immediately 
adjacent to the nijimi strokes in 
the next column. It is very diffi-
cuIt to apply just the right 
amount of ink so that the brush 
runs dry at the right moment. If 
this happens， you can refresh the 
brush by briefJ.y dipping the tip in 
the ink， without fully saturating it 
agam. 

Fig.3・5 Fig.3・6
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The extremes of nij・imiand kasure are both difficult to produce. A stroke which is 

charged with too much ink may blot into the adjacent strokes and make the 
character illegible. A stroke which is too dry may run out of ink or skip in places， 
making it too weak to carry the energy to the next stroke. The placement of wet 
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and dry strokes is a matter of the original artist's composition. In attempting 
to copy the work， recreating the strokes is a question of interpretation and 
artistic skill. Learning to recognize and appreciate the position of nijimi and 
kasure strokes is a matter of cultivated taste. Like the fl.owers in a Japanese fl.ower 
arrangement， similar elements are almost never placed adjacently at the same 

Fig. 3・7 Fig.3・8

height. 
Dark， wet， blotting strokes 

correspond to the bass notes on 
a musical scale， while the light， 
dry， airy strokes are like high-
pitched soprano notes. A good 
piece of music artfully blends the 
two， but only seldom goes to the 
extremes at either end of the 
scale. By adjusting the tone of the 
ink， you can create height and 
depth in the visual scale. When 
combined with variation in the 
size of each character， you can 
create a feeling of movement in 
the visual :field (Fig. 3-7). Nijimi 

and kasure are usually only considered appropriate for cursive 
or semi-cursive scripts， while the more formal printed styles 
contain mostly standard black strokes in the middle range 
(Fig. 3-8). After learning the control and discipline of the 
standard strokes， you can venture to the extremes without 
losing your balance. 

Apply Minimal Pressure for Maximal Effect 

Ink is produced by grinding an inkstick (sumi) on a hand carved and polished slate 
grinding stone called a suzuri. This stone functions like a whetstone， which sharp-
ens and re:fines the blade of a knife. The ink-
stick should be held vertically， and rubbed 
gently in a small amount of water on the sur-
face， in a circular motion (Fig. 3・9).Like the 
brush， the sumi is held vertically. Holding the 
stick perpendicular to the stone keeps the bot-
tom of the inkstick fl.at and even. Very little 
pressure is needed to release partic1es of ink 
frorri their glued matrix. To emphasize this 
point， sumi was said to be best ground by a 

Fig.3・9
に〉

small child or a young nurse. Putting too much musc1e into the process may dam-
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age the inkstick， and is more likely to break off undissolved chunks than to 
liberate small partic1es of carbon. Grinding with too much tension can also cramp 
the free motion of your arm， which is poor preparation for brush writing. 
Whether you grind your own ink or use preground liquid ink (boku-ju)， you 

will still get an optimal effect by painting with minimal pressure. The point is not 
to bear down on the brush， but rather to open and c10se the fan of bristles at the 
tip， without breaking open the reservoir of ink stored in the bristles above it. 
People have a tendency to physically press 

down on things when they concentrate. Fig. 3-10 Fig. 3・11

However this interferes with the ability to 
relax， and makes it difficult to move nimbly. 
It is better to move like a cat， staying alert， 
but without getting so dug in to what you 
are doing that you lose adroitness. Physi-
cal bearing affects mental attitude. Over 
concentration can leave you tense and 
tired. Calligraphy is spirited， not solemn. 
The brush is buoyant because it rises and 

falls on the surface. The traces that it leaves 
on the paper are two-dimensional， but 
the brush itself moves freely up and down 
(Fig.3・10).This vertical movement creates 
variations in the thickness of the line. The contrast of thick and thin lines crossing 
at various angles gives the piece a three-dimensional quality (Fig. 3・11).

Speed up on the Straight Strokes， Slow down on 
the Curves 

We have already compared balance of a brush 
to that of a bicyc1e， and how its handles changes 
in direction in much the same way. Unless you 
move the brush at an appropriate speed for the 
line， you are likely to lose balance or veer off 
course. This speed is part1y determined by the 
amount of ink in the brush. To give the proper 

amount of tone to the stroke， a wet brush is moved more quickly and a dry brush 
more slowly. In general a straight line should be fast and a curved line slow 
(Fig. 3・12).
As long as the brush is in contact with the paper， it will discharge ink. It must 

be kept in constant motion， except for a pause to change direction or a sharp 
turn. Usually the brush will be almost off of the page at this moment， delicately 
poised on the tip before taking off on a new angle. This is often necessaty for 

Fig. 3-12 
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Fig. 3-13 comp1icated cursive script where you can easi1y get 
coぱusedin the tang1e if you do not pause and take 
it in sections (Fig. 3・13).
It is impossib1e to guess the exact speed of the 

brush with which the origina1 piece was written. It 
is a1so impossib1e to dup1icate the origina1 brush， 
amount of ink， and consistency of the paper. How-
ever， you must come reasonab1y c1ose， within fairly 
wide limits， or you will be unab1e to make a good 
copy. A work of calligraphy is actually produced in 
four dimensions， not three， because the speed and 
timing of the brush is as important as its height or 
1atera1 movement. The traces of this dynamic move-
ment of the brush are on1y visib1e on paper in two 
dimensions. 

Look at both the Figure and the Ground 

In calligraphy， spatia1 awareness means the abi1ity to project space dynamics on 
paper. Space has both a positive and negative aspect， known as figure and ground. 
We tend to focus exc1usive1y on the figure， and to ignore the ground， but in 
Shodo， both are equally important. The more subt1e and refined the character， 
the more interesting the white space in between. Many ancient works of callig-
raphy have been 10st or destroyed， but wood or stone-carved temp1ates remain， 
from which rubbings are produced. Like the negative print of a photograph， 
these rubbings reverse figure and ground， but the princip1e is the same. In some 
ways， the white figure with a b1ack ground actually makes the ground， or space 
between the strokes， easier to see. Note that the spaces enc10sed by crossing 1ines 
sometimes have a distinct geometric identity (Fig. 3・14).If you ignore the spaces 
and on1y copy the 1ines， you may be ab1e to 
produce a vague figure 1ikeness， but the forgery Fig. 3・14

will be obvious. 
The figure-ground re1ationship applies even 

when the character is too simp1e to have any 
crossed 1ines. 0・gishiused the same simp1e 
character in one piece dozens of times， and 
never wrote it twice in the same way (Fig. 3・15).
It takes tremendous creativity to say the same 
thing over twenty times without repeating 
yourse1f. F10wing water refreshes our senses 
because its simp1e sound is never exactly the 
same. Stagnant water offends the senses. 
Through habit or neglect， human beings be-

園



come stagnant when they stop growing. Art offers 
a remedy to a stagnant life， because it articulates 
and shapes our own renewal. Not only the paper， 
but we ourselves gain a new dimension when we 
paint and see in this way. 
It is not only the inside of the character which 

forms the ground， but the external geometry as 
well. The difficulty that a student has in balancing 
the parts of a character comes from paying too 
little attention to its geometric profile. Like a hu-
man face， each character has a contour， which can 
be roughly fit into a circ1e， rectangle， triangle， or 
sometimes more complex outline (Fig. 3-16). 
These shapes are obvious when pointed out， but 
otherwise are often missed entirely because too 
much attention is given to the figure rather than 

Fig.3・16
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Fig.3・15
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Fig.3・17
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the ground. There are even profiles within profiles， which can be discovered by 
piecing the various subshapes together (Fig. 3・17).This exercise will sharpen your 
perception， and give your calligraphy more dimension. 

Maintain the Proper Distance and Angle between 
Strokes 

Michelangelo said that trifies make perfection. There could hardly be anything 
more minute thao the subtle angles and proportions which spell the difference 
between excellent aod mediocre calligraphy. When the studeot's work is completed， 
the Sensei corrects it by paioting io corrections in red iok， 00 top of the student's 
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2・

black strokes. Sometimes the difference is so slight that it seems almost arbitrary. 
However you should remember that the Sensei sees more， and takes more stroke 
relationships into account in making the correction. 
There should be an interplay between strokes， even between characters in dif-

ferent columns. The thrust of one extended stroke is parried by the skillful dodge 
of another (Fig. 3・18).This is rarely a deliberate process at first， as there is too 
much else to be concerned with when you are absorbed in painting. But the 
greater the awareness of the person behind the brush， the more such factors come 
into account. The parallelism， perpendicularity， and alignment of strokes can play 
a subtle but crucial role in the overall impact of the piece. 
Attention to these largely unconscious factors can also indicate things about a 

person's health， psychological balance， and intelligence. Handwriting analysis is 
still a young science in Japan， but brush calligraphy reveals a great deal about 
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various dimensions of the human personality. By working with good models (tehon)， 
and paying cIose attention to the position and relationship of strokes， we have an 
opportunity to improve and give structure to our own character. 

Types of Seeing 

Seeing is a form of inte11igence， a way of organizing the bewildering array of data 

that impinges on our senses. We do not see everything that meets the eye. We 

tend to see what is useful to us. This is necessary for survival， and helps us avoid 
danger. When not pressed by immediate needs， we see by mental association. One 
thing reminds us of another， and sets off a chain of thought. This helps us to 

invent， communicate， and imagine new ways of doing things. When the mind is 
open， we see by discovery. That which was never before noticed suddenly becomes 
obvious. This kind of seeing leads to creative insight. The total operation of 
functional， associative， serendipitous， and intuitive seeing develops imagination， 
for which art is the supreme language. 
Language is analytical， temporal， and linear. Art is Gestalt， presentational， and 

immediate. Language and art are both forms of thinking， and Shodo is both lan-
guage and art. Containing elements of both， it helps us to think with both sides of 
the brain. The visual arts incIude architecture， sculpture， and painting. Works of 

visual art impress us as vividly existing in space， whether we walk inside， around， 
or in front of them. This sensation results from the positive use of negative space. 
Painting makes use of implied lines， textures， and proportions to lead the eye in 

a somewhat predetermined path. Not everyone sees a work of art in the same way， 

but the artist has greater control over our perception than we realize. There are no 
absolutes in art. The beloved works of one age are often despised by the next， and 
genius often goes unrecognized in its own time. A well-educated person is able 
to transcend， or at least temporarily suspend the limited values of the present， and 
see the world vicariously through the eyes of another. This does not mean that 
anything goes. The cIassics have endured because people long since disposed of the 
rubbish， and made great efforts to keep the best. The ravages of time and poJitics 
take a to11， but much of the best endures. 
But how can we as Westerners judge quality in an art like caIIigraphy， which was 

born in a foreign cu1ture and a distant time? The traditional way of developing 
artistic taste is through exposure to the cJassics. Mass media， with its unprece-
dented barrage of commercial and political art， has considerably confused and 
lowered contemporary standards. 1n this situation， to ignore the cIassics is to 
commit artistic suicide. Sh 



each of which has enriched the ones before. The flat vertical planes of medieval 
European painting gave way to the three dimensional perspective of the Renais-
sance. The Impressionists made space diffuse， the Cubists gave it dimension， and 
abstract painters made it almost irrelevant. Art enriches the whole idea of space. 
The thought that space could be other than what it appears is the product of a 
searching imagination. Hard-nosed realists may consider such pursuits to be a 
waste of time. However， many things that are now accepted as common sense 
were once ridiculed as dangerous nonsense or heresy. Galileo faced execution as 
a heretic for c1aiming that the earth was other than it appeared. 

Spatial Intelligence 
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Intelligence was once considered a matter of mental brawn. In 1884 at the London 
Exhibition， Sir Francis Galton tried to prove that intelligence was a function of the 
size of the head. He measured the head size of several prominent British scientists， 
but their heads seemed no different from those of ordinary British citizens. Intel-
ligence tests have become more sophisticated in the twentieth century， but most 
measures of intelligence are still limited to verbal and mathematical aptitude， or 
knowledge of a particular subject matter. Many tests today have come under attack 
for their cultural bias or questionable validity. Do the tests really measure the skills 
that will be needed outside of school ? Do we need to broaden still further our 
concept of intelligence? 
Linguistic， logical， and quantitative measures of intelligence are often misleading， 

because reallife problem solving involves a greater range of abilities， inc1uding 
such intangibles as poise， physical coordination， spatial awareness， and interpersonal 
skills. For a balanced view of life， we need to learn to see with the eyes of the 
artist as well as the scientist. 
Measures of spatial intelligence do exist， but their emphasis is heavily biased 

toward reasoning about visual forms. Typical paper tests ask the student to match 
complex forms which are similar in appearance， or to visualize how something 
would appear from a different angle (Fig. 3・.19).These skills may be quite useful to 

Fig.3・19
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Fig.3・20

Thematic Apperception 
Test (TAT) 

Rorschach 
Inkblot 

geologists and engineers， but they depend far more on reasoning than imagination. 
Psychologists also use tests of visual thinking， notably the Rorschach Inkblot and 
Thematic Apperception Tests (Fig. 3・20).But in both of these cases it is verbal 

associations which are being measured， and not visual perception. The illustration 
serves simply as a visual stimulus for verbal thinking. Tests of creativity， which 
are sti11 not widely accepted as valid， focus heavily on the use of reasoning to find 
alternative solutions to a problem (Fig. 3-21). Tests of three-dimensional visualiza-

tion， verbal association， and creative problem solving each use visual thinking in 
some measure， but none of them focuses on the ski11 of seeing itself. 

List alternate uses 
for a toothbrush . . . 

Fig.3・21

For example . . . 

f 
Scrub brush. 

Plant label stick. 
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The branch of study which concentrated almost Fig. 3・22

exc1usively on the process of visual perception was 
Gestalt Psychology， originating in Germany in the 
ear1y 1900s. Best known for its observation that the 
whole is greater than the sum of the parts， Gestalt 
Psychology contains a number of insights which are 
extremely helpful in understanding the art of cal1ig-
raphy. We have already looked at the Gestalt concept 
of figure and ground. The figure is the part of the pic-
ture that we most easily notice. It requires a shift in 
perspective to see the background. It is possible to 
draw a picture in which the figure and ground are 
almost interchangeable， as in the famous example of 
vases and faces (Fig. 3-22). The eye can focus on one or the other in rapid 
sequence， but not both simultaneously. 
Our brain organizes visual data in terms of perceptual groupings. As with figure 

and ground， groupings of lines and shapes can also undergo a shift of focus. 
Proximity dictates the initial grouping， but a slight alteration of the figure can cause 
us to group the lines in an entirely different way (Fig. 3-23). This is very important 
in Shodo， where the proximity of strokes is a critical element in legibility. The art 
of brush writing， as opposed to simple handwriting， is one of stretching the percep-
tuallimits of a group of strokes， without rendering the character illegible. There 
is a great deal of leeway allowed， but somehow the spell can be broken if the 
process is carried too far. Taffy st回tchesjust so far until it breaks. Just how far 
you can stretch the field of legibility is a matter of experien印 andartistic judg-
ment (Fig. 3・24).The misplacement of a single stroke in this field can cause the 
whole thing to come undone. In order to recreate the spell with your own brush， 
you need to sustain the energy between strokes， and to grasp the relationship of 
the strokes as a whole. 
Simplicity is another factor which determines perceptual groupings・Thebrain 
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Fig. 3-24a Fig.3・24b Fig.3・24c
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tends to construct and retain the concept of an object which is the most intelligible 
with the least effort. This takes place on various levels of sophistication， depending 
on the maturity of the person's perception. Small children mistake visual changes 
for physical changes， believing that objects actually get smaller as they get farther 
away， or that the moon is actually following them when they ride down the high-
way. It requires some perceptual ski11 to read a picture， which is why children often 
have difficulty building a simple model from illustrated instructions. Primitive 
peoples have been known to have difficulty recognizing their own family members 
in a photograph. An anthropologist named Colin Turnbi11 described in his book， 
The Forest People， how a Pygmy boy of fifteen who had left the forest for the first 
time in his life， had trouble believing that large animals at a great distance were 
other than insects. The ability to track and recognize an object despite perceptual 
changes is something we take for granted， but it is a learned ski11. 
The ability to reduce complex visual data to a simple concept is very useful. But 

ironically， it is this very ability to form and conserve concepts which sometimes 
blinds us to the pure act of seeing itself. The artist sees the familiar in an un-
familiar light， and thereby creates forms that we never before imagined. By sticking 
to a fami1iar way of looking at things， we tend to form stereotypes， and ignore 
visual relationships that have no apparent utility. The artist helps us experience 
a new way of looking at something by giving it a vivid visual description. But if 
the expression is too subjective it becomes uninteIligible. Everyone has experienced 
the random musings of the stream of consciousness， but unedited writing is rarely 
worth reading. 
There is a fine line between genius and madness. The artist's chaIlenge is to skirt 

this line， but remain on the proper side. Most art forms have safeguards， in th( 
form of traditions and conventions， and Shodo is no exception. CaIligraphy is 
painted writing， and therefore must be legible to qualify. Legibility is a prerequisite 
of brush writing， but not a measure of its artistic value. The availability of five 
major script styles， and the natural variability of the soft brush give plenty of free 
reign to the creative impulse. 
Painting is the art of creating visual iIIusions which point to invisible truths. It is 

inteIIigible becaus 
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beyond itself. Ambiguity is an important element in art. A simple twist of the line 
can make a man's face suddenly appear as a woman's body (Fig. 3・25).Art often 
exists in the twilight zone， where one thing can suggest or appear as another. The 
difficulty in Shodo is that the artist is caught between the spontaneity of creative 
deviation， and the discipline of legible language. Sometimes a slight change in 
stroke angle or direction can result in an error， or even in an entirely different 
character (Fig. 3-26). However， this is usually only a problem in fully cursive 
script， and even that is governed by a manageable number of rules. 
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The attempt to accurately perceive a character and physically reproduce it with 

the brush is a unique type of intelligence test. Although a complex relationship of 
strokes make up the written language of kanji， there is no test score， and really no 
one right answer. An exact reproduction is impossible. There is no way to cheat， 
for the brush does not lie. It is so sensitive in fact， that some researchers in Japan 
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are using the brush in the early detection of senility and disease. Through a scale 
sensitive to pressure， the movements of the brush can be transferred to a computer 
screen， and analyzed for signs of wavering， micro-fatigue， or split second loss of 
contro1. Like a seismograph， this instrument detects the early tremors in the human 
frame which bear warning long before the ground shakes. 
Unfortunately， spatial intelligence in our society may be on the dec1ine. Excessive 

television watching has been blamed， for it lulls the viewer into passivity， and im-
poverishes the imagination with its relentless barrage of rapidly shifting and dis-
jointed images. Between the years 1960 and 1980， the Educational Testing Service 
in Princeton， New Jersey， found a significant dec1ine in the national test scores of 
spatial intelligence. These tests presumably measured geometric recognition， three-
dimensional visualization， and reasoning ski11s. We might obtain less formal mea-
sures of the dec1ine by seeing what has happened to the quality of animation in 
chi1dren's cartoons， or by noting the reduced interest in hobbies of modeling and 
construction during that same period. Schools have steadily reduced their offerings 
of mechanical drawing and industrial arts， due to lack of student interest. Many 
professions require spatial intelligence and visual ski11s. Unless something is done 
to reverse the dec1ine in these skills， there could be a serious impact on the future 
of fields like architecture， engineering， landscaping， or even surgery. 
The spirit of any civilization is always refl.ected in its art. By studying the best of 

the past， we can revive the present， and bequeath something of even greater value 
to the future. 

Principles for Giving Dimension to the Flat 

Surface 

Life at the surface is dull， fl.at， uninspiring. We need creative insight to see the 
nuances and depths of things， and insight begins with perception. But inspiration 
is like the breath that we draw， all around us yet so easy to overlook. It is more 
comfortable to take for granted that which we see， and many wiIlingly go through 
life with blinders. We can survive without being creative， but not much more. The 
cost of unimaginative existence is a life which is predictable and standardized， a life 
within the limits. In Shodo， the principles for giving dimension to the fl.at surface 
are: 

1. Saturate the Brush， with Restraint. 

2. Minimal Pressure， Maximal Effect. 
3. Fast on the Straight， Slow on the Curve. 
4. Consider Figure and Ground. 

5. Maintain Proper Stroke Angle and Distance. 



Chapter 4: 

Finding the New in the Old 

The Reflection in the Mirror 

An old Chinese expression says that we see in 
other people the reflection of our selves (Fig. 4-1). 
In Japan， the mirror has long been considered to 
have sacred properties. It faithfully reflects what 
is before it， and has much to teach to the person 
who is willing to look. The old character for 
mirror (kagami)， has a second meaning (kan ga 
miru)， which means to think or reflect on a model 
(tehon). This meaning is very close to that used in 
calligraphy， where the student learns by copying 
a model， either a photograph of an original 
masterpiece， or one done by the teacher. The 
tehon is usually an excerpt of a classical work， 
interpreted by the Sensei， or at least drawing on 
elements that the teacher has picked up over 
years of study. The student learns by copying the 
tehon repeatedly， trying to bring to life as many 

Fig. 4-1 
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Other people are the mirror 
of ourselves. 

elements of the original as possible. Over years of practice the student is gradually 
given rank， and eventually teaching responsibility. You learn best by mirroring the 
teacher's work， and then sharing what you know with others. 
This process of imitation leads to discovery. Each time you try to copy the tehon， 

you are caught by your own limited perceptions. This is a mildly frustrating process 
at first， because the brush is so difficult to control. The hand seems unable to 
reproduce what the eye sees. But in fact， the hand is reporting very accurately what 
the eye sees. We are poorer observers than we would like to admit. Only after 
a period of concentrated practice does the eye begin to discover the important 
details and proportions which were there all along. This comes as a surprise， a kind 
of satori， or awakening of the senses. This discovery is the beginning of real learn-
ing， and the excitement is often enough to propel the student into an enthusiastic 
period of practice. 
Obviously you should select a Sensei who is technically skilled with the brush， 

but you are very fortunate if you can find a teacher who also has a fine character 
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within. Ideally， the teacher should be one who has never stopped learning. The way 
of the brush is so wide and long that no one could ever exhaust its possibilities. 
Anyone can gain technical skill after a few years of practice. However， in evaluating 
a teacher you should look beyond the tehon， and ask what the art has done for the 
person behind the brush. We need not imitate other people to improve ourselves， 
but we can emulate the positive features of anyone we meet. Shodo gives us inti-
mate access to the minds of many great individuals who lived centuries before us. 
By copying the works of the masters， we gaze into the mirror of the past， and try 
to recover our own genius. The deeper our dialogue with works of excellence， the 
greater becomes our repertoire of expression. 
There is a special knack to being original. Being creative is easy if there are no 

standards. It is important to study the masterpieces of c1assical calligraphy to 
understand what true quality is. But no matter how good the copy， after all it is 
only a reproduction. The difficu1ty lies in being original， with excellence. 

Maintain a Spirit of Relaxed Concentration 

It is impossible to be yourself unless you are relaxed. As long as you are trying too 
hard for a certain effect， there will be a false note in your bearing. But it is also 
impossible to realize your potential without concentration and the effort to improve 
your self. The person who stops learning quickly stagnates in selιsatisfaction， and 
is soon rejected by others. Relaxation and concentration appear to be incompatible 
only because people misunderstand the meaning of both. Coordination of mind 
and body allows you to relax and concentrate simultaneously. The important point 
is that concentration is a mental function， while relaxation is a physical one. Many 
people get it backward by trying to tense the musc1es to concentrate， and slacken 
the mind to relax. This is a very unnatural state， and only further divides the mind 
and body. The mind works better when it is alert and focused. The body func-
tions best when it is relaxed and calm. Though it is easy enough to accept this 
principle intellectually， it is almost imtossible to use the brush properly without 
it. Coordination of mind and body should be considered a prerequisite to creative 
work， for without it both the artist and his work become unbalanced. 
All too often in the interests of creativity， artists fall into narcissistic and highly 

subjective forms of expression. When the average person is unmoved by the artist's 
personal statement， it is easy to resort to snobbish statements in self-defense. 1n 
Japanese， there is a distinction drawn between individuality (kosei) and eccentricity 
(kuse). True originality is an inborn quality， while idiosyncrasy is a result of forced 
pretense. Though posing as liberated and free， eccentrics are often bound by their 
own standards of conformity， and may c1ing to them more stubbornly than the 
conformist. 
Your character will mature of itself if you learn to relax completely and deepen 

your mental focus， and it will be your own. Raise your standards by using tehon 
that you consider worthy of emulation， and in time your brush writing wil1 develop 
its own original character. 
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Expand Y our Visual Vocabulary by Copying the 
Masters 

In order to express yourself well in any medium， you need to master the vocabulary 
as well as the instruments of the art. Gestures will not carry you far in a foreign 
language. Even the masters of musical improvisation have behind them a good deal 
of experience in reading musical scores. Great masters of the visual arts， from 
Michelangelo to Picasso， had years of training in good representational drawing. 
The ability to make an accurate copy is not the end of creative work; it is 
a prerequisite to it. Rejecting this di伍cultphase of development deprives you of 
access to excellence. On the other hand， stopping at technical mastery， without 
developing anything original dooms your work to anonymity. Even commercial 
artists achieve success in their fields only by doing something truly original or 
outstanding. Few people make their living as artists， and even fewer achieve dis-
tinction for original work. Nor is this goal even practical for the average person. 
But creativity is by no means limited to the arts. Anyone can benefit from the 
ability to see the obvious through fresh eyes， and the capacity to show it to others. 
It is di伍cultto be creative in the abstract. We need a focus. In calligraphy， the 

tehon gives us an artistic challenge of manageable proportions. It takes less than 
a minute to make a single copy， and even half an hour of practice can be reward圃

ing. Still， making a good copy is no easy task， for the brush faithfully records every 
error in your perception. The rhythm and proportions of good calligraphy are so 
refined， that they immediately remind us how rough and rushed our daily life has 
become. After a period of concentrated practice， we come away a little better 
person. Spending time with a good book may have the same mental e町ect，but the 
brush adds a physical and visual dimension that reading alone lacks. 
Some might object to the notion that copying can lead to creativity. The copy is 

a rehearsal， not a performance. It is not meant for display. A good artist has the 
skill to make a good copy， as well as the originality to create something new. A 
poor artist considers copying to be beneath him， when in fact it is beyond him. 
The purpose of trying to replicate the tehon is twofold: to train the eyes to notice 
what is in front of them， and to train the hand in a wider repertoire of strokes. 
Truly creative work comes later， when 
you attempt to transfer elements of 
the old into the new 
Calligraphy is a learned skill， and 

involves ph 
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Fig.4・3a Fig. 4・3b
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great deal of skill and control to produce the master 
copy to begin with. Copies made by Japanese children 
are notably crude in comparison， although they may be 
very good for their age and ski1l1evel (Fig. 4・3a and b). 
The brush writing of an adult beginner may resemble 
that of the child at first， though it is unlikely to have the 
child's sense of spontaneity. The adult is apt to be self-
critical， and more self-conscious than the child. 

Fig.4・4

The questions on an intelligence test often 
give hints of what to look for in the answer. 
In Shodo， few hints are given. You must simp-
ly paint what you see. Once errors are pointed 
out they become obvious: misplaced or miss-
ing strokes， lines which should touch but do 
not， intervals which should be equal but are 
not. Perhaps the student's copy is not well 
centered on the page. Its internal spaces may be cramped， or an important stroke 
may be weak. If the piece is well executed， or has outstanding features of its 
own， variations from the original are tolerated， even encouraged. In fact， two 
accomplished Sensei may produce somewhat different tehon working from the same 
original model (Fig. 4-4). 

Be Original， N ot Just Different 

Sonkatei (A.D. 648-703)， one of the great Chinese masters of calligraphy， wrote at 
length on the process of creativity. He described three stages to learning the Way 
of the Brush. In the first stage you strive， like a baby， to learn shape， form， and 
position; and constant1y have the feeling that you cannot quite get it right. In the 
second stage， you seek individuality and self-expression. At this level you have 
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enough skiIl to have fun and be creative， but your artistic growth may be stunted 
by conceit. Stagnation eventuaIly leads to a decline in ability. Only if you keep 
growing do you enter the third stage， where you are again as a smaIl child， but 

Fig. 4-5 
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now having overcome pride and bad habits. lndeed 
the work of some of the masters does have a child-
like quality， spontaneous and free of pretense. The 
work of Zen Masters Hakuin (Fig. 4・5)and Ryδkan 

(Fig. 4-6)， both have this quality， and are very difficult to copy wel1. In fact， they 
do not make good tehon for the beginner. The person lacking in technical skill too 
easily confuses childlike， with childish. Many aduIts faIl into this trap， trying to 
recapture the lost spontaneity of childhood， instead of seeking a higher spontaneity 
on the other side of maturity. There are no shortcuts to creativity， and by going 
back， they only create a caricature of the child that they once were. 
Y ou are never too old or too young to be creative， but you may miss it aIto-

gether. Y ou are not likely to get it in school， and few people are lucky enough to 
work in a place which encourages it. Some people succeed in creative achievements， 
but many do not. If you stop learning you may even lose the urge to create. 
Creativity depends on your own initiative. In the practice of Shodo you are given 
a few guidelines， but mostly expected to find your way by trial and error， with 
occasional advice from the teacher. How much ink to apply to the brush? How 
much pressure? How fast or how slow to paint? Y ou must ultimately answer these 
questions through your own experience. There are so many features which compete 
for your attention: line thickness， stroke beginnings， proportion， position， speed， 
endings， angles. It is almost impossible to get all of them right in one attempt. 
Sometimes one stroke out of twenty will be outstanding， while the rest are medi-
ocre. We remember famous people for their successes， but their biographies often 
point to a long string of failed attempts along the way. The professional is more 
controlled and consistent， but like the beginner， is stilllearning all the time through 
trial and error. The best thing to do is mentally focus on one feature or principle 
at a time. GraduaIly you assimilate each one， and refine your corrections until they 
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become very subtle and automatic. At this stage the student learns to control the 
brush without thinking about 1t， and can copy or deliberately vary the expression 
as he likes. 
Y ou may know that practice makes perfect， but do not confuse repetition with 

practice. If trial and error is to achieve anything， it requires sustained e百'orttoward 
a goal or model of excellence. Without the desire to go beyond yourself， repetition 
only'reinforces bad habits， putting you in a rut. An eccentric style may draw atten-
tion for a while， but it has no power to go beyond itself. Practice to improve， not 
Just to repeat. 

Find Something New in the Old 

The artist makes an effort to express things which most people take for granted. 
The successful artist puts universal human experiences and aspirations into a tan-
gible form. This figure has the power to reflect， recall， and even intensify the 
original impulse， so that others can understand and identify with it. The greater the 
talent of the artist， the greater the value and esteem of the work， though some 
artists are born ahead of their time. Paul Valery said that no artist ever finishes 
his work， but merely abandons it. The non-artist is the same， except that he 
abandons it at a much earlier point， or does not even try. The weaker the creative 
impulse， the easier it is to give up on an idea. Then it becomes easier to let some-
one else do it for you. Why decorate life with ornaments， when you can renew it 
with art? 

The impulse to create may come from anywhere， but it must take a legible shape 
to qualify as art. To create something new， we need to do more than just copy 
what we have seen. Once the character or subject has been selected， ideas and hints 
may be drawn from tehon or from reference books which contain classical works. 

Fig. 4-7 Fig.4・8
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Then begins a searching cyc1e of mental and physical rehearsal， until you achieve 
the variati'on that you are looking for. The original impulse may come from the 
outside world， or it may be inspired by a notion from within. The character for the 
word (moeru)， meaning “to burn，" may be written legibly， and still bear a resem-
blance to living flames (Fig. 4・7).In Zen Buddhism， the Universe is considered 
essentially beyond description (mu). Though this character can be written legibly， 
it reflects associations which are themselves beyond words (Fig. 4・8).
In both cases the character is used as a vehic1e to build momentum and lead the 

viewer beyond itself. It is di田cultto achieve this effect by copying a tehon， although 
it may give you some ideas. Once you get an inspiration， you begin to grasp the 
essence of form. But in order to transcend it， you must find something new in the 
old. 

Link Together Elements That No One Else Has 
Seen 

Brush writing is bound by the conventions of legibility， most of which were devel-
oped for efficiency in reading and writing. However， brush painting must be 
enjoyed as well as understood. If everyone were to write characters in the same way， 
there would be no calligraphic art， only pretty lettering. With this in mind， we 
should devote some time to deliberately deviating from the tehon， or even painting 
without one. The art of ink painting (sumi-e) is another subject altogether， for it 
involves not letters but pictures， of landscapes，自owers，animals， insects， and other 
impressions of nature. It would appear to be simpler and have fewer rules than the 
Shodo， but the use of the brush and principles of composition are just as rigorous. 
The pictorial character of kanji is quite compatible with sumi・e.It has long been 
a common practice to show painted letters superimposed on a picture， from ancient 
scrolls to modern travel posters (Fig. 4・9a and b). 
In Oriental thinking， there is a twilight realm between letters and pictures， in 

Fig.4・9a Fig.4・9b
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which one gradually fades into the other. Y ou can select a kanji representing some-
thing in nature， and try to paint it as a picture rather than a character. Using 
a natural object， image， or photograph as a tehon， you can experiment with a num-
ber of variations on how to write the character. Each variation should be legible. 
The intent is to make a readable picture. For example the character for flower 
(hana) can be written to look like a flower arrangement (ikebana)， using a photo-
graph or drawing as a tehon (Figs. 4・10through ・13).There are details in the picture 
which lend themselves to portrayal as strokes in the character. The brush can be 
used to highlight petals， stems， leaves， or even parts of the vase. What makes this 
calligraphy and not sumi-e is that is still obeys the rules of legibility and stroke 
order， while at the same time allowing for some poetic license. 

Fig.4・10b目
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Fig. 4-12a 

Fig. 4-13b 
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Since everyone looks at a picture in their own unique way， painting a character 
in this way almost guarantees that you will link together elements that no one else 
has seen. Giving a visual description of an object that others can see as well， you 
open a window on another way of looking at the world. The tangible reality of the 
object and rules regarding the written character compel you to see the object the 
way others might. A work of art is born at the interface between the subjective and 
objective points of view. There are as many points of view as there are people， so 
an exhibition by many artists on the same theme can be quite intriguing. Each work 
is unique， though all of them say the same thing. 
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The Fine Line 

The first rule for creative work is a knowledge of the best of the past， which 
prepares you to pass something of value along to the future. The visual vocabulary 
of Shodo has developed over centuries of experimentation. Like the architecture of 
the past， it tends to fit the era in which it was born. The buildings that we live and 
work in are usual1y architectural variations on old themes. Cal1igraphy has deveト
oped in much the same way. It is impossible to create an effective break with the 
past without an intimate familiarity with tradition. But familiarity is more than 

just knowledge of facts， figures， names and faces. Perceptive awareness of the past 
must lead to intuitive vision of the future. 
Creating a new variation is like trying to translate poetry into a foreign language. 

A faithful translation may not be beautiful， nor a beautiful one faithful. The chal-
lenge is how to keep the meaning without losing the poetry， a task which is so 
di伍cultthat it compels many serious students to learn a foreign language， just for 
the pleasure of reading a work in the original. Since this is not practical for most 

people， there must be a more direct way to gain access to the poet's mind. This 
can be done through cal1igraphy， where the poem involves the entire mind and 
body， and leaves a vivid visual impression. 
It takes some years to develop your own artistic style. 1f you push the rules of 

legibility and spatial balance too far， the brush strokes look sick and unbalanced 
(byo・hitsu).There may be a very fine line between genius and abnormality， but 
you have to draw the line somewhere. As Kenneth Rexroth said， art is the reasoned 
derangement of the senses. It takes a good observer， with an excel1ent sense of 
dramatic timing and expression to play a role wel1， and still be able to return to 
one's real self. A real fool cannot play the part of a fool on stage. The actor who 
cannot distinguish the difference in daily life is finished. Control is the safety valve 

which prevents the real derangement of the senses. 1n cal1igraphy， this control is 
provided by continued reference to the masterpieces of the past. 
The second rule for creative work is good space dynamics. This depends on the 

energy and rhythm of the brush， in other words on the mind and body coordina-
tion of the artist. A work of art which lacks this energy is little more than dirty 

laundry， an unwanted glimpse of the subconscious. It may draw attention， but it 
will not be remembered. It requires a tre 
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often do not realize the degree to which our habits enslave us， but there is always 
a day of reckoning. Dostoevski said that the second half of a man's life is made up 
of the habits which he acquired in the first half. Creative work can help you break 
old habits by renewing yourself. In the e百ortto achieve the right effect you may 
repeat the work dozens of times. There is nothing wrong with this， except that in 
repetition， you tend to lose the creative tension and expectation of the original 
attempt. Art is born， not manufactured. The freshness of the work tends to fade 
with familiarity and fatigue. Sometimes the first attempt produces the best work in 
a series， though the power of the work is not always obvious at the time. Good 
calligraphy gains power after the ink dries， becomes more interesting with repeated 
vlewmgs. 

Lastly， if it is to qualify as calligraphy， the work must be legible to the trained 
eye. Free form expression may qualify as art， but not as Shodo. The rules of 
legibility are covered in detail in the next chapter. They have been developed 
through centuries of experimentation， and represent the most efficient way to write 
and abbreviate the kanji. You cannot make up your own rules of spelling and 
grammar， just because you do not like standard English. Nor can you ignore the 
rules of legibility in Shodo. These rules do not make art， but they keep us on the 
right side of the白neline. 

Principles for Originality with Excellence 

Originality is not so mysterious， once you realize how it works. One of the best kept 
secrets of orig~nality is that of not revealing your source. All artists do it， as do 
politicians， businessmen， and public speakers. Franklin D. Rooseve1t said that the 
only thing we have to fear is fear itself. What most people do not realize， is that 
the same thing was said before him， in virtually the same words， by Francis Bacon， 
the Duke of Wellington， and Henry David Thoreau. 
Real creativity is more than surreptitious plagiarism. It is the art of recognizing 

the universal in the particular， and saying the same thing in a different way. No 
two human beings are alike， yet fundamentally we have more in common than we 
have apart. At its best， art develops individuality and at the same time reinforces 
our sense of commonality. By emulating the better qualities of others you expand 
your own creative repertoire. One day you will find yourself free to stray from the 
original and pursue your own path. Whether your effort leaves a mark， how much 
it entertains， inspires， or enriches other people， is a measure of your creative 
success. To be creative with excellence: 

1. Maintain a Spirit of Relaxed Concentration. 

2. Expand Y our Visual Vocabulary. 

3. Be Original， Not Just Different. 
4. Find the New in the Old. 

5. Link Together What Others Have Not Seen. 





Part n: The Changing F orms of 
Character 

千万youwant to paint a bamboo， as you take up the brush， you must 
create a Iiving bamboo in your heart， until you can actually beho/d it with 
your eye." 

-Soshoku (103ι1101) 





Chapter 5: 

Visual Literacy in Japanese 

Reading the Written Word 

Vincent Van Gogh produced oil painted copies of Japanese woodblock prints， 
which were accurate in every respect except one. Van Gogh apparently made no 
attempt to replicate the artist's signature and place name， although these were 
perfectly distinct and beautifully brushed in the original Japanese print. He simply 
hatched it out as an abstract design， bearing little resemblance to the original 
(Fig. 5-1). Early Japanese oil painters did the same thing in painting the Western-
style edifices first built in Yokohama. The details of the buildings were carefully 
portrayed， but the Roman Numeral foundation dates were painted like a random 
series of chicken scratches. There was nothing wrong with the eye of the artist in 
either case， he simply choose not to look closely at the letters. 

Fig.5・la Fig.5・lb
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There is ample evidence to suggest that the way that we see the wor1d depends 
largely on how we have been taught to look at it. Psychologists and anthropologists 
have found that people of different cultures actually see the wor1d different1y， by 
highlighting and focusing on different aspects of their environment. Vision is 
apparently as much a matter of values and imagination as it is light and color. 
Brush calligraphy is a visual art drawn along literary lines， a perfect unity of 

drawing and dialogue. But it appeals more to the eye than to the ear， and there is 
no reason to shy away from it because you cannot read what it says. The prospect 
of memorizing thousands of abstract symbols with arbitrary pronunciation is 
enough to turn anyone back froni the start. 1n fact， it takes years of concentrated 
study for a Westerner to be able to speak， much less read and write Japanese at 
a practical1eve1. Language fluency should be considered a goal compatible with， 
but entirely separate from the study of calligraphy. A great number of people who 
are fluent in the language， inc1uding many native speakers， have no ability what-
soever to paint characters with a brush， or even to read cursive scripts. It is also 
perfectly possible to write good calligraphy without being able to translate what 
you have written. Brush writing is a visuallanguage， just as music is an auditory 
one， both of them expressing words in a medium other than ordinary speech. 
Recognizing this fact will remove the most difficult mental barrier that you face in 
attempting to appreciate the art of Shodo. 
Like music， Shodo has its own rules of notation and expression. Notes organize 

sounds into music， and strokes organize lines into characters. These symbols have 
meaning and pronunciation， which adds an important dimension to the work， but 
if that were su伍cientthen it would not be necessary to use a brush. The transla-
tion and pronunciation are usually provided as a footnote or caption to the work. 
To fully appreciate the work， it is more important to be able to recognize and 
reproduce the combinations of strokes. Recognition is a matter of spatial aware-
ness， which in calligraphy is reduced to three important e1ements: basic stroke 
combinations， balance， and shape. 

Learn the Basic Radicals， or Building Blocks of 
the Character 

Chinese characters， or kanji， are composed of combinations of strokes. A small 
number of strokes are used to pr?duce all of tte characters in the printed， or 
Kaisho script. The word Kai comes from the leaves of the Kai tree， which gr.ow in 
exquisitely parallel intervals along the branch. This tree is said to represent the 
teachings of Confucius， and one of the only specimens of its kind in Japan can be 
found on the grounds of Yushima Seidδ， the Confucian Shrine in Tokyo (Fig. 5・2).
The basic strokes of Kaisho are the ten (dot)， tome (stop)， hane (spring)， harai 

(sweep)， ore (fold)， magari (curve)， and sori (arch). These strokes are deceptively 
difficult to master， and each are produced by a unique use of the brush (Fig. 5・3).
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Fig.5・2a Fig. 5・2b

Fig.5・3
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It is usual1y considered more productive to practice them in the context of the 
character itself， as they are never written in isolation. 
The basic building blocks of the characters are known as radicals. They are 

classified by the position which they occupy in the character: hen (left part)， tsukuri 
(right part)， kanmuri (upper part)， tare (upper-left part)， kamae (outside part)， 
kutsu (lower part)， and nyo (lower-left part). The most common radicals are 
classified and named in Fig. 5・4，written in the Kaisho script. These need not be 
memorized， but you may wish to practice identifying a few from an excerpt of 
a famous classical piece of cal1igraphy (Fig. 5・5).Once the radicals of the characters 
become familiar they tend to stand out， like the face of a friend in a crowd. 
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Fig.5・4
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Tsukuri (right part) 
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Find the Visual Center of Gravity of the Character 
Balance is something we have to contend with from the moment that we take our 
first step. Once we learn to walk， we tend to take balance for granted. But balance 
is not an excIusively physical phenomenon. We also experience psychological and 
aesthetic balance. Shodo is an exceIlent way to improve your visual sense of balance. 
Every character has a center of gravity. When the weight of the character is poorIy 
distributed it looks aIl wrong. If the sense of balance is not in your bones， it wiIl 
not appear on paper either. 
This is something which comes with experience， but there are certain guideIines 

that wiIl keep you on track. ParaIlel 
horizontal strokes should be kept at equal 
intervals. This creates a sense of order 
and predictability， which is one of the 
crowning marks of the Kaisho script 
(Fig. 5同 6).The center should be properIy 
aligned. Not aIl characters are symmet・
rical， but they should be balanced on the 
center line. This provides a feeling of 
stability (Fig. 5岨 7).The left and right side 

Fig.5・6 Fig.5・7 Fig.5・8
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Fig.5・9 Fig.5・10 Fig.5・11 Fig.5・12 Fig.5・13 Fig.5・14
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radicals， the hen and the tsukuri， should be written at about equal width (Fig. 5・8)，
although the right hand radical is often longer than the left， protruding both above 
and below it (Fig. 5・9).This is not always true， for sometimes the tops of the two 
radicals are aligned， and their bases are uneven， which creates an asymmetrical 
balance (Fig. 5-10). When the radicals are vertically aligned， the top one often 
rules， either by the base growing narrow (Fig. 5・11)，or by the top forming a cover 
(Fig. 5・12).Here again there are exceptions， as when a long piercing horizontal 
stroke gives the character a kite shape (Fig. 5・13).A few Kaisho characters are 
also drawn on a slight diagonal， which gives them a sense of forward motion 
(Fig. 5・14).These are only general guidelines for Kaisho， but the visual center of 
gravity is always important. 

Picture the Character in Its Geometric Profile 

While the relationship of the radicals gives the character internal consistency， its 
outer shape gives it an overall identity， and helps establish its relationship to the 
characters which surround it. The contrast of various shapes and sizes give a 
column of characters a sense of majesty， like a procession in review. Each character 
contributes to the harmony of the whole， and not one detracts attention from the 
others. True to its Confucian association， Kaisho calligraphy refiects an intense 
social discipline， perhaps a distant refiec-
tion of the mentality of a feudalistic 
Imperial Dynasty. In this sense it is 
possibly incompatible with the modern 
mentality， but it reminds usof the 
strength which is possible in a harmonious 
social fabric. 
Some characters are easier to write well 

within a circular outline， while others are 
more at home in a triangular or off-set 
rectangular shape (Fig. 5-15). Visualizing 
this imaginary fence around the character 
can help prevent your arm from misplac-
ing the critical first stroke of a radica1. 

Fig.5・15
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This makes it easier to place subsequent strokes in their proper position. This 
imaginary profile helps you simplify the pattern， and keeps each radical in proper 
proportion to the whole character. 

Learn the Proper Stroke Order through Repeated 
Practice 

The stroke order is like a recipe for 
writing. It represents the most efficient 
way to write a character. There are 
only two basic rules of stroke order: 
from top to bottom， and from left to 
right. These are illustrated in Fig. 5・16，
although there are occasional excep-
tions. The easiest way to learn stroke 
order is practice writing characters until 
it becomes second nature. After your 
hand becomes accustomed to the repeated patterns， a stroke written out of order 
feels wrong; much as a mistake in grammar jars your ears， even if you cannot cite 
the specific rules behind it. When in doubt， you can always consult a dictionary 
about the proper sequence. 
Once the ink is dry， how does anyone know the actual order in which the strokes 

were written? Y ou cannot tell very accurately with a pen or pencil， but the brush 
makes it more obvious. The higher the quality of the ink， the more transparent the 
path of the brush. Once a stroke is made， any later stroke which passes over it 
actually appears to go under it. This gives the character a layered， three-dimen-

sional effect， which is often preferred for works on exhibit. 
This e町ectis only possible with hand-ground sumi (Fig. 5・17).
Even with less transparent ink， a trained eye can retrace the 
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path of the brush by the trail and taper of the strokes. In any event， an incorrect 
stroke order is likely to interrupt the flow of energy between strokes. So it is better 
to form good habits early， than to try to break bad ones later on. 
There are dictionaries of handwriting which illustrate the stroke order for every 

character， step by step (Fig. 5・18).It is not as complicated as it appears， because 
there are few exceptions to the rule， and the same patterns are repeated over and 
over again. The advent of the kanji word processor has meant that fewer and fewer 
Japanese people have opportunities to actually write their own language by hand. 
While the country has a nearly 100 percent literacy rate， young people are increas-
ingly ignorant of the basic rules uf stroke order. 
To use a Japanese dictionary， you must either know the pronunciation of the 

character by heart， or reference it by counting the number of strokes. This is 
a cumbersome and time-consuming process， and trying to inspect the tiny print can 
be hard on your eyes. There are shortcuts for guessing the pronunciation， in that 
certain radicals routinely dictate the pronunciation of the character. This leads to 
a cornucopia of homonyms， words which sound the same， but have entirely dif二
たrentmeanings. To confuse things even further， many characters have multiple 
readings， some of which were borrowed from the Chinese language and some of 
which are native to Japan. 

Advanced technology has made it easier to look up characters using a word 
processor. Y ou simply type in the desired word by pronunciation， and the charac-
ters come up on the screen. Since many characters share the same pronunciation， 
sometImes you get the wrong character. This seldom happens， because they come 
up in order of common usage， but if it does you just keep pressing the key until 
the right one appears-Obviously，in order to use a KGF1ji word processor，you must 
be able to recognize the character on the screen.You need not know how to write 
it， but you must be able to read it. 

It may seem to be a terribly slow and inefficient writi時 sy蜘 nwhich uses up to 
a C10zen or more strokes to write 
a single character. However a 
Japanese writing at normal speed 
can wnte Just as quickly as a per-
son writing the same text in a 
Western language， sometimes 
even faster. A single character in 
Japanese may contain a concept 
worth severaI words in English. 
Moreover， daily correspondence 
Is usually written in an abbrevi-
ated semi 
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a phonetic approach. For a language in which several dozen characters may share 
the same pronunciation， a phonetic alphabet would be a disaster. 

Another important element of Japanese writing is the sequence of the characters 
themselves. The traditional sequence， and the general rule for calligraphy， is that 
characters are written in vertical columns from top to bottom， beginning at the 
upper right. There are exceptions to this， even in classical Chinese calligraphy， 
where occasionally the characters were written horizontally， from right to left. 
Most modern Japanese printing and business correspondence has adopted the 
Western convention of horizontal text from left to right， however Shodo retains the 
traditional style. Kaisho script can be written horizontally， because each character 
is written independently in block style. But cursive scripts which connect one or 
more characters must be written vertically. The letters were originally designed to 
flow in a certain direction. It would be as impractical to try to connect kanji 

horizontally， as it would to write cursive English script vertically. 
The best way to simplify all of this is to practice writing a few columns. Several 

examples are provided， which show how the strokes can be practiced with a pen 
or pencil， using a tehon that was originally done with a brush (Fig. 5・19).

Put Verbal Literacy into Proper Perspective 

Professional singers often learn to sing in several foreign languages， without being 
able to carry on a conversation in any. Of course they study the meaning and 
proper pronunciation of the song which they will perform， but it is not necessary 
to become fluent in a language to sing in it. Similarly， it is not necessary to learn 
Chinese or Japanese in order to enjoy or write good calligraphy. Because much of 
the poetry used in Shodo is written in classical Chinese or Japanese， even native 

speakers begin as beginners. 
It is quite possible to enjoy calligraphy without actually practicing it. Many 

people enjoy music without learning an instrument. The participants get more out 
of it， but there are always more people in the audience than there are on stage. 
Even the knowledge contained in this book will put you ahead of the average 
Japanese who is untrained in calligraphy， in spite of the language barrier. Do not 
let lack of verbal literacy hold you back. Concentrate on learning to see the 

characters rather than read them. 

Visual Culture vs. Verbal Culture 

Many Westerners experience frustration in trying to deal with the Japanese on their 
own terms. Explanations of cultural differences may satisfy the intellect， but they 
are not very practical in the real world of business. Rules of etiquette and behavior 
are like rules of grammar: they work best when they come naturally. Interpreters 
are notorious for translating the speaker's words literally， and missing the real 
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・ngor intent behind them.Understanding a people's way of thinking well 

ough to communicate efedively requires that you put yourself in the other 

person's place.The fastest way to do this is to and a way to penetrate the verbal 

surface，and make yourself appear as one of them.When the feeling of foreign s 

is gone， the communication barriers fall away of themselves. 
I t u i e s a 1 0 時 time to become 自uent in the Japan 悶 language， and few p戸仰roぱf回

s幻ionalsin other field白shave the time to even come c1ose. A little knowledge can 
even backfire， because you may not be able to follow through. There is a shortcut. 
Try to appreciate the culture or master some aspect of it. A knowledge of callig-

raphy can be useful， because many of the same principles apply in the other arts 
as well. If you develop any degree of ski11 in the art， it wi11 certainly be noticed 
and respected by any OrientaI friends or associates， because so few people take the 

time. 
Understanding the Way of the Brush can help you appreciate the practicaI use 

of certain Oriental aesthetic concepts: face， consensus， the emphasis on the group， 
and the importance of discipline and hard work. Most importantly， it wi11 give 
you a way to participate in a visual rather than strictly verbal view of the world. 
Western culture has traditionally placed a stronger emphasis on logical thinking 
and verbaI contracts. The Japanese can do this too， but they are more at home 
with visual thinking and implied agreements. We see ambig山ty，insincerity， or 
unfairness in trade relations， and feeI that we have a basis for complaint. However 
the Japanese view the same behavior from a different perspective， and may see us 
as equally unmanageable. There is an art to non-verbal communication， and it has 
a long history in Japan. It may be worth studying this art before we draw prema・
ture conc1usions based on our own cultural criteria. Y ou may find that the same 
principles which improve your calligraphy also facilitate your acceptance into 
Japanese circ1es， and that the barriers are more visual than economic. 

Principles for Visual Literacy 

Van Gogh saw the obvious and overlooked the subtle aspects of the Japanese 
woodblock print. We do the same thing when we view the world through our own 、
biases. What do we see when we look at an object? Do we see the thing itself as 

it is， or do we put it in a category，and label it with a stereotype? To appreciate the 
unfamiliar we have to look at it with fresh eyes. But equipped with the knowledge 

of how to recognize the signposts we can go much farther. There is much to dis-
cover in the art of calligraphy. The principles then for visualliteracy a[e: 

1. Learn the Basic Radicals. 

2. Find the Visual Center of Gravity. 

3. Picture the Geometric Profile. 

4. Learn the Proper Stroke Order. 

5. Strive for Visual， Not Verbal Literacy. 



Chapter 6: 

Image Training and Practice in 
Calligraphy 

To Learn by Heart， Learn by Hand 

The Chinese philosopher Chuang Tzu expressed the Taoist idea of learning as 
something beyond the reach of words. The wheelmaker braces the rim， sets the 
spokes， and c怠ntersthe hub to make a near perfect circle， but cannot explain to 
others how this is done. Instead he says， the knack must be grasped by the mind， 
and learned by hand. This was also the rationale of apprenticeship， in which the 
craft could only be mastered through long years of experience， a system which fit 
the social order of the day. But what really took place in the transfer of learning 
from master to student? Is there something in this that we can still apply to our 
experience today? Are there advantages to a system which emphasizes learning 
with the body? 
It has become apparent in many profes- Fig. 6-1 

sions that successful performance is as 11 
much a matter of mental practice as of 
actual physical rehearsal. Concert pianists， 
and even chess players often play in their 
heads. Japanese Shogi is a complex 
variation of chess， which is widely played 
in Japan. The playing board is somewhat 
similar to Western chess， but the pieces 
are designated by ranks written in Chinese 
characters (Fig. 6・1).The pieces are not 
only capable of promotion， but captured pieces can be dropped behind enemy lines 
like paratroopers， making the game both complex and unpredictable. An amateur 
player of considerable rank was once challenged to a game by a professional whom 
he had met on a cross-country train trip. The amateur politely refused， saying that 
he did not have a board. The professional responded in mild surprise saying，“You 
need a board?" 
An accomplished professional in any field can mentally retain astonishingly 

complex patterns of information， and reproduce them at a moment's notice. One 
major difference between the master and the novice is the quantity and quality of 
imagery stored in the brain. Master patterns of performance were polished and 
refined by persistent rehearsal. Often what separates the fast learner from the 
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ordinary person is the amount and caliber of mental practice，which gives shape 
and power to the physical practice sessions.Sports psychologists have found that 
mental practice can sometimes improve performance as much as mere physical 
training，although the combination of the two is superior stiH.Actually the two p 

are hard to separate. Doing is the thing， but it is possible to grasp the essence ot 
a movement in the mind and rearle it to improve our physical performance. 

Combine Physical and Mental Rehearsal 

1mage training is not a substitute for action， but a companion to it. Like the ready 
stance of the sprinter， it focuses all of one's resources on a single goal. E百ortwill 
not carry you far if you lack a c1ear intention. It may even work against you. 
Psychologists speak of the Law of Reversed Effort， or the “backfire" effect of 
trying too hard. However it is not the effort that is the problem， rather it is the 
negative or unc1ear imagery in the mind which points you in the wrong direction. 
Without e百ortthere is no progress. We simply need to be careful that we make 
efforts to be headed in the right direction. 
How many problems in life stem from an inability to know precisely what we 

want， and a failure to act accordingly? Creative living requires that we refuse to 
accept things at face value， seek out the positive possibilities that are within our 
reach， and act to achieve them. The real knack of performance is image training. 
Unfortunately， there is a crisis of imagination in the modern wor1d. There are men 
and women of action， as there are men and women of thought， but few people do 
as Henri Bergson advised: to think like a man of action， and act Iike a man of 
thought. 
The images that釦1our minds and dictate our behavior too often come to us in 

prepackaged form. We are rich in audio-visual technology， but poor in our innate 
image-forming capacity. 1f you lose the habit of walking， you risk an ear1y dec1ine 
in mental and physical powers. Similar1y， if you lose the habit of drawing or writ-
ing， both of which help you observe through your hands， then you risk losing the 
ability to see and think for yourself. 
1n traditional Japanese arts and theater， outsiders were not permitted to observe 

practice sessions. Secrets were too easily stolen. Once initiated， students were ex-
pected to spend a period of time learning by watching the master and senior 
students. Apprentices were expected to learn by observation， imitation， and a 
humble attitude toward being corrected. Minimal verbal instructions occasionaIIy 
punctuated long periods of practice， during which the student learned the appro-
priate methods by trial and error (kザ詰).Mastery was expected to take years or 
decades. 
Since it is not practical to return to this system today， we need to see beyond its 

outer trappings and grasp its essence: that of combining physical and mental 
rehearsal. 
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Move from the Obvious to the Subtle 

We have seen how the inochi-ge， the longest and most resilient hairs at the center 
of the brush， can be used to bring the full impact of the brush to the surface of 
the paper. The inochi-ge represents the center of gravity of the moving brush， and 
produces the contours of the stroke in its wake. 
The slightest articulation of the center of the 
brush can be used to produce all of the fea-
tures of the stroke's outer shape. The path of 
the inochi-ge contains the secret recipe for the 
stroke itself. Those who can read it， can write 
it. The stroke contours are the obvious resuIt 
of the more subtIe path of the centerline of 
the brush. A slight hook， ripple， or accent in 
this life line is often all that is needed to 
recreate the impact of the original stroke. But 

Fig.6・2

L 
立旨

this line is often so subtIe that it can be missed in the blink of an eye. It can only 
be crudely diagrammed. The line does not always hug dead center， and may even 
cross the stroke from one side to another， like a skier changing direction on an 
uneven slope (Fig. 6-2). This gives the stroke a three， or even four dimensional 
appearance， refl.ecting the actual movement of the brush in space. Just as it is easier 
to walk than ski a di伍culttraverse， it is possible to ignore the challenging path of 
the inochi-ge， and still get through all of the strokes. But unless the brush is articu-
lated with equal precision， the strokes willlack fidelity. The result will be a cheap 
ImltatlOn. 

Maintain an Unbroken Flow of Ki 

The thread of the silkworm is elastic and strong when drawn without hesitation， 
but easily breaks when the motion is stopped or suddenly jerked. The same thing 
can be said of the unwritten line which connects each of the strokes both on and 
off of the page. Like the line of the inochi-ge， it cannot really be diagrammed with 
accuracy， for it is more of a feeling in the fingertips than an actualline. It is also 
more obvious in the cursive styles of calligraphy， where most of the strokes taper 
off in the direction of the next stroke. 
There is no rule which says that the brush must be moved in any particular way 

when it is off of the paper. In fact， it is often helpful to pause and mentally project 
the next sequence of strokes before you actually paint them. Going fast is no 
guarantee of going right. Trying to paint without pausing from beginning to end 
can cause you to miscalculate the placement of important strokes. Birds pause in 
fl.ight without falling， but in suspension they never really stop. The wind grows 
calm， but air currents never really disappear. The secret is to tap into the under-
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current of the movement， and never let it go. The 
line on paper ebbs， swells， and sometimes fades 
from sight， but it always comes back. The master 
brings it back with an unbroken flow of Ki ener-
gy from beginning to end， making the work ap-
pear as flawless as a seamless fabric. Wherever 
you look the line is unbroken. In the martial arts， 
this is known as a state of mind and body without 
any opening to attack. 
The attempt to follow this line can be in-

vigorating， exhausting， marvelous and frustrating. 
The Ki-myaku， or continuous line of Ki reveals 
all of your weaknesses and challenges all of your 
strengths. It is remarkable that some of the great-
est masterpieces of calligraphy were simply the 
unrehearsed tidings of daily correspondence 
(Fig. 6・3).The brush of such masters was cer-
tainly as alive off of the paper as it was on it. 

Calligraphic Score Learn How to Read the 

A trained eye can follow the traces of the brush because it knows the movements 
of the hand. The best way to train the eye is through the hand， and this need not 
be done exc1usively with a brush. Strokes can be traced with the forefinger， to the 

side of the work， or even on the palm 
of your hand. This not only helps you 
confirm the stroke order， but it co・

ordinates eye and hand movements 
as well. It is a quick way to gauge 
proportions and shape without 
wasting paper， and can be done 
anywhere. All that you need is a 
copy of the score and a knowledge 
οf the proper stroke order. 
The next step is to make a copy 

(rinsho) with a pen on unlined 
paper. You may wish to trace them 
at first， to accustom y∞r hand to 
the movements and stroke order. 
But it is better to practice freehand， 
as tracing produces a lifeless copy. 
No artist ever learned to draw by 
connecting the dots. Rinsho with a 
pen is easier than with a brush， 
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and makes a good dry run. It helps you make the transition from spectator to 
participant. Pen practice will sharpen your eye to the point where you can visually 
trace the lines， which will notably improve your appreciation of calligraphy. An 
example of pen rinsho for a cursive score is provided in Fig. 6・4.
To most Western people， kanji are an unfamiliar language， involving complex 

patterns that are di伍cultto make any sense of. Unless the image of the character 
is clear， image training is not much different from doodling. To an amateur， the 
conductor of an orchestra appears to be waving his hands at random. But a poor 
conductor can spoil a performance， and a concert without a conductor is likely to 
break down altogether. The brush is like the conductor's baton， and its use re-
quires the same sense of precision and purpose. 

Refine Your Movemenfs as You Go 

It is difficult to know how quickly to move the hand. To a certain extent you can 
gauge pressure by line thickness， and speed by the tone of the ink， but other 
variables also come into play. It seems natural to start painting slowly and deliber-
ately， and speed up the strokes as they become familiar. In fact， it is actually better 
to practice painting quickly， and slow down a little as the movements become more 
refined. The genuine masters of any art always refine their movements as they 
mature. A talented young artist may be able to display technical virtuosity， but this 
is still an immature and potentially hazardous state of growth. In the martial arts， 
the stronger opponent makes the least movement. Real beauty is not flashy or con-
spicuous， it is the essential form which cannot be improved by further modification. 
The beginner paints rather slowly out of necessity， in an effort to maintain 

control. Accuracy is important， but it is speed which gives the work a sense of 
vitality. But as you improve， hold a little in reserve. This will give your work the 
mark of maturity. 

Image Training in Daily Life 

Calligraphy is a superb method of image training， as are drawing， writing， music， 
and many of the performing arts. Despite the fact that economics， scientific， and 
technical白eldsmay have gained greater social prestige in recent times， they still 
cannot compete with the humanities in the realm of the imagination. Most people 
agree that the arts are a good thing， but assume that they aie secondary to the real 
business of life， at best a sophisticated form of entertainment. This may be true for 
the spectators of the arts， but the participants have a totally different inclination. 
The artist seems eccentric because of a preoccupation with that which cannot be 
seen. That much， the artist has in common with the fool. But while foolish fancy 
is content with vain and invisible imagination， the artistic impulse does not rest 
until it makes itself seen. 
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To use the imagination properly in life， we need to maintain balance of mind 
and body. The images that you hold in your mind have a direct impact on your 
posture， mood， and heaIth. Does this mean that we should censor or reject any 
art which reveals human weakness? Not at alI. Ignoring a thing does not make it 
go away. You can shut your eyes to something， but that does not necessarily shut 
it out of your mind. It is the way that we look at things which is important. Seeing 
things as they are does not mean being cynical， or dragging out the negative side 
of life. It is easy to fix and label things based on how they look. It requires more 
imagination to recognize their capacity for change， and to bring out their positive 
side for others to see. 
Artists often become so wrapped up in their work， that they can no longer dis-

tinguish imagery from perception. Creative imagination requires that you become 
involved， but not that you be swept away. The world is fuII of souls who have 
drowned in whirIpools of their own making. To be creative you must be positive 
and poised， and not lose yourself in the process. 
To be effective， image training requires relaxation. People who are overstressed 

often assume that relaxation is a matter of passivity and slack muscles. Remember 
that a drooping mouth is a sign of an empty mind. Real relaxation is not the 
absence of tension， rather it is the ability to act in any direction， without getting 
tired， confused， or lost in the process. It is the ability to live in the worId without 
being distorted by it. If you cannot relax whiIe you work， then how can you reaIIy 
relax away from work? What we need is poise， mental calmness and physical 
readiness under pressure. 
When you are composed， you have a heightened ability to form mental images. 

Being adaptable， you can refine and apply them in action， moment to moment. In 

other words， you can improvise. It is easy to envy the uninhibited spontaneity of 
the person who seems poised under pressure. But whether in business or social life， 
or in a stage performance， the person who can improvise is one who has spent 
a great deal of time in mental and physical rehearsaI. To some， this practice may 
be a matter of unconscious habit. But the majority of our behavior is controIIed by 
habit， and any habit which was learned can be relearned. 
Image training is a very e百ectiveway to change habits. The more specific the 

image， the greater the effect on our behavior. The best way to cIarify your mental 
lmag 



quency， but reduce the degree of adjustments until they become smooth and 
imperceptible. 

Principles for Image Training and Practice 

A Japanese proverb says that when the willpower is focused upon a stone， it can 
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pass through it. There seems to be no limit to what the mind in action can accom-
plish. It is no coincidence that during periods of revival of the humanities and the 
arts， many men and women of genius achieved mastery simultaneously in several 
fields of endeavor. Imagination and action are not independent， they are one. If 
you want to get something done， ask a busy person. If you want to develop your 
imagination， emulate a creative one. The principles for image training and practice 
are: 

1. Combine Physical and Mental Rehearsal. 

2. Move from the Obvious to the Subtle. 

3. Maintain an Unbroken Flow of Ki. 

4. Learn How to Read the Score. 

5. Refine Your Movements as Y ou Go. 



Chapter 7: 

A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words 

The Origin of Kanji 

There are over 50，000 characters in existence， which over several thousand years 
have developed into more than a dozen script styles. Any attempt to cover this 
subject in depth would require several volumes. However， etymology is an impor-
tant subbranch of calligraphy， and can add a further dimension to your study. 
For people who are not scholars of the language， the most important thing to 
know is that despite its complex appearance， the systems of Chinese and Japanese 
writing make sense. Not only are they inherently logical and well organized， but the 
use of kanji has several advantages over purely phonetic alphabets， and it works 
in the modern world. 
As we have seen， Chinese letters (kanji) are composed of simple elements called 

radicals. Like musical notation， these radicals can be formed into a seemingly 
limitless number of combinations. Until recently， kanji were employed almost 
universally in the Far East. Like an Oriental version of Esperanto， it was an inter-
nationally understood written language. Originally developed in China， kanji were 
still in use in Vietnam and Korea until the end of the nineteenth century， and of 
course are still in use today in China， Taiwan， Japan， Hong Kong， and Singapore. 
Most kanji are pictographic or ideographic. They are not read phonetically， and 

many have multiple readings which must be memorized. These readings vary con-
sidとrablyfrom one language to the next. Myth has it that kanji were developed in 
the age of the Yellow Emperor， by a four-eyed person who got the idea from 
observing the tracks of birds. But of course their real origin must be attributed to 
many people over the centuries. A chart illustrating the development of Chinese 
and Japanese scripts is shown in Fig. 7-1. It is not necessary to know all of the 
script styles to practice caIIigraphy， and many people choose to specialize in only 
a single one. However， a general knowledge of how they developed， and some 
practice of each of the variations can add more possibilities to your own style. 

The Development of Script Styles 

Kanji can be traced originally to the inscriptions etched by orac1es on cow bones 
and tortoise shells (ko・kotsumon). dating back neiuly 3，500 years (Fig. 7・2).At 
the time they were probably used for divination. When they were first discovered 
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圏
Ancient script 

Kobun 

(403-221 B.C.) 

Cursive form of Tensho ¥口(403-221 B.C.) 

Cursive script 
Sosho 
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(206 B.c.-A.D. 8) 

Sho-so 
(A.D. 25-220) 

?両Unconnected Sosho 
Dokusotai 

(A.D. 4th century) 

Connected Sosho 
Remmentai 

(A.D. 4th century) 

Wild Sosho 
Kyosotai 

(A.D. 618-907) 

Developments in Japan 
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Fig.7・2

Fig.7・6

Fig.7・3 Fig.7・4

only a little over a hundred years ago， many people 
took them as the natural markings on the bones of 
dragons. Whatever their original function， in time 
they were adopted for legal transactions， which were 
conducted by the exchange of appropriately marked 
wooden or bamboo strips (Fig. 7・3).These later 
came into official and religious use as bel1 
inscriptions (Fig. 7・4).
From these inscriptions developed a non-stand-

ardized form known as the Greater Seal Script， or 
Daiten (Fig. 7-5). Many of the script styles which 
fol1owed were invented by bri11iant individuals， and 
adopted by the government of the period for official 
use. ln the Ch'in Period， Li Ssu (210 B.C.) reformed 
and simplified the Greater Seal Script， and created 
the Lesser Seal Script， or Shoten (Fig. 7・6).These 
characters were designed to be of uniform size， and 
were widely taught in schools as part of an effort to 
unify the diverse tongues of a vast empire. The con-
temporary introduction of silk writing surfaces， ink-
sticks， and brushes made the characters even easier 
to write. Li Ssu was said to have invented 3，000 
characters， but by A.D. 200 there were over 10，000 
10 common use. 
Around the same time， Ch'eng Mo， having been 

imprisoned for offending the Emperor， invented the 
Old Scribe's Script， or Korei. By straightening the 
curved lines and making the squares circular， he 
made the characters easier to write and more pleas-
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Fig.7・9

ing to the eye. He also won back his freedom as a 

reward. Paper was invented during the Han Dynasty， 
during which the teachings of Confucius became offi-

cial doctrine. This made it possible to reproduce 
these doctrines by hand. From the Han Dynasty 
Kan・reisho(Fig. 7-7)， developed both the Kaisho 
block script (Fig. 7・8)，and the semi-cursive Gyosho 
script (Fig. 7・9).The fuI1y cursive Sosho script (Fig. 

7・10)was not a further abbreviation of these two 

styles， but developed independently from cursive 
forms of the seal script. This helps explain why there 

is often little resemblance between the semi-cursive 
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ιand fuI1y cursive versions of the same character. 
Sosho is comparable to 
Western shorthand， and is only legible to those with 
special training in it. Writing skill and legibility were 

traditionally held in high esteem in China， and were 
often enough qualification to lead to an appointment 
to a high government post. 

Chinese characters were introduced into Japan 

with Chinese culture in the Asuka (A.D. 552-646) and 
Nara (A.D. 646-794) periods. At first the Japanese used 
aI1 of the Chinese styles， adopting many of the Chinese 
readings while adding many of their own. Some signifi-
cant modifications were made in the characters them-
selves， inc1uding the development of three new script 
styles. From the fifth to the tenth centuries in Japan， 
the Man'yo-gana (Fig. 7・11)，a highly cursive and ab-

Fig.7・11
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breviated form of Sosho， was adopted for phonetic 
use as a kind of alphabet of Japanese， entirely apart 
from the original meanings of the characters. In an 
attempt to standardize usage， the many variations 
of the Man'yo・ganawere eventually drastically 
simplified into the modern phonetic hiragana (Fig. 
7・12)，which was only standardized in the twentieth 
century. Today it is used in combination with 
Chinese characters， to help delineate pronunciation， 
and to express ideas in Japanese grammar. 
The soft and feminine quality of the kana script 

was considered most suitable for a woman's hand， 
and was originally used by women for c1assical 
poetry， inc1uding the famous Man'yo・shuof eighth 
century Japan. The more articulate styles of Kaisho 
and Ghosho were at first considered better suited to 

、rl¥11戸ず戸 ""ρA
Fig.7・13

the male hand， and were us… 
for official administrative and 

religious purposes. From these developed the katakana (Fig. 
7・13)，which were designed from parts of kanji written in Kai-
sho script. The katakana are also phonetic， and correspond 
exactly to the hiragana; except that today they are reserved 
for special uses， such as in telegrams， and to depict foreign 
loan words. They are rarely used in calligraphy. The distinc-
tion between the writing of the sexes was never made in 
China， and eventually faded in Japan as well. 
The cursive and semi-cursive styles are covered in depth 

in the following chapter， and are only presented here as a 
background to the discussion of the etymology of kanji. 
One might assume that the earlier script styles would have 
long since been abandoned for their cumbersome impracti-
cality. However， many of them are still in use in modern 
Japan， although mostly for decorative， professional， design， 
or artistic purposes. Many archaic script styles can be found 
in plaques， stone monuments， and in signature seals used in 
banking and business. 

Rationale and Organization of the 

Kanji 

Throughout history there have been attempts by brilliant in-
dividuals to organize the vast body of kanji which have come 
into common use. Though this study has an ancient heritage， 
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the process continues today. During the Han Dynasty， a Chinese scholar named 
Kyoshin worked for 22 years， from A.D. 99 to 121 to compile an exhaustive diction-
ary， which is known as the Setsumon Kanji. Considered the Bible of kanji， it lists 
9，353 characters and 1，163 variations， analyzing the etymology of every character 
in one or two lines of text. But by the Ch'ing Dynasty in the seventeenth century， 
over 40，000 characters were in use. In the mid-twentieth century a thirteen volume 
set known as the Morohashi Daikanwa Jiten was produced in Japan， listing 50，294 
characters. Unfortunately， this massive work was destroyed during the wartime 
bombing， but it has been partially reconstructed from notes. 
In Japan today however， there are less than two thousand characters in com-

mon use， compared to ten or twenty thousand in current use in China. In any case， 
it would seem to be an impossible task to memorize such a quantity of abstract 
symbols without a phonetic base. Yet according to Father Joseph R. De Roo， 
eminent scholar of Chinese kanji at St. Joseph's Friary in Tokyo， there are only 
six characters which can be said to be purely abstract. These are the characters for 
the numbers four through nine. All of the rest have a concrete， pictorial etymology， 
examples of which follow later in the chapter. 
A1though the characters themselves may have rather tangible origins， the system 

of writing itself was heavily inf1uenced by divination and superstition. Kyoshiri 
selected 540 radicals for his Setsumon Kaiji. This number was not chosen at random. 
ln all things the Chinese sought a balance between the yin (odd， feminine principle) 
and the yang (even， male principle). The number 540 was considered an ideal 
number from the standpoint of Chinese numerology， because five plus four makes 
nine， which is the highest yin number; and this is balanced by a zero， which is 
a yang number. 
Even when the system was modified， reference was made to numerology. In 

A.D. 1717， considering the need to organize the over 40，000 characters in use， a 
scholar named Kang Hsi reduced the number of radicals to 214， again a perfect 
number， because it contains one yin and two yang numbers， and the digits add up 
as follows: (2+1=3)， (1+4=5)， (2+4=6)， (2+1+4=7)， and so forth. The deci-
sion to standardize the number of radicals at 214 was more superstitious than 
rational， but it was not arbitrary. From the contemporary Chinese point of view 
of the Unive 
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(Keisei); associative characters which draw on original connections to customs or 

related phenomena (Ten-chu); and pure phonetic affixations， which ignore the 
meaning， but use the common reading of the character to help pronounce a foreign 

word (Kashaku). The last type is mostly used in China， and is a nightmare of 

complexity， which the Japanese avoided by use of the relatively simple and phonetic 
katakana syllabary. Examples of each of the types are shown in Fig. 7・14.

Origin of the Phonetic Japanese Script 

Although the modern use of hiragana and katakana have been standardized for 

both printing and handwriting， some styles of Shodo still make use of the Man'yo・
gana script. It is not necessary to memorize all of the variations in common use， 
which make up an entire specialty of themselves， but it would be helpful to note the 
origin of each of the Japanese kana characters， and at the same time learn the 
basic pronunciation of the language. 

Some of the hirαganαreductions resemble the original Sosho model and some 

do not， but in most cases there is at least a family resemblance. In Fig. 7・15there 

is a chart of hiragana origins， which is greatly simplified， as there are in fact dozens 
of prototypes for each symbol. Special reference dictionaries list exceptional exam-

ples of these for calligraphers to use in improving their own work (Fig. 7・16).The 
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matter is much simpler for katakana， where sections of basic block Kaisho were 
adopted intact (Fig. 7・17).
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For those who cannot read the Japanese syllabary， there is romaji， which is the 
romanized transcription of the Japanese language. Though it is commonly used， it 
is not a very accurate reproduction of the way that the Japanese people actually 

talk. A simple guide to the phonetics of romaji is provided in the Introduction， 
and may prove helpful in pronouncing transcriptions of Japanese words or poetry. 

Many books provide a Romanized rendition of Japanese terms and translations， 
so it is worth taking the trouble to learn. 

Etymology in Perspective 

There are a number of works available on the etymology of the kanji， but the best 
one in English is Father De Roo's 2001 Kanji (lnstitute of Japanese Studies， Tokyo， 
1980). It is a thorough and informative work on the etymology of the major char-

acters in use in modern Japanese. The product of twelve years of research， this 
unique reference work is designed to be used by beginning students of the language， 
and it totally circumvents the need to count strokes or memorize character readings. 

A simple chart of stroke elements， more elementary than the radicals， leads you 
quickly to the character. The book provides a detailed， cross-referenced background 
of each word's etymology， meaning， and pronunciation. It is an ideal reference 
work for a Western student of calligraphy， although it was intended as a reading 
dictionary for foreign students of Japanese. Some of the word origins reveal inter-

~・l ョ~・
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l ロTグ I......-
l 弓ヨド l・-・・

-~-園
内九I
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Fig.7・18 Examples 01 Kanji・Etymologies
Descriptive 

SO， kuwa， mulberry tree: Many silkworms moving (又)on 
the mulberry tree (木).

Setsu， yuki， snow: type of rain falling from clouds (雨)
which can be held in the hand (ヨ).

Kyo， kagmηi， mi rror: metal (金)reflecting the face of a 
stranger (覧).The stranger makes sounds (音)like the temple 
bell standing (立)on two legs ()L) on the horizon in the sun 
(日).

Nyu， chichi， breast， milk: mother's hand (同)holding the 
baby (子)to the breast (し).
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Fu， ukabu，日oat:mother's hand (r<') holding the baby (子)

in the bathwater (す).

Ban， yorozu， myriad: the numerous weeds (++)， which are 

like stupid scorpions hiding under a rock (周).

1， kakomu， surround: enclosure (口)around a well (井)to 
keep children and foreign objects from falling in. 

Shun， haru， spring: sun (日)rising higher (芙→夫)with 
greater mtensIty. 

Shi， ha， tooth: teeth close 0仔orstop like a foot on the 

ground Ctl::) the mouth (口)， and are like unhusked yellow 
grains of rice (米).

Dan， kotowaru， set apart， refuse， apologize， give warning or 

notice: grains (米)stored in a corner ([ー)，and protected 
from outsiders by an axe (斤).

To， nigeru， flee， run away: moving (~) as fast and far away 
as possible from the many (><) people of high rank (JL). 

Ko， hikari， light: flames ("，) on a high podium (冗).

Fu， kaze， wind style， manner: bees are a superior (ノ)insect 
(虫)， which sound like the wind buzzing in a hive (凡).

Sen，ルne，ship: a junk with battened sail (舟)， containing 
a family which has eight (八)mouths (口)to feed. 
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Chi， haji， shame: red ears (耳)indicate sham巴inthe heart 

(心).

Nen， thought， feeling， idea， desire， attention: a feeling in the 
heart (心)concentrating on the present (今)， as when you 
are eating (食).

Do， okoru， anger: resentful feelings (心)of an enslaved (奴)
heart， like a woman (女)who must work with her hands (文).

Kai， natsukashii， nostalgic: heart (心)contains much feeling， 
like having many (ナ)pockets (回)in the clothes (衣).

Bo， isogashii， busy: the condition of the heart (心→十)which 
leads one to a heart attack and an early death with th巴 lid
(ー)on the coffin (L). 

Bo， wasureru， forget: what is supposed to be in the mind (心)
is now dead (亡)in a coffin (し)under a lid (--，ー).

Jaku， sabishii， lonely: unmarried young uncle (叔)， feeling 
small (小)while still working (又)under the elder brother 
(上)， in the family house (向).

ldeas 

Setsu， opinion， theory: words coming out of the mouth (言)
of a self-asserting older brother with horns (見).

Toku， eru， profit， advantage: make it a rule (三→寸)， to go 
(オ)like a peron walking (J人)to work at sunrise (.e..)， and 
you can make a living. 

Shi， kokorozasu， aspire to， will， intention， aim: the mind and 
heart ('L') of a professional man (士)who knows much (十)
about a few things (ー).
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esting details of Chinese customs， while others offer profound insights into philo-
sophical concepts. Fig. 7・18provides a sampling of etymologies， to illustrate how 
the Chinese think in pictures. There is indeed a highly sophisticated method in 
the madness. 

Rediscover the Beauty of the Ancient Script 

The use of the brush for painting 
the early script styles differs some-
what from that presented in ear-
lier chapters.長lanyof the earlier 
scripts were carved， not painted， 
and materials were comparatively 
primitive. Everything from the 
purpose of the writing to the cul-
tural background was different 
from that which eventually evolved 
into the art of Shodo. Yet these 
ancient scripts still enjoy grea t 

Fig.7・20

Fig.7・19

popularity among modern 
calligraphers， and even appear 
commonly in commercial art. 
The use of ancient and archaic 
scripts in modern life is far re・
moved from its original pur-
pose， but presents a remark-
ably modern impression when 
brought to life by an artist. 
Modern artists in the West 
have also drawn themes and 
forms from the primitive， 
giving us a sense of intimacy 
with people who were probably 
much like ourselves， but lived 
long ago. 
The ancient scripts are usually 

presented in the form of brush-
work (Fig. 7-19)， wood carving 
(Fig.7・20)，or as artistic seal 
carvings (Fig. 7・21).Carving 
characters in wood or stone is 
a fascinating pursuit in itself， 
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although it requires time and patience. In either case， the 
original model must be painted with the brush. If the brush 
work lacks vitality， it is unlikely that the carving will be any 
better. But whether you purchase， commission， or produce 
a carving yourself， it gives you a durable impression， from 
which you can find greater depth for pleasure or contem-
plation. 

Fig.7・21

国属
Principles for Appreciating Kanji 

Kanji are a key to what links many Asian cultures. They are a way of thought， 
a way of grasping and writing about the world in pictures. They are masterpieces 
of concise visual description， and they are beautiful to write and behold. They con-
tain the aspirations and insights of several great cultures， and for that reason alone 
they are worth our devoted attention. But they are also the language of the brush， 
and a bridge to the mind of the artist. The way to enjoy them is: 

1. Study the Development of Script Styles. 

2. Appreciate the Rationale of the Kanji. 
3. Note the Origin of the Phonetic Scripts. 

4. Put Etymology in Perspective. 

5. Rediscover the Beauty of the Ancient Script. 

ノ



Chapter 8: 

Spontaneity Born of Discipline 

The Unity of Opposites 

Throughout the history of both East and West， ways of thinking have swung back 
and forth between an emphasis on spontaneity or discipline. Complex systems of 
political， economic， and social values often revolve more or less around the issue 
of control. In calligraphy， spontaneity may be defined as movement by natural 
impulse， free of outside interference; while discipline is movement which is trained 
or controlled. In theory， these concepts appear to be mutually excIusive. But in 
practice， one of them cannot exist without the other. Like right and left eye， their 

mutual presence gives depth to vision through perspective. 
Fig.8・1 As suggested by the well-known yin-yang symbol (Fig. 

8・1)，the extreme of one thing always contains within it 
the seeds of the other. This idea has been widely misinter-
preted to mean that people should avoid extremes and 
seek a bland， temperate lifestyle. But in life or in art， who 
really wants to set the thermostat at a constant tempera-
ture? Real balance of yin and yang consists of the ability 
to go to the extreme without going over the edge. Figure 
skating would not be an art if it consisted entirely of go同

ing in safe straight lines or gentle curves. A good skater 
maintains perfect control in the most dangerous turns and 

leaps， and can build a sense of mounting drama in a simple forward line. What 
thrills and inspires is not the bland middle but the balanced outer limits; to exceed 
and surpass the ordinary， and sti1l1and with your feet on the ground. Freedom is 
often thought of in terms of lack of rules. But as Robert Frost said， writing free 
verse is like playing tennis with the net down. The presence of rules makes freedom 
possible. 
On the other hand， freedom is often denied others by those acting in the name 

of law and order. Hitler described Winston Churchi1l as a fiery incendiary， who 
was bent on destroying all of Europe. Car1 Jung called this a process of projecting 
the darkness in one's own soul outward to others， because of a refusal to face it 
within. It is facing the Shadow which brings it to the Light， not projecting it on 
others. Knowing that every front has a back， and that every light has a shadow， we 
should realize that we have a choice. The same glass of water can be called half-full 
or half-empty， depending on whether we choose a positive or a negative point of 
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view. Both are true: the question is which do we choose? The attempt to hug the 
middle is a denial of both extremes， and often leads to its own excesses. The 
balance of opposites does not lie in the realm of mediocrity. It is easier to criticize 
others than to correct ourselves. Better that we find the balance of spontaneity and 
discipline within， before we find fault with the excesses of others without. 
Many of the traditional Japanese arts have been influenced by the Zen idea of 

coming to terms with the dilemma of opposites through action， rather than philo-
sophical discussion. The aesthetics of Zen gardening， architecture， and calligraphy 
all reflect practical and successful solutions to the problem of freedom and contro1. 
The Zen arts of Archery (Kyudo) and the Tea Ceremony (Sado) are both based on 
highly disciplined and formal rituals. Yet to watch one who is accomplished in the 
art is to experience a freedom of movement totally free of constraint. The immature 
beginner tries too hard to be free， and gets caught up in himself. 
Even the seemingly free form arts of pottery and flower arranging achieve their 

pleasing effects through strict attention to aesthetic principles. Scientists tell us that 
the apparent randomness of events is under1ain by a precise mathematical order. 
Practice in the form.al styles of calligraphy can convince you that perfect order has 
a liberating effect， ~hile the abbreviated styles give you a sense of the organic 
integrity of unrehearsed motion. The mature mind is not concerned with freedom 
or discipline as such， because it is centered at either extreme. In the Universe， the 
center is everywhere and the circumference is nowhere. The immature mind is 
always vaguely uncomfortable， because it is off-center wherever it goes. 
Many people are drawn to the cursive styles of writing， because they seem less 

rigid and more spontaneous. But without discipline the abbreviated hand becomes 
careless. There are certain guidelines which you can follow to help preserve the 
integrity of cursive writing. 

Reading the Abbreviated Hand 

We have seen how each of the various script styles developed. Gyosho is the semi-
cursive derivative of Kaisho， whereas Sosho developed independently as a fully 
cursive derivative of Tensho. While all styles ultimately stem from Tensho origins， 
their independent development led to some differences in stroke order and 
appearance. Even many Japanese are no! aware that the Gyo and SO scripts have 
independent ancestry， and many assume that one is simply a further abbreviation 
of the other. It is also commonly assumed that Sosho is a free-style script， when in 
fact it has its own strict rules of legibility. Because it is rarely used in daily life in 
Japan， many people educated after the Second Wor1d War cannot read it at all. 
The Occupation forces mistakenly associated calligraphy with the pre-war fascist 
regime in Japan， and the practice of Shodo was outlawed for a period of time， 
during which much important knowledge was lost. Chinese people are more com-
fortable with the SO script， and use from three to ten times as many characters in 
daily life as do the Japanese. 
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Sosho script is not less formal， it is simply less familiar. However， because of the 
visual appearance and mental attitude adopted in writing the three major scripts， 
we wiIl adopt the convention of formal， cursive， and abbreviated to describe the 
Kai， Gyo， and SO scripts. Each style was developed for ease of writing， and was an 
improvement on its predecessor. In the cursive and abbreviated styles the path of 
the brush is often easy to observe because the connection between the strokes is 
cIearly articulated. But the strokes often crisscross and overlap， making it difficult 
sometimes for the untrained eye to follow. As with Kaisho， there are dictionaries 
which iIlustrate the stroke sequence step by step (Fig. 8・2).
The consolidation of several strokes into one， and the cIear liaisons between 

strokes allow the character to be written at greater speed， and give it a more dy-
namic interplay with the characters on all sides of it. The reason for the particular 
path of the brush may not be obvious to the eye， but with practice the hand usually 
finds it to be the path of least resistance. Practice in writing the strokes with a pen 
is the best way to understand why this is so. 
In photography， as in calligraphy， there is a place for formal pictures. But for 

a formal occasion， people tend to strike a stiff and awkward pose. Candid moments 
are rare. There are more unguarded moments at a casual gathering， but not all 
people are equally photogenic. One person may look good whenever a picture is 
taken， while another always seems to get caught in the middle of a sneeze. The 
quality of charisma is not so much a matter of facial features as of personality. The 
cursive and abbreviated styles of calligraphy give a greater opportunity for casual 
expression and personality， simply because they appear less formal. But to appre-
ciate their style， we need to learn to read the abbreviated hand. 
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In Gyssho: Preserve the Qualities of Character 

Although Gyosho is cursive， it is still plainly legible. It is casual enough however， 
to give us a glimpse of the character behind the brush， as well as in front of it. 
What follow are excerpts of the great c1assics of Gyosho calligraphy， with brief 
comments on the personal qualities of each. 

Elegance: 0・gishi'sRantei-jo is considered the 
c1assic work of Gyosho writing (Fig. 8・3).It may not 
appear unusual at first glance， but the more that 
you try to copy it， the more you discover how rich 
and subtle are its qualities. The verticalline undu-
lates in a relaxed and luxurious manner. A variety 
of shapes parade themselves without repetition or 
self-consciousness， with all of the elegance of a good 
fashion show. The characters themselves seem to be 
swimming， pulled by gentle cross-currents. Strokes 
which usually touch in standard calligraphy， overlap 
and cut across other radicals in a friendly way in 
this work， but never c1ing. 
Poise:・ 0・gishi'sShugyo・noてjois very even by 

contrast， more poised and reserved (Fig. 8・4).The 
intervals between the characters are fairly regular， 
and the vertical line is well maintained. The hori-
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Persistence:・ Beifutsu'sRitai-Shijo has a strong 
vertical line， a persistent willpower which is capable 
of connecting several characters in a single long 
stroke (Fig. 8・6).This ratid movement without 
break continues to the long tails and stroke endings 
which carry the task to the end， and beyond. Both 
in the individual characters and in the line as a 
whole， the sense of initiative is big and ambitious， 
growing more intense and compressed as it proceeds. 
Internal Consistency:・ Chosugo'sRantei Jusan-

batsu is steady and predictable， but sho¥¥-s a good 
sense of coordination (Fig. 8・7).Many like strokes 
repeat the same pattern， such as right diagonal 
sweeps， long horizontal strokes， and short dots. They 
maintain a theme， and like well-coordinated jewelry 
or clothing， create an overall sense of harmony. 
The characters are orderly and well spaced， but not 
overly rigid. 
Originality:・ 0・taku'sHoko Kichu・shobrims 

with confidence and originality (Fig. 8・8).The ver-
tical axis of the characters changes freely.恥1anyare
slightly distorted or exaggerated in one direction. 
They are too skinny， too tall， or have too narrow 
a base. They are gangly but strong， and move with-
out a trace of apology. Corners are sharp， stroke 
beginnings are spirited， suggesting an inventive and 
original mind. 
Selj二Expression: Kashoki's Gyosho Sakketsu is 

also original， but not as insistent (Fig. 8-9). The 
characters are exaggerated， but quite at home with 
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themselves. Space is used very generously， with few characters for the space avail-
able， and full round strokes. There is a lack of pretense which reflects a refreshing 
sense of maturity. 

Dimensionality: Kukai's Fushinてjois a classic work， revealing tremendous depth 
of spirit (Fig. 8・10).The extreme contrasts of thick and thin， wet and dry strokes 
suggest distance and perspective. The work never repeats itself， moving from 
moment to moment with the deep breath of discovery. The energy of the work 
never fades， and shows a great capacity for self-renewal. 

InSIゐno:Maintain the Continuity of the Line 

The fully abbreviated hand may be less legible as writing， but it is more vibrant as 
a direct expression of the spirit. While Gyosho has a social or communicative face， 
Sosho is closer to the speed of thought， like a memo taken in shorthand. Of course 

it too must be legible， for what good is a memo 
Fig.8・11 which no one can read? But it must also contain 

to follow. Despite a con-
siderable display of virtu-
osity， we sense the ease 
and control of the master's 
brush. Two characters are 
repeatedly joined into one， 
but each retains its own 
distinct identity. 

Youthルlness: O-kenshi's 
Gendoてjois round and full， 
almost baby faced (Fig. 8-
13). It brims with youthful 
vigor. Nowhere does the 

the energy of the mind that moves the hand. What 
follow are excerpts of some of the great classical 
masterpieces of Sosho， along with brief comments 
on what they reveal of the master behind the brush. 
Articulation: 0・gishi'sJu Shichiてjoshows remark-

able articulation for a script style which is this ab-
breviated (Fig. 8・11).The strokes are exaggerated， 
and clearly separated. The thickness of the line， and 
the even spacing of the characters suggests that the 
original work was done at a slow and confident pace. 

Clarity: 0・gishi'sShogetsuてjoby contrast， shows 
more speed and less articulation， but not at the 
expense of clarity (Fig. 8・12).The strokes are easy 

Fig.8・12 Fig.8・13
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line stick or drag behind. The internal space of 
the characters seems to swell out and exert itself 
within its youthful range. 
Refinement: Chi-ei's Shinso Senjimon is char-

acterized by gradual transitions of exceptional 
refinement (Fig. 8・14).From thick to thin， large 
to small， tall to wide， sharp to round， like a finely 
woven tapestry each dimension gradually emerges 
into the next. There are no sudden transitions 
or surprises， but once the changes are made， they 
are unmistakable. We only notice the metamor-
phosis after it has happened. The continuity is 
further reinforced by a strong consistency in the 
vertical line， a sign of unbroken concentration. 

Boldness:・ Sonkatei'sShザIlis the opposite of 
Chi-ei's in many respects (Fig. 8・15).The verticalline shifts axis， not gradually 
but in c1ear steps， continuing the lateral shifts in bold strokes. There are daring 
contrasts inside each character as well. The emphasis in fact， is on the character 
itself， rather than on its relation to the characters around it. From start to finish， 
the work is strong and deliberate. 

Calmness:・ Kaiso'sSosho Senjimon is strong in the verticalline， like some of 
the previous works， but almost all of the characters are long and thin (Fig. 8・16).
The verticalline is further emphasized by the wide margins between columns. The 
characters are well spaced and orderly， showing gradual transitions with no sur-
prises. They speak to us from a height， with the wisdom and experience of the 
elderly. 
Flamboyance: Kaiso's Jijoてjois such a contrast to the previous work， that it is 

hard to believe they were done by the same person (Fig. 8・17).Kaiso's work is an 
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excellent example of how a person can reach both extremes and come out ready to 
try again. Almost all of the characters in any one column are connected into a sin-
gle continuous stroke. They spill out of every boundary that ordinarily contains 
a character. The lines are fast and free， but they never collide. Even when they 
venture into the adjacent column， it is in a daring， teasing way， always pulling back 
at the last moment. 

Do N ot Sacrifice Legibility 

Though the outer appearance of the cursive and abbreviated scripts are quite dif-
ferent from the formal block style， they all make use of the same radicals， each of 
which has its own conventions for writing. In Chapter 5 we looked at the meaning 
and form of each of the major radicals in the Kaisho script. It may be helpful to 
compare the same radicals written in the Gyosho (Fig. 8・18)and Sosho (Fig. 8・19)
scripls. Remembering that one is not necessarily a further abbreviation of the other 
will help account for the dissimilarities in some of the shapes. 

Fig.8・18
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Nyo (Iower-left part) Kutsu (Iower part) 
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Nyo (lower-left part) Kutsu (lower part) 
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Use Space Generously 

Stroke continuity is the most outstanding feature of the cursive and abbreviated 
scripts. The danger in intertwining strokes is that they easily become entangled. To 
prevent this you must use space generously， and not necessarily take the shortest 
path to the next stroke. There are various ways of doing this. Y ou can go around， 
or enclose a liberal100p of space inside or under the character， or you can offset 
and separate strokes which in the Kaisho script would intersect. Other techniques 
include offsetting the relative height of adjacent radicals， or using asymmetry to 
balance several radicals around a common center (Fig. 8-20). 

Gyosho should create a sense of articulate movement， while Sosho should invoke 

a sense of running or flowing， like water in a stream. Y ou want to run， but not 
trip and fall. The best way to prevent a break in the continuity of motion is to 
preserve and use space generously. Like a window or door， it is the empty space 
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Fig.8・20 ;号室
Radicals of di仔erent
heights :圏一一 二:臨

@ 
which makes it useful. 1t is easy to overlook or disregard that which we cannot 
see， but the secret of good calligraphy is that you can see space. It is a real palpable 
entity， like the air that we breathe， and just as important. The special privilege of 
the calligrapher is getting an opportunity to show it to others. 

Radicals on di釘"erentaxes 

-川リ@ぃハ

Script Styles in a Cultural Context 

Pagoda， 
Hδryuji 

When Chinese culture， along with Bud-
dhism， was introduced into Japan during 
the sixth century， it came in the form of 
architecture as well as language and 
thought. It is not surprising that there 
should be a similarity between the two. 
The pagodas bui1t during that period bear 
a strange resemblance to the Reisho， or 
Scribe Script which preceded it (Fig. 8-21). 
The curve of the stroke beginnings and 
endings call to mind the spreading layered 
rooftops of the pagoda. The concept of 
stacking rooftops makes more sense when 
viewed in the light of the stacking of hori-
zontal strokes in a character. 
Chinese culture was also imported to 

Japan during China's Sung Period， in the 
tenth and eleventh centuries. The Great 

Fig.8・21
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South Gate at Tδdaiji in Nara， Japan was heavily infiuenced by Sung architecture， 
and bears a likeness to the calligraphy of Beifutsu (A.D. 1051-1107)， as shown in 
Fig.8・22.Proportions of the two are similar， as is the contrast of thick and thin 
horizontal strokes. The Sho・instyle of architecture， which started in Japan in the 
1300s， seems c10se to the calligraphy of that period as well， with its thick strong 

\+~ 
Fig. 8・22
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lines and wide stable struc-
ture (Fig. 8・23).If Japanese 
architecture had a Baroque 
period， it was in the early 
1600s， when the great shrine 
at Nikkδwas built for the 
Shδgun Tokugawa Ieyasu. 
This corresponded to the 
Ming Period in China， with 
the ornate and articulate 
style of 0・taku'scalligraphy 
(Fig. 8-24)， during which 
time Japan underwent 
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another infl.ux of Chinese 
culture. 
Even today， the square， 

e伍cientstyle of lettering 
used in modern Japan is 
refl.ected in the slick， e伍cient
buildings which are reshap-
ing Tokyo's cityscape (Fig. 8-
25). It may not make sense 
to try to restore the values 
of medieval culture， even if 

it were possible. But it makes even less sense to destroy and lose sensitivity to a 
great cultural heritage. As we shape our bui1dings， so they shape us. How much 
more so the language and letters which occupy our thoughts? 
Buildings refl.ect the more formal and social aspects of our lives， but gardens and 

landscapes reveal the way that we see nature. Japanese gardens have much in com-
mon with calligraphy， and were infl.uenced by many of the same aesthetic princi-
ples. Y ou should no more run through a work of calligraphy than you would a 
garden. Both are designed with a crooked path， which forces you to slow down 
and notice the scenery. Rocks in a Japanese garden are chosen for their shape and 
proportion， and placed with great care. Like the strokes of the brush， once in place 
they cannot be moved. A column of characters is similarly arranged in a broken 



Fig.8・26
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path， like the stepping stones in a Japanese garden 
(Fig. 8・26).The changes in the vertical axis trick 
your mind into slowing down and looking about. 
The best way to do this is to get inside and ex-
perience it yourself. Looking at a work of callig-
raphy is like looking at a photograph of a garden: 
a step removed from the real ~hing. 
We have seen how the verticalline is not 

always straight. Another analogy in the Japanese 
garden is the waterfall. A broken line always has 
more interest than a straight one (Fig. 8-27). 
There are unobtrusive hints of human habitation， 
such as latticework fences and small huts (Fig. 8・
28). Everywhere you find the same harmonious 
proportions and skillful use of near1y parallel 
lines， just as you do in brush painted characters. 
Language is but one visible manifestation of the 
human spirit. It has many dialects in the arts and 
products of human culture. 

Fig.8・28
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Principles for Abbreviated Writing 

The meaning and pronunciation of the written word are extremely important. They 
are， after all， the main reason for writing. But anything written by the hand also 
bears the mark of human emotion， values， and culture. It is possible to mask your 
message in words， but not your character or culture. These emerge in spite of us， 
as subconscious revelations of ourselves. It is important to recognize and cultivate 
all of the dimensions of our talent. Personal experience is too limited by itself; but 
we can easily draw on the vast heritage that spreads in our wake. If a culture is 
ignorant of its roots and blinded to its potential， it wi11 be forced to settle for the 
mediocre middle. Spontaneity and discipline are both needed to bridge the gap. 
Brush writing is a disciplined shorthand for spontaneous vision; one way of making 
sense of what we see. The principles for abbreviated writing are: 

1. Learn to Read the Abbreviated Hand. 

2. In Gyosho: Preserve the Qualities of Character. 
3. In Sosho: Maintain the Continuity of the Line. 
4. Do Not Sacrifice Legibility. 

5. Use Space Generously. 



Part ill: The Aesthetics of 
Self -Transf ormation 

“Words are the voice 01 the heart. Writing is a picture 01 the m加d.By thお
we know the large-hearted， and by this we know the small-minded." 

-yδyu (53-18 B.C.) 





Chapter 9: 

The Art of Enjoying Calligraphy 

Developing Artistic Taste 

It requires experience and insight to judge the quality of a work of art. Lack of 
familiarity with an artistic genre leads to misinformed judgments， based on in-
appropriate criteria. A Western tourist may be easily satisfied by a mediocre 
Orientallandscape painting. An Asian might have trouble accepting the exaggerated 
use of shadows in Western portraiture. Each sees the world， and therefore art， 
through the colored glasses of his own culture. 
In the beginning， all you have is your own subjective likes and dislikes. People 

often find that as their taste develops， so does their evaluation of quality. Hopefully， 
the child who hates vegetables and loves candy grows into an adult with more 
sensible tastes. After a few years of study， you may easily change your mind about 
what is good in the art world. Until then， it is important to expose yourself to as 
much work of quality as possible. 
The problem is that experience is not necessarily a guarantee of good judgment. 

History often proves the critics wrong. The best art critics of the day scoffed at the 
work of the early French Impressionists. They expressed their disapproval by 
sarcastically wiping their spectac1es， as if what they saw was the result of dirt 
smudges， rather than deliberate dabs of paint. Renoir was railed as an idiot for 
painting nudes as if their skin were green. New styles in art are rarely appreciated 
at the time that they emerge. 
On the other hand， not all new styles survive the test of time. The avant-garde 

artist often hides behind a smoke screen of ambiguous words， like the Emperor in 
new dothing. A lot of money exchanges hands in the art world by sleight of hand. 
How much more di伍cultto know quality when the art form is from another cul-
ture? The best way to refine your taste in calligraphy is to acquire a basic degree 
of background knowledge， wide exposure to the c1assics， and to practice yourself. 
At the very least you should learn enough not to hang the work upside down. 

Respect the Conventions of Mounting and Display 

Certain conventionsare observed when a piece of calligraphy is produced for dis-
play or competition. The work is never truly finished until the seal of the artist has 
been a伍xed，and the calligraphy has been framed or mounted for display. Mount綱



ing the work on a scroll preserves and protects the work， which otherwise may be 
subject to wrinkling， tearing， or dirt smudges. Unfortunately this can be an expen-
sive process， requiring a good degree of technical skill. Scroll mounting is best left 

to a professional. However there are inexpensive temporary alternatives to display-

ing a work， such as loosely attaching 
it to a scroll or hanging it in a frame， 
but these are considered quite informal. 
Paper comes precut to standard 

sizes (Fig. 9・1).The largest size is called 

Zenshi (136 cm x 70 cm). Regular prac・
tice is done on hanshi (33.5 cm x 
24.5 cm)， about twelve of which can be 
cut from a single sheet of Zenshi; but 

the hanshi size is never used for formal 
display. Zenshi can be cut vertically to 

various standard widths， or horizon-
tally to a not-quite-square rectangular 

shape， to produce the size used for ex-
hibited works. Smaller sizes of the 

rectangular proportion are called tan-
zaku， while smaller sizes of the almost 
square shape are known as shikishi. 
Thick premounted paper is available in 

various sizes， but it is more expensive 
per sheet， and therefore not always 
suitable for practice. Premounted paper 

is more convenient and easier to frame， 
but it is harder to work with， and does 
not always give you the same delicate 

resistance as handmade paper. 

For the aficionado， there is a fantastic 

range of materials in brushes， ink， and 
paper. One can buy brushes made with 

peacock feathers， exotic scented inks of 
various colors， or multi-layered colored 
paper collages speckled with gold fiecks， 
which can be used to create special 

effects. However， none of these effects 
will compensate for an unpracticed 

hand， and you should never forget that 
the greatest drama of Shodo is the 

simple struggle for space in black and 

white. 
Certain conventions dictate the approximate placement of characters， columns， 

and rakkan， which are the seals， signature， and explanatory footnotes to the poem. 
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In actual practice this is measured by eye， but general guidelines do exist for both 
rectangular jりuku(Fig. 9・2)and square shikishi (Fig. 9・3).The actual placement 
depends on the composition， and may already be a part of the tehon. Since an exact 
copy is never possible， the student may need to make slight allowances in the place-
ment of characters， considering the actual work， rather than relying strictly on 
theoretical principles. The placement of the seal (inkan) is considered very impor-
tant， for this slight touch of red can help anchor the entire field of black. 
Y ou occasionally come across works which entirely violate all of the standards of 

mounting and display. A wild variation from the tried and true may be outstanding， 
but more likely not. In purchasing or displaying a work of calligraphy， first keep 
in mind the basic rules of composition， then try to judge the work on its other 
ments. 
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Fig. 9-3 Shikishi 
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Provide Visual and Verbal Access to the Work 

Fig. 9-4 Calligraphy is originally a Chinese art. It is not 
surprising that most works display a Chinese phrase， 
proverb， or poem written entirely in kanji. The 
larger the number of characters， the more factors 
like style， composition and phrasing become impor-
tant. A character with a particularly long stroke 
(hamidashi) may take a leading role. But this out-
standing feature should enhance the other charac-
ters， not steal the stage (Fig. 9-4). 
If the composition has only a few characters， and 

particularly if it features only one， then visual 
impact becomes more important than the meaning 
or style. It would seem easier to paint one or two 
large characters than several columns of small ones， 
but like a solo performer， the single character is all 
alone on stage. The fewer the characters， the more 
demanding the role each one has to play (Fig. 9・5).
There are also works in the purely Japanese script 

involving hiragana or Man'yo・gana.Some caIligra-
phers work in kana alone， using such an archaic 
script that their work is completely il1egible to the 
average Japanese untrained in calligraphy. Though 
the use of the brush is the same as for kanji， it is 
often more refined and delicate， using far less ink. 
The blotting effects of nij・imiare rarely displayed in 
works of kana， and the dry effects of kasure are 
often stretched to the limit. 

The caIligraphy of Man'yo-gana is cultured and c1assica1. Not only the writing 
style， but the subject matter itself is elegant and refined， written in the cadences of 
a distant era (Fig. 9・6).The emphasis is on the vertical line. Characters cascade in 
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tall and thin streams， often connected together in long fluid strokes. The vertical 
columns seem subject to a less formal discipline， like long strips of c10th given over 
to the wind. The Man'yo・ganaare actually kanji， which have been written in a 
highly abbreviated Sosho form. Used as a purely phonetic affixation， the meaning 
of the original character is ignored. The script is so highly abbreviated that it bears 
c10ser resemblance to the phonetic hiragana than to the kanji from which it came. 
The Man'yo-gana are chosen from a limited selection of allowable forms， so that 
the discipline of deciphering them is difficult， but not impossible. The fact that 
a few bona fide kanji may also be inc1uded in the same poem leads to some confu-
sion. The reader of the poem must not only be able to decipher the phonetic char-
acters， but must be able to tell when they are being used for meaning and when 
they are intended for pronunciation. Still， most c1assical poems are written almost 
entirely in kana， and familiarity with the major prototypes simply means learning 
to recognize a larger alphabet. In any case， the poem will probably require a cap-
tion for both meaning and pronunciation. These poems were originally meant to 
be read aloud， although to fully appreciate the sound of the poetry requires a 
knowledge of c1assical Japanese. Excellent translations are available for c1assical 
Japanese poetry， but the Western calligrapher may have to consider this a rather 
specialized branch of the art. 

Haiku are concise three-line Japanese poems， which also enjoy a large following 
in the West. Lesset known overseas， but equally popular in Japan are the five-line 
poems known as Tanka， or short songs. Haiku are written in syllables of 5-7-5， 
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Fig. 9-7 
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while Tanka are slightly longer with a 5-7-5-
7-7 pattern. The Japanese language is well 
suited to these poetic forms， with its small 
number of vowels and a large number of 
short words. Haiku and Tanka， and even 
Western poetry in translation， are usually 
painted in a mixture of kanji and modern 
hiragana (Fig. 9・7).Original Haiku can be 
produced in English， but attempts to mimic 
the strict Japanese meter usually sound 
strained and fragmented. You can enjoy 
Japanese Rαiku in translation， but calligra-
phy adds another dimension by giving you 
direct visual access to the poem. Still， the 
most popular form of calligraphy may be the 
Chinese poems written only in kanji 
(Fig. 9-8). 
There is another style which seems to suit 

the modern mentality， which is avant-garde 
calligraphy. This is a frontier art， and few 
rules apply. Certainly legibility is not pri-
mary， and it remains for future generations 
to determine what value these abstract ex-
pressions in ink really have. It may be 
considered as calligraphy and not abstract 

art if some precedent can be 
found in the classics， what-
ever the style of the script 
(Fig.9・9).However， there is 
no such thing as an untitled 
work in Shodo， because to 
qualify as calligraphy it 
must say something. 
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Transfer the Brushwork to Other Media 

There are several kinds of 

design applications which 

can be used to display callig-

raphy in non-traditional for-

mats. But whatever the final 

medium of display， they all 
begin with the brush. Trans-

ferring a work to c10th by 
silkscreening methods pro・

duces a durable and hand-
some effect. A popular use 

of calligraphy on c10th is 
in the split half-curtains 

(noren) which beckon cus-
tomers into Japanese shop 
entrances (Fig. 9・10).

Fig. 9-10 

Calligraphy makes a fitting 
Fig.9・11 decoration for pottery， and is 

often found on the tea cups 
which are used in Japanese 

restaurants (Fig. 9・11).Product 
labels such as those on Japa-

nese sake bottles often display 

excellent original calligraphy， 
each reflecting the spirit of the 
product， or region in which 
it was made (Fig. 9・12).Japa-

nese wine labels are very co-

lorful， and make excellent col-
lector's items， particular1y if 

you are fond of the contents. 
Letters carved in wood are 

known as kokuji. They may be carved into or out of the wood， and later painted to 
enhance or protect the surface (Fig. 9・13).Impressions carved out of soft alabaster 
can be used to make signature and art seals， known as tenkoku. The seal is pressed 
against a red colored putty-like substance (in-niku)， and the raised portion of the 
seal produces a reversed impression on the paper. Depending on whether you carve 

out the figure or the ground， you can have red letters on a white field， or white 
letters on a red background (Fig. 9・14).Seals are conventionally used to sign or 
supplement a work of calligraphy， but tenkoku is also recognized as a separate 

branch of the art in itself. 
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Fig.9・13a Fig.9・13b

Fig.9・14
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Develop Original Ideas from Oriental Design 

Even if you never pick up a brush， there are dozens of ways in which you can enjoy 
calIigraphy， inc1uding travel， study， and design. The simplest pleasure is simply in 

looking， and the best 
Fig. 9-15a Fig. 9・15b place to look is in the 

countries where kanji 
are still in use. The Far 
East is the恥1eccaof 
calligraphy. Even when 
overseas travel is not a 
practical option， most 
large Western cities have 
Japan or China towns 
which maintain some-
thing of the flavor of 
the home country. Per-

haps you have already 
been， but never noticed 
the wealth of brushwork 
all around you. When 
you know what to look 
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Fig.9・16
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for， it opens up an entire1y new world. Not all of it is good， but occasionally you 
find something superb. Excellent calligraphy is often carved in wood， or on the 
face of 1arge bou1ders， which can be found in parks or temp1e grounds (Fig. 9・15).
Calligraphy exhibits are commonp1ace in major Japanese cities， but it is a1so on 
disp1ay everywhere you 100k， on shop signs， menus， newspapers， ca1endars， and 
packages of every conceivab1e variety (Fig. 9・16).
Looking is free， but most peop1e want something more tangib1e for their effort. 

High-quality photographic reproductions are avai1ab1e in books. You can easily 
purchase origina1 works or reproductions at department stores and specialty shops. 
Calligraphy can give a contemporary Orienta1 accent to any Western interior， but 
it takes a trained eye to se1ect qua1ity. This is a fie1d which is still virtually un-
explored by Western collectors， investors， and interior designers. 
You can also study calligraphy using reference materials found in 1ibraries， 

museums， and galleries. Further resources， incIuding persona1 instruction， may be 
available through colleges， foreign embassies， consulates， and cultura1 organiza-
tions. You can have a certain amount of fun with a pencil or a brush-pen， but 
eventually you will want to work with a calligraphy brush and handmade paper. 
The proper materials can be ordered from an art supp1y or Orienta1 import store. 

Use Calligraphy to Visualize and Magnify Thought 

Shodo can a1so be enjoyed in a more introspective way: with phi1osophica1 sayings， 
mottos， or poetry for reflection and meditation. These can be disp1ayed in your 
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home or office， or printed on anything from a business card to a bookmark. There 
is a virtually inexhaustible range of themes and styles to fit any temperament. When 
well translated or rendered with a brush， Oriental proverbs can be a far cry from 
the cheap quips found in Chinese fortune cookies. A good c1assical Chinese poem 
can serve as inspiration for writing， philosophy， or meditation. In an indirect way， 
it can even stimulate your imagination for creative work in other media altogether， 
such as music， sculpture， or dance. 

Rethinking the Western Interior 

Many foreigners living in Tokyo have begun to find creative ways of decorating in 
a Japanese style， without completely living in it. In fact， few Japanese today live in 
an entirely traditional style. Most prefer a mixture of East and West， taking the 
best of each. An imaginative set of cross-cultural decorating ideas is presented in 
Japanese Accents in Western Interiors (by Peggy Landers Rao and Jean Mahoney， 
published by Shufunotomosha， Co.， Ltd.， Tokyo， 1988). Creative approaches 
inc1ude hanging sashes (obi) of kimono on the waI1 instead of wearing them， using 
antique Japanese doors for low table tops， or brightly labeIed sake barrels for 
potted plants. Japanese antique shops seI1 a variety of objects which lend them-
selves to non-traditional uses. 

Fig.9・17a Fig. 9-17b 

But the use of caIIigraphy in design opens up an entirely new realm of possibiト
ities. It lends itself weII to other media like wood， ceramics， or c1oth， as weI1 as the 
more traditional display formats of the scroI1 and picture frame. CaI1igraphy can 
be displayed on the uneven surface of a Japanese folding fan (Fig. 9・17).Other
possibiIities incIude the open face fan and the folding screen. Decorating with 
Japanese cultural artifacts and antiques can be quite expensive， but caIIigraphy is 
something which you can produce yourself. You can even present it as a handmade 
gift， adapting it to the person， place， season or occasion. 
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Principles for Enjoying Calligraphy 

To practice Sbodo witbout ever performing or displaying your work would be like 
rebearsing a play witbout ever going on stage and sbowing it to an audience. Sbodo 
is fundamentally a social art， an art of communication. Sometbing cbarges tbe air 
wben a work is put on display or performed live， under pressure. A successful work 
of art can focus and magnify tbe creative energy of its audience. Just as music is 
meant to be beard， calligrapby is meant to be seen. 
Unfortunately， people on botb sides of tbe language barrier often assume tbat 

non-native speakers of Cbinese or Japanese are incapable of appreciating an art 
which they cannot read. The fault is not in their capacity to appreciate: it is in the 
fact that few people， including professional calligraphers themselves， take the 
troub1e to give Westerners verbal or visual access to the art. The Japanese have 
a reputation for being veηgood at absorbing the best of foreign cultures， and very 
inept at exporting their own culture. A great deal of effort in both the Japanese 
private and public sectors is devoted to the export of products and tecbnology， but 
comparatively little is being done to support tbe international understanding of 
Japanese culture and the arts. Japan today risks being seen overseas primarily as 
an economic competitor， with a technological genius and a workhorse mentality. 
If Western people could be shown how easy it is to 叫 oyand gain access to hereto司

fore esoteric Japanese arts like Shodo， then they would come to recognize a more 
human Japanese face. The princip1es then， for learning to enjoy and appreciate 
calligrapby are: 

1. Respect the Conventions of Mounting and Display. 

2. Provide Visual and Verbal Access to the Work. 

3. Transfer the Brushwork to Other Media. 

4. Develop Original Ideas from Oriental Design. 

5. Use CaIIigraphy to Visualize and Magnify Thought. 



Chapter 10: 

The Character of Japanese Design 

In Search of the Aesthetic N ucIeus 

The Japanese have a genius for reducing things to their functional and aesthetic 
essence， a gift for expressing the gist of a thing in visual terms. The products of 
this culture inc1ude many ingenious adaptations of foreign ideas， ranging from the 
folding fan to the automobile. These have been so appealing and so useful that 
they have captured the imaginations， and the markets of many foreign lands. A 
knowledge of the general principles of Japanese design will provide a base for 
understanding calligraphy in its culturaI context. 
It is important for an artist not to Iose touch with the source of creativity. But 

artists who reject the colIective， functional， or communicative needs of society risk 
being rejected themselves. At best， anti-social artists can expect a soIitary struggle 
on the fringe. On the other hand， art which caters to politicaI interests tends to be 
vulgar; while art which serves commercial interests risks mediocrity. Art and daily 
Iife do not always mix， nor should they be forced to. There is a place for the 
factory as welI as the museum. 
But in the world of design there is a union of function and beauty， and it is this 

world which the Japanese have 80 deftly mastered. Design is art in daily life. It is 
the visible evidence of communication between the conventional and the creative 
mind. A society which understands and supports its artists is likely to enjoy a 
renaissance of high culture and superb design in everything from fashion， to furni-
ture， to interior living space. The Japanese have so long enjoyed this renaissance in 
their own culture， that at times they take it for granted. We can only hope that 
future generation8 wilI give it the same attention it has received in the past. 

Bring the Far Near 

Most people see the world as complex: obscure， iIlogical， precarious， puzzling， 
faraway. An exceptional few see it as simple: lucid， rational， secure， cherished， and 
c1ose-at-hand. It is an enviable skill to be able to reduce the complexity of life to 
its simple essence， not only emotionalIy but physicalIy. For to simplify something 
is to bring the far near， and to master it. 
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Fig. 10・1

served on delicate plates or 
in bowls of different shapes 
(Fig. 10・1).Sometimes the 
food is neatly packed in a 
box (bento)， or served on a 
tray， but always easy to 
take in single bites (Fig. 
10・2).Preparation of the 
specialty food sushi uses 
nearly twenty steps to cut， 
season， and press a slice of 
raw fish ontq a fingerful of 
rice to reduce it to a single 
mouthful (Fig. 10・3).

Fig. 10-3 

There are many examples of this in 
Japanese cu1ture， beginning with the 
art of food preparation and serving. 
Most Japanese food is designed to be 
served and consumed in bite-sized por・
tions. Chopsticks are better at pinching 
a morsel of food than at cutting or 
dipping from a large mass of unpor-
tioned food. Meals often consist of 
small portions of a variety of dishes， 

Fig. 10・2
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Many specialty restaurants exist in 
Japan， such as those serving raw 
自sh(sashimi)， deep-fried seafood and 
vegetables (tempurα)， noodles (men-
rui)， charcoal broiled eel (unagi)， 
light broth beef and vegetable stew 
(sukiyaki)， and table stir-fried dishes 
(teppanyaki)， Not only do many of 
these let you see the process of food 
preparation， but they often make a 
performance of it， or even let you do 
the easiest part for yourself. All of 

this brings the mysterious process of food preparation right before your eyes， ears， 
and finally your mouth. 
Many symbols in Japan beckon the far near， and perhaps the most cJassical of 

these is the folding fan， or sensu (Fig. 10-4). The two most important parts of the 
fan are the kaname， or center from which the blades of the fan radiate， and the sue-



Fig. 10・4

Another object which brings the 
far near is the abacus， or soroban 
(Fig. 10・5).Until recently commonly 
used in shops， restaurants， companies 
and even banks， the abacus reduces 
the complexity of caIculation to a 
rapid and concise movement of 
wooden beads with the fingertips. 
For simple caIculations， it is often 
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hiro， or spread of the fan itself. The 
ribs of the fan can be outstretched 
to reveal the distant horizon， as in 
dance and theater， or drawn in to a 
compact unit that fits in the palm 
of the hand or rim of the sash. The 
fan is considered an auspicious sign 
because of the way it radiates out， 
and also a sign of authority because 
of the way it draws everything back 
to itself. 

Fig.l0・5
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as fast， and as accurate as a caIculator. lt probably even builds better caIculating 
skiI1s， because of the combined use of the fingertips， eyes， and simulaneous chant-
ing of the voice， which to the uninitiated sounds Iike a Buddhist ceremony. There 
are even ranks of competence for the soroban， similar to the system used in the 
martial arts. A person skiIIed in the abacus can even manipulate it mentaI1y， with 
no instrument in hand. 
AIl of these objects have in common a skiIIful blend of elegance and utility. They 

bring the faraway near， and the universe home， giving us a sense of being able to 
live gracefuI1y in the worId. 

Fig.l0・6a

Reveal the World within 

Though the complex can be made simple， the 
ordinary can also be made elaborate. What better 
example than the art of origami， in which a sim-
ple square of paper can be transformed through a 
series of simple folds， to a bird， animal， tiower， 
fish， mask， or complex geometric figure (Fig. 10-
6). BeautifuI1y colored and patterned paper can 
adorn these paper creations in the finest cIothing. 
However， if the mind of the folder becomes con-
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Fig. 10・6b

Even in the art of gi仕wrapping，
Japanese seem to prefer to wrap 
with a loose，日exiblecovering; which 
allows a glimpse of the world within 
rather than hermetically sealing it 
from without (Fig. 10・7).The Japa-
nese have devised ingenious ways of 
wrapping boxes， bottles， flowers， and 

Fig. 10-8 

fused or distracted， the resulting 
piece will show it in lack of ba-
lance， symmetry， or grace. When the 
artist is fully relaxed， unhurried， and 
attentive， the folded creature seems 
to breathe life. We must not forget 
that the complex problems of the 
world often have simple solutions. 
But it is also true that the simplest 
and most unassuming things in life 
often contain an infinite range of 
possibilities. 

Fig. 10・7

even money. A gift is considered to be an exten-
sion of the heart. It should be selιcontained， but 
open to the outside. The same principles apply in 
the wearing of kimono， which involves wrapping 
oneself in c10thing (Fig. 10・8);and in architecture， 
where rooms are only temporarily enc10sed by 
sliding doors and translucent screens (Fig. 10・9).



Fig.l0・10

Fig. 10・11
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The Japanese intuitively sense that space is not 
empty or dimensionless. This explains their fasci-
nation with layering in organizations and pro-
ducts. The outside face never tells the whole 
story， not out of an effort to deceive， but out of 
a recognition that there is always more to a situ-
ation than it first appears. It is not only a short-
age of space which led Japanese to create clever 
ways of storing objects. The concept of boxes-
within-boxes is just one example of the cu1tural 
intuition that space is not merely empty， and that 
there are worlds within worlds (Fig. 10・10).

This is also evident in the art of masks. The 
Noh mask is the essence of the Japanese face， dis-
playing little to the outside， but suggesting much 
of the world within (Fig. 10-11). The actor may 

hold a pose immovably for a long period of time， but imperceptible changes in the 
angle of the mask seem to disclose an ever changing cast of subt1e emotions. 
Though Japanese dolls are often ornately costumed， they usually have very chaste 
facial expressions (Fig. 10-12). In Japan the face is not the place to display one's 
emotlOns. 
The innocence of the simple exterior is easily misread. Often a courteous recep-

tion is only an invitation to a complex world within， a maze of interrelationships 
and possibilities that can overwhelm the unprepared. The beauty of simplicity is 
that it contains many possibilities. But the time comes when these must be consoli-
dated in action. Just as the fan can be opened， so it can be c1osed. What could be 
more useful? 
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Unity of Calmness and Action 

Living things are constantly in motion. One characteristic of many of the Japanese 
arts is the attempt to suspend motion， or at least slow it down. Hokusai's famous 
woodblock print provides a 
surging view of a giant wave， Fig. 10・13

engulfing both men and moun-
tain， yet leaving each intact 
(Fig. 10-13). There is great calm-
ness at the eye of a hurricane. 
The most rapidly spinning top 
appears in a state of suspended 
animation. The Japanese artist 
recognizes that when motion is 
taken to the limit， it becomes 
very calm. The skill of the artist 
is in making this truth of nature 
plain to see. 

Fig. 10-14 

The Japanese art of flower arranging (ikebana) cap-
tures the essence of the living flower through a simple 
spray of leaves and stems (Fig. 10・14).Seeing the flow-
er's life in suspended motion， we become more aware of 
our own existence in nature. We too are cut off from 
nature， but through art are given back our identity. 
Life passes quickly， but art helps us notice it before it 
lS gone. 

Fig. 10・15a

The Japanese martial arts， from swordsmanship 
to Sumδ， always begin in a posture of calmness 
(Fig. 10・15).The power of their motion springs 
from the silent source within， the unity of calm-
ness and action. The martial artist whose feet 
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dance around in an unsettled matter may be able to hypnotize or confuse a weaker 
person， but is no match for the one who can wait. The real struggle of the martial 
artist is not with his opponent: it lies in overcoming the divided self within. 

Unity of Function and Beauty 

The Japanese genius for design in manufacturing is well known. From electronics 
to umbrellas: new and more e伍cientproducts keep getting smaller， more compact， 
more beautiful. The ability to fuse function and beauty is nothing new in Japan. 
The family crest， usually displayed on the shoulder of a kimono， is far more con-
cise and modern in appearance than its European equivalent (Fig. 10・16).Textile 
designs produced hundreds of years ago still strike us with the freshness of the 
hour (Fig. 10・17).Somehow the objects of daily life in Japan were never reduced 
to a rude functional simplicity， as they often were in other cultures， where lack of 
money often meant lack of decoration. 
Pottery is a very functional art， originally providing the daily utensils of food 

Fig.l0・16 Fig.l0・17b
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and drink. The indige-
nous forms of pottery in 
Japan show the same 
attention to beauty in 
the service of function 
(Fig. 10・18).From the ir-
regular shape to the un-
even glaze， everything 
shuns sameness. The 
potter seeks individual 
expression through end-
less aesthetic variations 
on limited functional 
themes. 
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Fig. 10・18

Expressing the U niversal in the Particular 

The Universe is an undivided whole; a vast interconnected web of mass and energy. 
Though the Universe is vast， it is mirrored everywhere in the microcosm of its parts. 
We may know this intellectually， but can it be expressed visually through design? 
The art of Japanese joinery (kigumi) is one in which wooden beams are inter咽

locked and assembled without nails (Fig. 10-19). The effect is both physically stable 
and aesthetically pleasing. Wooden beams constructed in this way work themselves 

into true during an earthquake， and actually 
Fig. 10・19 strengthen the building's resistance to the tremors. 

A miniature version of this art is found in the 
construction of wooden puzzles. The pieces are 
so tightly inter10cked that it seems almost impos-
sible to break inside， until at last you move the 

appropriate piece， and gradually figure out how to take it apart (Fig. 10・20).The 
whole is expressed through the inter10cking of the parts. 
A two dimensional variation of this is found in a puzzle known variously as the 

Lucky Puzzle， Board of Wisdom， or Tangrams. A rectangular board is sectioned 
into seven unequal geometric shapes， which can be combined to produce a hundred 
or more distinct silhouettes (Fig. 10・21).This puzzle is such a challenge to the 
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Fig. 10・21

House 

Pine-cone Chimney 

Turtle 

visual imagination， that many schools have incorporated it into their science and 
mathematics programs. 
Many Japanese enjoy studying Tsume-Go， an abbreviated form of the board game 

of Go， in which white and black stones are placed on the intersecting points of the 
board's cross-grid， in an effort to surround and capture territory. Tsume-Go in-
volves short， tactical problems， which can be solved in a few minutes， while the 
actual game may take several hours to 
play (Fig. 10・22).These Go problems are 
reduced to the barest simplicity， so that 
one or two moves can secure， or lose the 
entire group of stones. The positions and 
interactions of the pieces are so tightly 
bound as to be measured in the integrity 
of each move. Many who play the game 
fee1 that the same thing is true in life as 
well. 

The World on Paper 

Each of these design principles has influ-
enced the Japanese arts， and ca1ligraphy 
itself has had a major influence on Japa-
nese design. The Way of the Brush encom-
passes an entire universe of culture， 
character， and individuallife experience. 

Fig. 10・22

Solution 

曜班
十*Iffillll

Problem 

軍事朝
十*Iffillll

村荷 十本刷

評桝

Many poems written in calligraphy express the essence of life in poetry or philos-
ophy. What you put on paper is a culmination of all that went before. Many design 
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discoveries were made by people actively engaged in study of one of the arts. 
Creativity is more than an intellectual exercise. Ideas are born when the hands work 
in cooperation with the eyes and the brain. 
The world of design is touched by calligraphy in another way， through the use 

of lettering. There are entire scripts that have been invented for， or adopted by 

Fig. 10・23

銭

certain professions as a kind of trademark， which 
reveals yet another face of kanji. The actors of Kabuki 
use a flamboyant script which is consistent with their 
extravagent costumes and style (Fig. 10・23).The names 
of Sumo wrestlers competing in a tournament are 
always depicted in a unique script， which calls their 
massive and immovable forms to mind (Fig. 10-24). 
This use of lettering is like a talisman， a seal of faith 
that the professional will perform in character. The 

Fig. 10・24

Kabuki script: Edo period 
(left) and modern (right) 

Fig.l0・25

Rakugo script 

Fig.l0・26

Sumo script: Edo 
period (left) and 
modern (right) 

Rakugo storyteller uses a special type of 
lettering to advertise his trade， which 
reflects the way in which he fills every 
moment with lively， non-stop mono-
logue， expressive gestures and energetic 
pantomime (Fig. 10・25).The script 
leaves very little white space. This calls 
to mind the way the storyteller fills our 
ears， as well as the auditorium， to the 
brim. 

Specialty restaurants sometimes take 
advantage of a particular feature of 
their cuisine， and design it into the 
lettering of the shop sign or menu. A 

shop specializing in deep-fried foods served on bamboo skewers uses long strokes 
with pointed tips in the lettering of their shop insignia (Fig. 10・26).An eel shop 
(unagi) writes the hirα~gana for “u" on their shop curtain so that it resembles an 
eel， head and all (Fig. 10・27).These kinds of variations in script are made possible 
by the visual imagery of the kanji and the versatility of the brush. 
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Fig.10・27

Principles of Design in Japanese Culture 

Language is the verbal aspect of culture. But the language of calligraphy has a 
visual dimension as well. The art does not exist in isolation， but in the context of 
the culture as a whole. We can see the influence of the brush on nearly all aspects 
of Japanese art， language， and design. For their own part， the Japanese have their 
eyes firmly fixed on the West， attempting to learn and adapt the best of all that 
they see. Why can we not do the same? We need not imitate or try to become 
Japanese to learn from their unique vision of the world， which is at once practical 
and artistic. The principles by which the Japanese design their world are: 

1. Bring the Far Near. 

2. Reveal the World within. 

3. Find the Unity of Calmness and Action. 

4. Seek the Unity of Function and Beauty. 

5. Express the Universal in the Particular. 



Chapter 11: 

Reading between the Lines 

Handwriting East and West 

Rudyard Kipling was not the first to feel the enormous chasm that separates East 
and West. Perhaps nowhere are cultural differences so c1early reflected as in lan-
guage. No two systems could be any more different those using pictorial kanji and 
those employing a phonetic romanized alphabet. Scientists have identified di町erent
parts of the brain which are specialized for various language functions， such as the 
production of speech， writing， naming colors， reading， or naming objects (Fig. 11・l
a and b). People suffering localized brain damage have been known to recognize， 
but not be able to repeat speech. Similarly， a brain damaged person may be able to 
read a pictographic script， but not a phonetic one. Ordinarily， all parts of the brain 
work in concert to recognize and reproduce language. Nevertheless， it has been 
c1early established that different parts of the brain specialize in different language 
functions. 
There are several major things which separate a pictographic script from a pho-

netic one. Characters are complex and numerous， alphabetic symbols are simple 
and few in number. Characters are pictorial or ideo・graphic，while the alphabet is 
phonetic. Kanji were designed to be written vertically in columns， from top right to 
bottom left， while languages using the Roman alphabet are written horizontally in 
rows， from top left to bottom right. Eye movements reflect brain activity， and the 

Fig.11・la

A-Speech production 
B-Speech comprehension 
C一一Connectionsallowing 

spontaneous response 

Fig.11・lb

A-Writing 
B-Naming colors 
C-Reading 
D-Naming 
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brain is stimulated as the hand produces and the eye follows writing. Though per-
haps an oversimplification， vertical eye movements are tied to the visual imagina-
tion， while horizontal eye movements are more a function of the auditory imagina-
tion. When trying to recaI1 a face， people often look up toward the ceiling; when 
trying to recaI1 a name， they more often look off to the side. 
But perhaps more important sti11 are the differences which arise from a writing 

system designed for the brush， and one designed for the hard-tipped pen. If the 
brush had not been invented or used as a writing tool， Oriental thought might have 
developed along totally different lines. Unfortunately， few non-caI1igraphers have 
much occasion to use a brush anymore in modern Japan. Westernization may have 
made it easier for the Japanese to conduct business in the modern wor1d， but it has 
also cost them dear1y in loss of cultural identity and traditional values. 
As great as the differences are， we should be careful not to overlook the similar-

ities. Japanese also use phonetic alphabets， kana and romaji， to supplement their 
primary use of characters. The business of daily life is more often than not con・
ducted in non-cursive， horizontal writing or printing， just as in the West. Eye-hand-
brain coordination functions in much the same way in both systems of handwriting. 
Both are learned ski11s， which depend greatly on habit and training. Both refl.ect 
the mental and physical condition of the author through the same unconscious 
processes. In either case， handwriting can be improved or changed through con-
scious awareness and practice. 
Both use conventional symbols which are legible to the educated public. While 

children in both countries learn a standard form of penmanship， few people main-
tain that style into adulthood. Differences in adult handwriting refl.ect differences 
in personality， and it is very difficult in either case to forge another person's writing. 
Despite the surface differences between the two systems of writing， the brain that 
comprehends them is much the same underneath. 
The analysis of handwriting is both an art and a science. Not all experts agree on 

the meaning of particular points， but it is reliable enough for policework. Both 
government and private business in Europe use handwriting analysis as part of the 
hiring process. And while it is no magic key to the unconscious， handwriting can 
provide important c1 
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gives you the accuracy of perception that is required for making good judgments 
of handwriting. What does the calligrapher see that may elude even the author of 
the handwritten text? Calligraphy combines the talents of the forger with the origi-
nality of the painter. The artist in any medium develops a sensitivity to it which 
seems like magic to the average person. In the same way the calligrapher develops 
a sensitivity to the handwritten line. Many of the principles which apply to the 
brush also apply to the pen. Once you understand how to read between the lines 
in kanji， you can begin to apply this knowledge to our own writing as wel1. 

九'1aintaina Generous Sense of Internal Space 

Fig. 11・2
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One of the first characters which a Japanese child learns to draw is 
the word for mouth， a simple square. Children are taught to connect 
all of the corners of the square (seppitsu)， as it appears in print. 
However， many adults do not connect the first and second strokes， 
leaving the upper left hand corner open (Fig. 11・2).Either way of 
connecting strokes is perfectly legible. However the person is rarely 
conscious of which way he is writing until it is pointed out. 
What subconscious impulse makes a person want to leave open， 

rather than seal off the connecting strokes in a character? The box 
is the basic unit of the houses that we live in. It contains us and 
protects our belongings from the forces of the environment. Once 
survival needs are met， human beings begin to develop ways of 
opening up that box to the outside wor1d. It would be intolerable to 
live in an enclosed space without windows or doors. The window is 
a statement of one's relationship to society. The cultured person 
remains open to external ideas and influences， while the person who 
bars the wor1d out lives in a prison of his 
own making. Even so， the wor1d is a danger-
ous place. It would be extremely foolish to 
never close your doors or windows. Free-

Fig.11・3

dom is the ability to choose and vary one's 
relationships to the wor1d. 

ロClosed

In most masterworks of calligraphy， you will find some 
connected strokes open and some closed， but all well 
defined. It is considered acceptable to join or separate con-
nected strokes， as long as you make it clear which you have 
chosen (Fig. 11・3).It is important to show that the stroke 
was placed with purpose and contro1. A stroke which 
touches but does not engage is considered weak and 
indecisive. 

Success in business depends on knowing when to delegate 
and when to maintain firm contro1. Management requires 

、:tOpen 

‘-:.6. Indefinite 



Is it desirable to accumulate as much 
money as possible? Many of the very 
rich are also very neurotic， their lives 
spoiled by greed and mistrust. On the 
other hand， without a capacity to ac-
cumulate money， you lose many oppor-
tunities to develop yourself， make others 
happy， or contribute to society. The 
capacity to accumulate money is indi-
cated in handwriting by a generous space between the left and right hand radicals 
of the character， known as the futokoro， or vest pockets of the character (Fig. 11・5).
If the futokoro is big， it indicates a generous capacity to accumulate and use money. 
If it is narrow， it may indicate a self-limiting tendency. If your characters have a 
tightfutokoro， this can be corrected by making a conscious effort to leave more 
space between the radicals. 
There may seem to be no immediate connection between the writing of a char-

acter and the world of business. But many of the leaders in Japan's business and 
自nancialworld exhibit this feature in their handwriting (Fig. 11・6).In both business 
and handwriting， behavior tends to be influenced by unconscious habit. There is 
often a striking similarity between the way that a person drives， eats， takes risks， or 
conducts business. All of these behaviors are cut from the same cloth. Our behavior 
reveals us to the world， and to the extent that we control it， we can influence our 
future. We do not need to have our fortunes told. We tell tbem every day in the 
way that we think， talk， and act. 

Fig.11・4
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flexibi1ity. Dealing with every situation in the same way wi11 
eventually lead to loss of control. Neither the bohemian 
nor the tightfisted can manage or invest money well. Y ou 
need to accumulate money in order to be able to invest 
it later. The psychology of this can be expressed visually 
in a person's handwriting (Fig. 11・4).Tbink of the char-
acter as a visual container into which fluid is poured from _ 
the top. In one case the fluid is contained or redirected to 
other containers in the lower parts of the character， and 
little is lost. In the other case most of the liquid leaks out 
through tbe many openings in the character. If al1 of the 
corp.ers of tbe connected strokes were tight1y sealed then 
nothing could enter in the first place. Writing the charac-
ter in the proper way conditions your subconscious mind 
to be alert to when to give， when to spend， and when to 
retam. 

Fig.11・5
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Fig.11・6
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1. Otsuka Masashi， consultant to Otsuka Pharrnaceuticals 
2. Murai Tsutornu， president of Asahi Beer 
3. Tashiro Kikuo， president of Asahi Television 
4. Tabuchi Setsuya， president of Nomura Securities 
5. Karnei Masao， president of Surnitorno Electrical Engineering 
6. Tokurna Sumao， president of Surnitomo Marine and Fire Insurance 
7. Mori Kazuo， president of TδyδSuisan 
8. Arai Masa-aki， president of Surnitorno Life Insurance 
9. Hinokiyarna Hiroshi， forrner president of Marubeni 
10. Abekawa Surnio， president of Daiwa Bank 
11. Takei Hirotorno， president of Chisan 
12. O-ki Koshirδ， consultant to Saitarna Bank 
13. Kitsuda Yoshikazu， director of Nomura Securities 
14. Kamisaka Koya， president of Kinki Sδgo Bank 
15. Tatsumi Keigo， vice president of ToyδInformation Systerns 

Maintain Regular Intervals between Horizontal 

Strokes 

One thing that separates civilized from primitive man is skiII in the orderIy organi-

zation of intervaIs. We see it everywhere in society: people， data， and things spaced 
at regular intervaIs. Without a sense for the importance of intervaIs， cars could not 



proceed in traffic， buildings could not be built， 
books could not be printed. We would have neither 

music， gardens， nor parks. Parallellines are a 
nearly certain sign of human habitation. 

Characters in calligraphy are painted in a con-

fined space， with the strokes placed at roughly 
equal intervals. The parallel spacing of horizontal 

strokes at equal intervals is known as tokankaku 
(Fig. 11・7).This quality gives the character intern-

al strength. It is a visible refiection of your own 
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Fig.11・7

Irregular 
intervals 

Fig.11・

Regular 
intervals 

spatial awareness and unbroken concentra-

tion. This feature in handwriting correlates 

very closely with high scores on Japanese 
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intelligence tests， good marks in school， and 
efficient work procedures in an office envi-

ronment (Fig. 11・8).Carelessness usually 

resu1ts in lack of tokankaku; and it is not 
surprising that this too would be refiected 

in work habits. 

Fig. 11・9
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But perfect order is too austere. The point is control， not standardization. Still， 
only one who has mastered tokankaku can deviate from it with impunity. 0・gishi

often broke the monotony of regu1arly spaced strokes deliberately， to very good 
e百ect(Fig. 11・9).If this were the ru1e， rather than the exception， we would have 
chaos. The break in the rhythm is unexpected， and therefore all the n10re effective. 
Partly because events in daily life are so predictable， we show great interest when 
they take a dramatic turn. 
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Good Attitude in Your Written 
Characters 
九'1aintain

A person's attitude is faithful1y reflected in his bearing. The way you 
carry yourself is the visible aspect of your mental disposition. In Japa-
nese the same characters are used to write the words posture and atti-
tude (shisei). The most obvious manifestation of shisei in the written 
character is its orientation， its emphasis on the vertical or the hori-
zontal. The same character may be written tal1 and thin (tate-nagai) or 
short and wide (hira-tai)， as shown in Fig. 11・10.
The attitude of the written character is an expression of the author's 

basic orientation. Active types prefer a horizontal orientation， which is 
directed away from the self， toward the outside world. Reflective per-

sonalities prefer the vertical orientation， 
which points like the needle of a com-
pass toward the se正Thisorientation 
has nothing to do with being selι 
centered or egotistical. It refers to the priority placed 
on the sequence of thought and action. Reflective 
types trefer to think first and act later， active types 
act first and think afterward. Reflective types are 
calmer， take their time， and tend to be more refined. 
But active types are more outgoing， dynamic， and 
capable of taking care of business. The best ap-
proach adopts some qualities of each according to 
the situation. 
What happens when one attitude is preferred to 

the exclusion of the other? An unbalanced prefer-
ence for reflection may lead to laziness or procrasti-
nation; while a hyperactive person tends to jump to 
conclusions， make mistakes， treat things and people 
too casually. A mature person can be comfortable 
with either one， even while showing a clear prefer-
ence for one or the other. The work of the master 
calligraphers is rich in both. 

A good attitude is one which is balanced and adaptable. Not only does it con-
tain a variety of orientations in the text， but the base of each character is wide 
and stable (Fig. 11・11).It has the suehiro quality of the folding fan， radiating out 
from the apex. A wide base is considered an auspicious sign， like the national sym-
bol of Mt. Fuji， or the gates to the Shinto shrines (Fig. 11・12).A narrow base 
appearing too frequent1y in a person's handwriting may be a sign of instability. 
If this feature appears in the handwriting of the chief executive of a Japanese 
firm， it may reflect badly on the company's prospects (Fig. 11-13). 
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Collapse of Enclosed Spaces Avoid the 

A person under stress tends to apply more pressure in handwriting， and may tend 
to bear down on other things and people as well. This can lead to exhaustion， 
because a tremendous amount of energy is wasted in useless tension. Signs of this 
stress appear quite early in the form of collapsed internal spaces (kukan-no・tsubure)，
in both Japanese and English handwriting (Fig. 11・14).A lapse of attention due to 
fatigue may be so brief that it goes by unnoticed， yet it leaves a physical trace in 
the handwriting. As small as it is， it is nevertheless a real sign of distress. Doctors 
c1aim that the majority of modern illnesses are stress induced， and preventable if 
detected early. The collapse of internal spaces in handwriting is a sign of stress， 
not a sympton of disease. Taking care to preserve these spaces is a good way to 
begin taking responsibility for your own hea1th. 

Fig.11・14
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A person whose posture is habitually slumped is putting undue stress on the 
internal organs and nerves of the body. This can weaken the life-force and lead to 
a breakdown of the immunity system. Poor posture usually results in shallow or 
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labored breathing， preventing vital oxygen from reaching the tissues. Poor circula-
tion fails to remove the toxins and waste products of metabolism， and can cause 
untold health problems. The posture， relaxation， and breathing required in using 
the brush all help to counteract these bad habits; which may be the reason why the 
ancient Chinese felt that calligraphy could prolong life. Y ou simply cannot paint 
good calligraphy in a bad posture. 
The brush strokes surround the internal spaces of the character like a rib cage 

surrounding a living lung. These parts seem to breathe when the shisei of the char-
acter is good. Improperly crossed strokes， excessive pressure， and tight writing 
patterns are all resections of tension in the hips， neck， and shoulders. This tension 
is communicated directly to the brush through the arm and fingertips. The brush is 
so sensitive that it picks up any trace of useless tension and magnifies it into an 
ugly form. The difficulty of painting characters may produce its own tension， so to 
paint correctly， you must learn to relax under pressure. Tension frustrates human 
relationships and can ruin your health. Relaxation is your best natural immunity 
against disease. 
In type-set printing， all characters are of equal Fig. 11・15

size. They are standardized to fit into columns of 
print which are easy to read. Ruled paper for hand-
written reports is known as genko・yoshi.The paper 
is ruled ioto rows or columos of boxes. Each char-
acter is confined by the ruled lines of the paper. 
The rules of society exert a powerful restraioing 

insuence 00 behavior. 10 Japan， the educational 

Fig.11・16 Types 01 Hamidashi 
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system is highly standardized in ao effort to preserve 
this rigid order. Fortunately， the human soul is not 
so easily dominated. In handwriting， the desire for 
freedom of expression is reflected io the way in 
which certain strokes break out of the real or 
imagioed lines of the paper (hamidashi). In all but 
the most formal handwriting， people frequently go 
out of the lines (Fig. 11・15).
There are several types of hamidashi， each of 

which resects a different type of vital energy (Fig. 
11-~6) . Horizontal strokes， written from left to right， 
are comparatively short in most characters. A short 



stroke represents conservation of energy， while a long one represents a release of it. 
Horizontal hamidashi are a sign of productive energy or organizational intelligence. 
There are more horizontal strokes than vertical ones in most characters， but the 
vertical stroke tends to run through and unify the character， like a backbone sup-
porting its center. Vertical hamidashi represent an energy of selιassertion and 
individuality. A very long vertical stroke suggests an independent spirit or unique 
character. This is a good thing if it appears once in a while， but if this line asserts 
itself too often， we may find ourselves faced with a stubborn egotist. The stroke 
may also break out in diagonal sweeps to the lower left or right. Left diagonals 
preceed right ones in the stroke order， and relate respectively to the energies of 
carrying on and following through. 
Short straight strokes represent energy which is restrained， conserved， or ana-

lytically applied. Long curved lines reftect energy which is more emotional and 
freely expressed. Obviously， no one can say which is better， for it depends on 
preference and personality. A particular style of hamidashi may or may not fit you， 
but writing it gives you a chance to see how it feels. Practicing the various types of 
hamidashi which appear in the c1assics can expand your appreciation for a range of 
personality types， and may increase your own expressive repertoire in the process 

(Fig. 11・17).
What does it mean if a person's 

handwriting exhibits no hamidashi 
whatsoever (Fig. 11・18)?It may 
mean a perfectly average person-
ality， with no outstanding or ex-
treme qualities. It may resect a 
degree of contentment with the 
status quo， or even a condition of 
self-satisfaction. It probably also 
means that the person is responsible 
enough to follow the rules， but may 
lack the imagination to see beyond 
them. 
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There is nothing wrong with staying within the lines， there are times when it is 
necessary. But there is also a danger in making a cut of the commonplace. Too 
much standardization tends to reject anything that is different， and may try to 
crush qualities of excellence when they appear. Obviously there are limits to free-
dom. The unrestrained exercise of appetite， passion， or inspiration leads straight to 
chaos. We need business-as-usual most of the time， but if they is all that we get， 
we are no better than machines. 

Line Unbroken of the Clarity Keep the 

While the spatial orientation of the characters tells us about a person's attitude， 
the rhythm of the vertical column tells us more about the sense of time. 1n at・
tempting to hold the verticalline， the calligrapher is basically steering toward a 

target. It takes great concentration and steadiness to maintain a 
straight line， which is why this type of writing is often found among 
people who are trained in strict traditional disciplines (Fig. 11・19).
More often the characters seem to weave back and forth. 1f the 
vertical weave is smooth and graceful， the person who wrote it prob-
ably has a good sense of rhythm. 1f the line is jagged， it indicates a 
tendency to react， rather than lead (Fig. 11・20).The adjustments in 
the line are more or less automatic， more a matter of what feels 
right than of any deliberate ca1culation. The writer's sense of rhythm 
is also expressed by the intervals left between the characters (Fig. 
11-21). A busy or impatient person will tend to crowd the characters 
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Fig.11・22 Fig. 11-23 
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together， like a car tailgating in traffic. The easygoing writer will prefer to leave lots 
of space in between. An adaptable person uses flexible spacing， taking into account 
the edges of the paper and the columns to either side. A person who is accident 
prone， or lives dangerously， may write columns which carelessly overlap each 
other (Fig. 11-22). The intervals with which we choose to space our letters tell 
a lot about the way we conduct our lives. 
Though you may try to write in straight columns， there are no guidelines on 

unruled paper. In addressing a post card， it is very easy to drift to one side or the 
other without noticing the shift in the column (Fig. 

Fig.11・24
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11-23). A gradual drift to the left， or center of the 
page， indicates a desire to move forward， and reflects 
an optimistic temperament. A drift back toward the 
right edge is a sign of withdrawal， or holding back. 
An extroverted personality will prefer to fill the 
space or dominate the center， like a puppy run loose. 
A more reserved personality will prefer to stay 
c10ser to the edges， observing things like a cat (Fig. 
11-24). The amount of space that a person leaves at 十

斤j
~ I the top and bottom of the page is also significant 
; I (Fig. 11・25).When the characters are squeezed at 

/ the bottom， it may reflect a tendency to begin work-
ing harder with the approach of a deadline. Leaving 

ample space at the bottom by choosing to start a new column may reflect a desire 
to get things done well ahead of time. 
Even changes in the size of the characters give a c1ue to the writer's sense of 
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rhythm. A good balance of large and small characters indicates aesthetic sensi-
tivity， but also says something about attitudes toward other people in society. 
Does the writer allow for a wide range of types in his social and business life， or 
does he limit himself to those who 
have the same values and opinions? 
Are others ignored， or are their 
needs taken into account? The one 
thing that we all have in common is 
that we are all different. To value 
and encourage those differences is 
to expand your capacity as an artist 
and as a human being. 

侮眠 U 晶， ， 口 回目囚凹
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Chance F ortune up to Do Not Leave 

Anthropologist Margaret Meade calls personal responsibility our most important 
evolution， and the idea that we are a product of our environment our greatest sin. 
Our problems begin when we rely too heavily on others to forecast the future that 
we ourselves should be busy creating. To live life to the fullest， we must do so as 
actor， not as reactor. The exercise of this choice is what makes us human. You can 
take responsibility to make things happen， or you can let things happen to you， 
and blame other people and circumstances for your 
fate. Adaptability is not the absence of goals， but 
the presence of options. 
Fortune-telling， the attempt to read the course 

of future events from signs and symbols， is as oId 
as humanity itself， and just as fallible. Nothing in 
life comes with a set of instructions， though often 
the truth is plain to see. One of the earliest 
methods of Chinese fortune-telIing involved the 
etching of magic inscriptions， probably primitive 
characters， into soft tortoise shells， which were 
then heated until they cracked (Fig. 11・26).As-
trologers would then attempt to read Heaven's 
advice from the pattern of the cracks， and on 
which side the characters fell. 
The problem with this is that it relies on an 

arbitary interpretation of a random physical oc・
curence. In the ancient East as well as the West， 
the bearer of bad news wa.s often put to death， so 

Fig.11・26
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early astrologers developed the art of casting only favorable， or very dubious horo-
scopes， in an effort to ensure their own survival. 
One might be tempted to group handwriting analysis in the same category. But 

handwriting is a direct physical and mental trace of the person. It is unique， like 
a fingerprint， and very difficult for another person to copy. With practice， one 
might be able to learn to forge a signature， but not well enough to fool an expert. 
Even if you manage to copy a few lines well， there is a subconscious resistance to 
writing in a style other than your own， which will make itself known the moment 
that you let down your guard. Handwriting is an unconscious habit， which refiects 
the mental and physical condition of its author. It helps you take the pulse of 
the psyche. 

川J-
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Fig.ll・28

Handwriting changes with age and 
mood. Napoleon's signature before and 
after his defeat at Waterloo are a dra-
matic illustration of this (Fig. 11・27).
Mental and physical illnesses both 
appear in a person's handwriting， often 
long before they become obvious enough 
to diagnose (Fig. 11・28).The pen is like 
a psycho-physical seismograph， register-
ing the delicate connection between eye， 
hand， and brain. The handwritten line 
amplifies and makes visible subconscious 
tremors that might otherwise go un-
detected. Certainly good penmanship 
alone is no insurance against mental or 
physical adversity. But certain aspects of a person's writing are significant. 
Penmanship is something that all children learn in school， and most childrens' 

handwriting is quite similar. Slight differences in early habits develop into adult 
handwriting which is often as unique as a signature. If bad writing habits exceed 
the bounds of legibility and aesthetics， we may think of trying to improve our 
handwriting. There is no need to go back to the models we learned early in life. 
Good handwriting preserves the unique style of the individual， but it also refiects 
a hea1thy attitude. The important question is what effect does an improvement in 
handwriting have on the rest of one's life? If these changes lead to a gradual im-
provement in one's hea1th， personality， and performance， then they are worth the 
effort it takes. These few common criteria can help you preserve and express your 
unique style， while ensuring that you are developing in a positive way. 
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Principles of Auspicious Handwriting 

The word “quick" once meant alive， the opposite of dead. In Shodo as well， the 
life of the strokes is measured in the speed and coordination of their execution. 
Movements of the brush should be youthful， fast， and clean. Fast writing is a sign 
of intelligence， a trace of rapid thought. Learn to move freely， without friction or 
hesitation. Watch the movements of dancers， atheletes， even animals and children. 
Nerve， muscle， and organ tissues are revitalized by proper use， but they atrophy 
and decay with inactivity. Premature senility may result from settling too quickly 
into a sedentary life. Walking is the best exercise of all: rhythmic， free of strain， 
involving the whole body， and costing nothing. A brisk walk can build your 
appetite for Shodo， for it builds a sense of rhythm， frees the mind， and oxygenates 
the blood. 
Strengthen your life-force through the brush by learning to coordinate mind and 

body. Learn to walk and write with confidence. Place your strokes with purpose 
and mastery， and your future will surely be bright. The principles for auspicious 
handwriting are: 

1. Preserve a Generous Sense of Internal Space. 
2. Respect the Regular Intervals between the Strokes. 
3. Maintain Good Attitude in Y our Written Characters. 

4. Avoid Collapse of Enclosed Spaces. 

5. Keep the Clarity of the Line Unbroken. 



Chapter 12: 

A Gallery of Works 

C alligraphy and Translations by the Author. 

Jofuku are first painted on long rectangular paper， and then mounted on a scroll 
for permanent display. Calligraphy is best appreciated when you can stand before 
it face to face， so it is usually hung in a prominent and unc1uttered place. Whether 
the subject is poetic or philosophical， Jofuku is designed to lift the mind above 
daily concerns， through a sustained and concentrated outpouring of the spirit. Like 
a feature fi1m with many intricate subplots， it unrolls a story over time. Jofuku 
are considered c10sest to the essence of the art of calligraphy. 
Shikishi， on the other hand， are more like an action photograph; painted in a 

short burst of energy， and designed to give the viewer an instant impression. Painted 
on thick premounted paper， they can be framed or attached to a wall hanging. 
Many short Chinese and Japanese sayings lend themselves to the smaller size of the 
paper. Shikishi are often given as gifts to commerilOrate new beginnings: marriage， 
birth， entering a new job or school， or starting a new business. Because they are 
usually written for the occasion or people involved， their value is often more 
personal than artistic. 
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Jofuku 
Fig.12・1

2. Tenchi Ujo 

The Universe has Heart. 
An expression by the famous novelist， Natsume 
Sδseki， meaning that the Universe is not a chaotic 
or haphazard place; and that Life is rich with pur-
pose， emotion， and meaning. 

1. Rei-dan Ji.・chi

Y ou must experience hot and 
cold to know it. 
A Zen expression meaning that 
Life is a direct encounter which 
cannot be explained in words. 

Fig. 12・2
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3. Sa時δHiniめlojiteBansen 0 Tsuiyasu. Nomu 
koto， Chogei noめ'akusen0 Su ga Gotoshi. 

Sasho spends a fortune on his daily pleasures. 
He drink.s like a whale inbaling a hundred rivers. 

-Toho， Sortg 01 Eight Druken Sages 
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Fig.12・3
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4. Ureuru Nakare Zenro Chiki Naki 0， Tenka Tare 
Bitoka Kimi 0 Shirazaru. 

Feeling yo町 apprehensionknowing nothing of the road 
ahead， and no one knowing you. 

-Kδteki， Tang Poet 
W ords of encouragement to a friend embarking on 
a voyage to an unknown land. 
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5. Umi ni iru no wa， Are wa Ningyo de wa nai 
no desu. 
Umi ni iru no wa， Are wa Nami hakari. 

Those are not mermaids that we see， 
Those are only waves. 

-Nakahara Chuya， The Northern Sea 
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6. Take Fukaku， Ki Mitsu ni shite， Mushi no naku 
tokoro， Toki ni Biryδaru mo， Kore Kaze narazu. 

Deep in the Bamboo thicket， where the air is cool and 
the insects sing， 
Here， the Wind cannot白ldus. 
-yδbanri， Seeking Coo/ness on a Summer Night 
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ス WaKi， Sho oItasu. 
The softening of extremes is an auspicious sign. 

-Kanjo 
In politics or in health， perhaps this is what is 
meant by the balance of yin and yang . 

Fig. 12・

• 

8. Rihaku Itto 
Shihyaku hen， 

Fig. 12・8

Chδan-shi Joshuka ni nemuru. 
Tenshi yobi kitaredomo， Fune ni noborazu. 
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3 Mizukara Shδsu， Shin wa， Kore Shuchu no Sen. 
Rihaku drank one barrel， 
and composed a hundred poems. 
Fast asleep at a wine house in Cho-an， 
He missed the Emperor's call to meet him aboard ship. 
Rihaku calls himself， the drunken Sage. 
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9. Iwaseno ya， Fuyu wa Miyuki no wataru 
Shirasagi no mure 0， Mitsutsu komorinu. 

Trapped at home， watching tbe great white heron 
stream across the deep snows of Iwaseno. 

Fig.12・10

Fig. 12-

10. Chisho ga Uma ni noru wa 現ラ
Fune ni noru ni nitari， 、あ

Ganka， 1 ni ochite， suitei ni nemuru. ~‘ 
Drunk on his horse， Chisho sways like a ship at sea. • 
Glassy-eyed， if he were to fall into a well， 川"
He'd surely sleep peacefully at the bottom. 

-Toho， Song 01 the Eight Drunken Sages 



12. Soshin wa Chδsaisu， Shu Butsu no mae， 
Suichu，O・0・nishite， Tozen 0 aisu. 

Soshin is a devout scholar， and a government dignitary 
as well. But sometimes he drinks too much， and for・
gets Buddha's teaching. 

-Toho， Song of Eight Drunken Sages 

11. Kagyu kakujδ， Nanigoto 0 ka Arasou. 
Sekika， Kochu Kono mi 0 yosu. 

The nations on the snail's left antenna 
Quarrel with those on the right， 
While life is just a spark in the same. 
-Hakukyoi， quoting Chuang Tsu on the folly of 
human quarreIs 

Fig. 12-12 
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13. Senri no me 0 Kiwamen to， Hosshi， sara ni 
nohoru，Issδno ro. 

Wanting to climb ever higher， to see with the eyes of 
a thousand miles from the highest lookout. 

-O-Shikan， Tang Poet 
On viewing the magnificent scenery of the sun 
sinking into the mountains， and the Yellow River 
sinking into the sea. 
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14. Natsu kusa ya 
Tsuwa mono domo ga 
Yume no ato. 

That young men fought and died 
00 this grassy plaio， 
Seems the aftermath of a dream. 

-Bashδ， Haiku Poet 
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李
手

Nen Nen Sai Sai Hana Ai Nitari， Sai Sai 
Nen Nen Hito Onaji Karazu. 

Year by year，自owersare over the same. But year 
after year， people change. 
*awarded “Nyu・sen"prize in 1987 Zen Nitten Exhibition 

Fig. 12・16

Fig. 12・15
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Umi ni Ukabu Ken i moto，めYδchuni Todomarazu 
Nan zo Koto Naran， 
Fu-un no Tai-ku 0 Suguru ni Yoru S五izukani， 
KaitδSan Man Ri 
Tsuki Akiraka ni Shaku 0 Tohashite， Tenpu ni 
Kudaru. 

ADRIFf 
Cast adrift in a turbulent sea， 
Where can there anywhere be danger? 

Floating on an ocean vast， 
Y ou can see for thousands of miles. 

The bright moon lights our way， 
And rains down its beams on the winds of Heaven. 

-0引lUjin，Ming Dynasty poet 
*awarded “Toku-sen" prize in 1988 Zen Nitten Exhibition 

16. 
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Shikishi 

• 
!瀦

18. Tsuho: Tsuho 0 

kata mukete， YU-
shaku 0 kotoshi. 

Vessel of wine: Quietly 
tilting the ftask， drinking 
in solitude. 

-Rihaku 

Fig. 12-17 

Fig.12・18
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Iス Ji-ganOn-yδ. 
Have soft eyes， and a gentle 

manner. 
The bow which is always strung 

may break， and so may the 
person who never unwinds. A 
relaxed expression not only 
endures， it is the strongest. 
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19. GukδYama 0 Utsusu. 
Guko moved the mountain. 
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Gukδwas a ninety year oId man who Iived on the banks of the YeIIow River 
between two mountains. The 
mountains posed a tremendous 
obstacle to traffic， so Gukδset 
out with his son， grandson， and 
neighbor's son， to transport the 
mountains by shovelfuI， and 
dump them into the ocean. 
However， a single round trip to 
the harbor took over a fuII year， 
and in Iight of the oId man's 
age and the seeming impossi-
bility of the plan， the people of 
the viIIage tried to stop him. 
Gukδclaimed however， that 
when he died， his sons would 
carry on， and their sons after 
him for generations. Since the 
mountain itself was not growing 
in size， it was impossible that 
they could faiI to move it. 

Fig. 12・20

調

Fig. 12・19

臨

20. Ban-yu Ai-go 
Love and protect all creation. 
All things are born of a com-
mon source， and exist in a com-
mon Universe. Therefore we 
should show them the respect 
and gratitude that is due. 
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21. Intoku Kahδ 
Do good in secret， and reward will follow. 
During the period of the Chinese Civil 
Wars， people believed that a person who 
saw a two-headed snake would surely die 
within a few days. A young man had 
just returned from a trip， and his mother 
found him weeping. She asked what was 
wrong， and he said that he had seen a 
two-headed snake， and feared that he 
would soon die. His mother asked him 
what he did when he saw the snake， and 
he replied that he killed and buried it， for 
fear that others might see it and suffer the 
same fate as he. His mother told him then 
that he had nothing to fear， as reward 

Fig.12・22
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always follows good done in secret. 1n 
time he became a great national hero， the 
protector of many people. 

22. Ware Satori， Hen ni 0・zu.
Wake up and adapt to change. 
The word satori means enlightenment 
into the heart of the self. Once you realize 
your true nature， you no longer attach to 
vain ideas of a static world. Then you be-
come free and able to adapt to change. 

Fig. 12・23
号響

23. WakδDδゾin
Conceal your light， and live among men. 
This saying is attributed to the Taoist 
philosopher， Lao Tsu. According to Taoist 
thought， that which is too bright does not 
last the day， and that which is too sharp 
soon becomes dull. Therefore we should 
conceal our strength， and protect our 
latent talent. To have power， and not dis-
play it， requires strength of character. 
Nevertheless， modesty should conceal 
strength， not incompetence. 
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24. Raku: Tsune ni Shunpu Taitδtare. 
Optimistic: In the spirit of a miId spring breeze. 

Ask the people around you what they think of positive thinking. Most will teIl you 
that it is a good idea in principle， but that it does not work very weIl in practice. 
What they are reaIly teIling you is that they do not understand the principle， and 
that they have not been successful with it in practice. How do you know if a person 
has a truly positive attitude? Few people wiIl admit to having a negative attitude. 
Attitude is as intangible as emotion or thought. We cannot see or measure it direct-
ly. Attitudes are not tangible but they 
are audible， in the words that a person 
chooses. To paraphrase Oscar Wilde， a 
pessimist is a person who given the 
choice of two evils， chooses both. A 
positive person in the same circum-
stances will choose something else. 
Like the glass of water which can be 
caIled half-empty or half-fuIl， many 
things are inherently neutral until we 
name them. Listen to the language 
that a person uses to describe his or 
her free time， salary， or spouse. The 
quality of our lives is determined 
more by our attitudes than by our 
inheritance. Be careful of the com-
pany that you keep， because attitude 
is highly contagious. The negative 
thinker is a slave of circumstances. 
It took Confucius seventy years to 
free his mind from external rules 
and inftuences. How long will it take 
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us? 
Fig. 12・25
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25. Ichi-go Ichi-e 
One Meeting， One Life. 
Samurai warriors readied themselves 
for battle by shedding their swords 
and partaking of the Tea Ceremony. 
The basic assumption of this gather-
ing was that the members assembled 
may never meet again， and that in-
deed the occasion itself could never 
be recaptured. Serenity is found in 
the intense fulfiIlment of the moment. 
We too easily assume that moments 
can be preserved， on film， tape， or 
in memory. Do not assume that the 
ring will always come around again. 
It may， but if you do not make the 
most of what you have now， you 
may find that time and circumstance 
have put it out of reach. 
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26. Keizoku wa Chikara Nari. 
Persistence brings power. 
Wherever you look， in nature or society， you find that some things endure， while 
others quickly pass and fade away. Doctors who deal with terminally i11 patients 
recognize the enormous innuence of the will to live upon the patient's chances of 

surviva1. However patiently a spider may have woven， if its web is destroyed by 
wind or movement， the spider starts over again and works until it is finished. When 
you begin training in an art， you see how quickly some people give up， and how 
quickly those who stay on advance. 1t is as if we were pushing a cart uphill. As 
longas we keep pushing， we progress. If we stop， we fall back. The Greek Myth 
of Syphisus describes a man who is fated to push a rock up to the top of a hil1， 
only to have it roll back down again， forcing him to repeat the process over and 
over. The existentialists twisted this story with a negative interpretation， saying 
that life was ultimately futile， and that the only real question was whether or not to 
commit suicide. However， the real meaning of the story is that continuity is the 
source of power， and that the alternative is stagnation and death. The source of 
that power is the Universe itself， which never stops moving or developing. To 
become one with the Universe is to move， grow， and develop with it. Observe life 
and the people around you， and draw your own concJusion. To continue， or to 
regress: in the end， the choice is yours. 

Fig. 12・26
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27. Man-so no Meigetsu 
The bright moon fills 
my window. 

28. Shumpu Mono 0 I all 
Hassu. こm

The spring wind 
brings all things to 
I江e.
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30. Ume no Hayashi 
A plum grove 

.--. 

手
紙

会キ

29. Mukonju 
The tree without roots 

-A  Zen expresslOn 
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31. Hatδ 

Crest of the wave 

多'
， 

圃

観

32. Ki-ichi 
Return to the so町田





The Principles at a Glance 

Chapter 1: Principles for Controlling the Brush 
1. Weight forward， Elbow down. 
2. Bend Elbow， Not Wrist. 
3. Stem Vertical， Fingertips down. 
4. Bristles Parallel. 
5. Continuous Exhalation. 

Chapter 2: Principles for Expressing Energy on Paper 
1. Contact the Paper Surface. 
2. Use the Free Hand for Support. 
3. Accelerate to a Clean Stop. 
4. Use Every Hair of the Brush. 
5. Maintain Energy on and off the Paper. 

Chapter 3: Principles for Giving Dimension to the Flat Surface 
1. Saturate the Brush， with Restraint. 
2. Minimal Pressure， Maximal Effect. 
3. Fast on the Straight， Slow on the Curve. 
4. Consider Figure and Ground. 
5. Maintain Proper Stroke Angle and Distance. 

Chapter 4: Principles for Originality with Excellence 
1. Maintain a Spirit of Relaxed Concentration. 
2. Expand Your Visual Vocabulary. 
3. Be Original， Not Just Different. 
4. Find the New in the Old. 
5. Link Together What Others Have Not Seen. 

Chapter 5: Principles for Visual Literacy 
1. Learn the Basic Radicals. 
2. Find the Visual Center of Gravity. 
3. Picture the Geometric Profile. 
4. Learn the Proper Stroke Order. 
5. Strive for Visual， Not Verbal Literacy. 

Chapter 6: Principles for Image Training and Practice 
1. Combine Physical and Mental Rehearsal. 
2. Move from the Obvious to the Subtle. 
3. Maintain an Unbroken Flow of Ki. 
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4. Learn How to Read the Score. 
5. Refine Y our Movements as Y ou Go. 

Chapter 7: Principles for Appreciating Kanji 
1. Study the Development of Script Styles. 
2. Appreciate the Rationale of the Kanji. 
3. Note the Origin of the Phonetic Scripts. 
4. Put Etymology in Perspective. 
5. Rediscover the Beauty of the Ancient Script. 

Chapter 8: Principles for Abbreviated Writing 
1. Learn to Read the Abbreviated Hand. 
2. In Gyosho: Preserve the Qualities of Character. 
3. In Sosho: Maintain the Continuity of the Line. 
4. Do Not Sacrifice Legibility. 
5. Use Space Generously. 

Chapter 9: Principles for Enjoying Calligraphy 
1. Respect the Conventions of Mounting and Display. 
2. Provide Visual and Verbal Access to the Work. 
3. Transfer the Brushwork to Other Media. 
4. Develop Original Ideas from Oriental Design. 
5. Use Calligraphy to Visualize and Magnify Thought. 

Chapter 10: Principles of Design in Japanese Culture 
1. Bring the Far Near. 
2. Reveal the World within. 
3. Find the Unity of Calmness and Action. 
4. Seek the Unity of Function and Beauty. 
5. Express the Universal in the Particular. 

Chapter 11: Principles for Auspicious Handwriting 
1. Preserve a Generous Sense of Internal Space. 
2. Respect the Regular Intervals between the Strokes. 
3. Maintain Good Attitude in Your Written Characters. 
4. A void Collapse of Enc10sed Spaces. 
5. Keep the Clarity of the Line Unbroken. 



Glossary and Index of Japanese 
Shodo Terms 

bokuju: preground， liquid ink， 51 
bun-chin: paper weight， 25， 40 
byo-hitsu: sick strokes， 72 
daiten: earIiest seal script， 97， 98 
do:“Way，" or path， 23， 44 
ルde:brush， 24 
ルdetate:.brush stand， 31 

ルtokoro:vest， or inside of the character， 
159 

genko・yoshi:paper ruled in squares and 

columns， 164 
gyosho: semi-cursive script， 97， 99， 100， 

113-17，119-22，125 
haiku: short 5-7-5 syIIable Japanese 

poem， 137， 138， 178 
hamidashi: strokes going out of bounds， 

136， 164， 165 
hane: spring stroke， 78 
harai: sweep stroke， 78 
hen: left part of character， 79， 80， 120， 123 

hiragana: rounded Japanese phonetic 
script， 98， 100， 103-05， 136-38， 154 

hira-tai: short and wide orientation of 
character， 162 

inkan: seaI， stamp， 135 
in-niku: paste-like ink substance used for 

seal， 139 
inochi-ge: longest and most resiIient hairs 

at center of brush， 33， 39， 43， 91 
jofuku: generaIIy， long and taII works for 

scroIIs， 135， 171-79 
kai-i: joint-radical characters by meaning， 

101， 102 
kaisho: formal， block-style script， 78-84， 

87，97，99，100，113，114，119，125 
kamae: outside part of character， 79， 82， 

121， 124 

kami: paper， 25 
kana: phonetic alphabets in Japanese， 97， 

103-06， 136， 157 
kanji.・Chinese(and Japanese) characters 

40，69，78，86，96， 100， 101， 107， 141， 
154， 156 

kanmuri: upper part of character， 79， 81， 
121， 124 

kanreisho: earIy scribe script， 97， 99 
kashaku: characters assigned phoneticaIIy， 

for foreign words， 102， 103 
kasure: dry strokes， 99， 100， 136 
katakana:・angularJapanese phonetic 

alphabet， 97， 100， 105-07 
keisei: characters with one part for 

meaning， one for sound， 102， 103 
ki-hitsu: entry to the stroke， 41 
ki-myaku: fl.ow of Ki energy between the 

strokes， 43， 92 
kokotsu-mon: primitive characters carved 

on bones， 96 
kokuji: carved characters， 139 
korei: earIiest scribe script， 97， 98 
kukan-no・tsubure:coIIapsed internal 

spaces， 163 
kutsu: lower part of character， 79， 82， 

122， 125 

magari: curved stroke， 78 
man'yo・ganC!:earIy abbreviated characters 

for phonetic writing， 97， 99， 100， 136， 
137 

nijimi: wet， blotting strokes， 49，50， 136 
nyo.・lowerleft part of character， 79 
oka: hiII， or raised portion in ink dish， 

for adjusting brush， 49 
ore: folded stroke， 78 
rakkan: combination ofseal and comments 

written at end of a work， 134 
reisho: scribe script， 97-99， 126 
rinsho: copying an original for practice， 

92， 93 
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romaji: use of Roman alphabet for 
pronunciation， 107， 157 

seiza: sitting on floor with legs folded 
under， Japanese style， 26 

sensei: teacher， master， 54， 55， 66 
seppitsu: strokes which touch， 158 
shiji: characters representing number， 

quantity， or position， 101， 102 
shikishi: thick premounted paper， 135， 

171， 180-87 
shisei: posture， or attitude， 162 
shitaゾiki:felt undercloth， 25 
sho: writing， letters， 23 
shokei: pictographic characters represent-

ing shape or form， 10 1， 102 
shoten: early seal script， 97， 98 
shu-hitsu: end of stroke， 41 
so司hitsu:middle of stroke， 41 
sori: arched stroke， 78 

sosho: fully cursive script， 97， 99， 103， 
113， 117-19， 122-25 

sumi: inkstick or particles， 50， 85 
sumi-e: ink painting or picture， 69， 70 
suzuri: grinding stone for inkstick， 50 
tare: upper left part of character， 79， 82， 

121， 124 
tate-nagai: long and tall characters， 162 
tehon: model， or master copy， 63-70， 93 
ten: dot stroke， 78 
ten-chu: associative character， 102， 103 
tenkoku: seal carving， 139， 140 
tensho: seal script， 95， 98， 113 
tome: stopping stroke， 78 
tokankaku: maintaining equal intervals 
between strokes， 161 

tsukuri: right part of character， 79， 81， 
120， 123 



For Further Study... 

There is not a great deal of reliable or useful information available in English on 
the subject of Shodo. Most of the information in this book was gathered from my 
own teachers， experience， and extensive reading on th~ subject in Japanese. What 
you really need to undertake further study is not more reading， but the materials 
to paint with， tehon from the c1assical masterpieces， and if possible a teacher. 
Materials are usually available， directly or by mail order from a local artist's 

supply store. If not， you can inquire through the Japan or China Society， University 
Asian Studies Department， or EmbassyjConsulate in your area. Expensive mate-
rials are not needed for practice， but you want to be sure to get something better 
than a toy brush， and handmade paper if available. In this sense， you are better 
off dealing with a store that specializes in calligraphy supplies. 
Most of the c1assics are well illustrated in academic or museum editions on the 

subject， but the individual characters are often too small to make good tehon. 
Excellent materials are abundant if you read Japanese or Chinese. It is not easy to 
find an instructor who is simultaneously a skilled calligrapher， a good teacher， able 
to speak your language， and geographically accessible. But strangely enough， when 
your interest is high， you may find that as the student is ready， the teacher appears. 

For those seriously interested in pursuing Shodo further by correspondence， 
the author welcomes letters addressed to Japan Publications， Inc.， or cjo: 

Reed Research Institute 
Tada B1dg. 402 1-9-5 Ebisu， Shibuya-ku， Tokyo 150 Japan 
Tel03-473-2108 Fax 03-473-3108 
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Index 

abacus， 147 
abstract art， 138 
ancient scripts， 97， 110 
archaic scripts， 110 
avant-garde， 133 
avant-garde calligraphy， 138 

“backfire" e仔'ect，90 
Bacon， Francis， 73 
Bashδ， 178 
Beifutsu， 116 
bell scriptions， 97， 98 
bento， 146 
Bergson， Henri， 90 
Block Script， 97 
Board of Wisdom， 152 
Brave New World， 34 
breath control， 32 
bronze-vessel inscriptions， 97 
Buddhism， 126 

calmness， 150 
Ch'eng Mo， 98 
Chi-ei， 118 
Chinese numerology， 101 
chopsticks， 146 
Chosugδ，116 
Chuang Tsu， 177 
Churchill， Winston， 112 
Chuya， Nakahara， 174 
competition， 133 
Confucius， 78， 99， 183 
Connected Sosho， 97 
Cubists，57 

Daiten， 97， 98 
da Vinci， Leonardo， 101， 107 
De Roo， Joseph R.， 101， 107 
display， 133-35 
do， 23， 30， 44 
dokusotai， 97 
Dostoevski， 73 

Educational Testing Service， 
62 

emanc伊ation，34 
enlightenment， 25 
Esperanto， 96 
existentialists， 184 
explanatory footnotes， 134 
eye scanning device， 47 

family crest， 151 
flower arrangement， 50， 70， 

113， 150 
folding fan， 143， 146， 162 
Forest Peop/e， The， 60 
fortune-telling， 157， 168 
French Impressionists， 133 
Frost， Robert， 112 
fully cursive Sosho script， 99 
Fushinソ・o，117

Gakushu Jimu Noritsu 
Research Center， 36 

Galileo，57 
Galton， Francis， 57 
Gan-shinkei， 115 
Gendoゾ'o， 117 
Gestalt，56 
Gestalt Psychology， 59 
gift wrapping， 148 
Go， 153 
Gochiku， Nakabayashi， 21 
Gogh， Vincent Van， 77， 88 
Greater Seal Script， 97， 98 
Great South Gate， 126， 127 
Greek Myth of Syphisus， 184 
Greek roots， 101 
Gyosho Sakketsu， 116 

Hakuin，67 
Hakukyoi， 177 
handmade paper， 39， 134 
handwriting analysis， 55， 157， 

169 
Han Reisho， 97 

hanshi，134 
Hitler， 112 
Hoko Kichu-sho， 116 
Hokusai， 150 
Hδryujj， 126 
Huxley， Aldous， 34 

ikebana， 70， 150 
immunity system， 163 
Jmpressionists， 57 
ink painting， 69 

J叩 anEconomic Journa/， 36 
Japanese Accents in Western 

Interiors， 143 
Japanese dolls， 149 
Japanese folding fan， 143 
Japanese garden， 128， 129 
Japanese joinery， 152 
Japanese wine labels， 139， 140 
Jijoゾ'o， 118 
Judo， 24， 44 
Jung， Carl， 112 
Ju Shichiゾ'o， 117 

Kabuki script， 154 
kagami，63 
kanae， 146 
kan ga miru， 63 
Kang Hsi， 101 
kanji etymologies， 107心9
kanji word pro回 ssor，86 
Kanjo， 175 
Kanrei， 97， 99 
Karamon， 128 
Kashδki，116 
katsujin-ken， 45 
kimono， 143， 148， 151 
Kipling， Rudyard， 156 
Kδjδin Guest Hall， 127 
kosei， 64， 72 
Koteki，173 
kufu，90 
Kukai，117 
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kuse， 64，72 
Kyoshin， 101 
Kyosδtai，97 
Kyudo，113 

Lao Tsu， 182 
Latin roots， 34， 35， 101 
lattice-work fences， 129 
Law of Reversed E釘'ort，90
Lesser Seal Script， 97， 98 
lettering， 154 
Li Ssu， 98 
Lucky Puzzle， 152 

machine-made paper， 39 
恥fahoney，Peggy Landers 
Rao and Jean， 143 

Man'yo・shu，100
martial arts， 23， 33， 38， 92， 

150 

Masamune， 45 
Meade， Margaret， 168 
menrui， 146 
Michelangelo， 54， 65 
mirror，63 
Miyamoto Musashi， 23 
Morohashi Daikanwa Jiten， 

101 

mounting， 133-35 
Muramasa， 45 

Napoleon， 169 
Noh Drama， 38 
Noh mask， 149 
noren， 139 
Northern Sea， The， 174 
numerology， 101 

obi， 143 
0・gishi，29， 30， 52， 115， 117， 

161 

O-kenshi， 29， 30， 117 
Old Reisho， 97， 98 
Old ScribピsScript， 98 
0町δ'ji，127 
Onokode，97 
oracles on cow bones， 96， 97 
oracles on tortoise shells， 96， 

97， 168 

origami， 147 
ornamental script， 97 
O-shikan， 178 
0・sh吋in，179
O-taku， 116， 127 

Pagoda， 126 
physical and mental rehearsal， 

90， 94 
Picasso，65 
pottery， 139， 151 
preground liquid ink， 51 
premature senility， 170 
premounted paper， 134 
product labels， 139 
Pygmy，60 

radicals， 78-82， 84， 96， 101 
Rakugo script， 154 

Ranteiヅδ，115 
Rantei Jusan-batsu， 116 
Remmentai， 97 
ren， 134 
Renaissance， 57 
Renoir，133 
renraku， 134 
Rexroth， Kenneth， 72 
Rihaku，175 
Ritai-Shijo， 116 
Roosevelt， Franklin D.， 73 
Rorschach Inkblot Test， 58 
Ryδkan，67 

Sado， 113 
St. Jos巴ph'sFriary， 101 
sake， 139 
sake barrels， 143 
samurai， 38， 183 
sashimi， 146 
Sato， Atsuhiko， 36 
satori， 25， 63， 182 
satsujin-ken， 45 
scribe script， 97， 126 
scroll， 134 
seal， 133-35， 139 
seal carvings， 110 
Seeing Coolness on a Summer 

Night， 174 
semi-cursive Gyosho script， 99 
Semi-cursive Script， 97 

senility， 62， 170 
sensu， 146 
Setsumon Kaiji， 101 
shakuhachi， 46 
ShinsδSenjimon， 118 
Shinto shrines， 162 
shita-hara， 33 
Shoル， 118 

ShogetsuゾO，117 
Shogi，89 
Sho・instyle， 127 
Sho・so，97
Shoten， 97， 98 
Shugyo-noブ・'o，115
signature， 134 
silkscreening， 139 
small huts， 129 
Song 01 EなhtDrunken Sages， 

173， 176， 177 
Sonkatei， 118 
Sontakei， 66 
soroban， 147 
Sδseki， Natsume， 172 
Soshoku， 75 
Sosho Senjimon， 118 
Soza-iko， 115 
stroke order， 85 
suehiro， 146， 162 
sukiyaki， 146 
Sumo，150 
Sumo script， 154 
Sung architecture， 127 
sushi， 146 
swordsmanship， 45， 150 

Takuan Sδho，45 
Tangrams， 152 
Tanka， 137， 138 
tanzaku， 134 
Tao，44 
Taoist， 89， 182 
Tea Ceremony， 113， 183 
tempura， 146 
teppanyaki， 146 
tests of creativity， 58 
textile designs， 151 
Thematic Apperception Test， 

58 

Thoreau， Henry David， 73 
Tδdaiji， 127 
Toho， 173， 176， 177 
Tokugawa leyasu， 127 



Tsume-Go， 153 
Turnbill， Colin， 107 
2001 Kanji， 107 

unagi， 146， 154 
Unconnected Sosho， 97 

Valery， Paul， 68 

waterfalI， 129 

Way of the Brush， 23， 30， 66， 
88， 153 

Wellington， Duke of， 73 
Wilde， Oscar， 183 
Wild Sosho， 97 
wooden puzzles， 152 

Yagyu Tajima no Kami 

Munenori， 45 
yang， 101， 175 
Yellow Emperor， 96 
yin， 99， 175 

yin-yang symbol， 112 
Yobanri， 174 
Yδyu， 131 
Yushima Seido， 78 

Zen， 23， 24， 45， 113 
Zen Buddhism， 69 
Zen expression， 172 
Zen paradox. 33 
Zenshi， 134 
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$ 16.95 Cover Design by Tatsundo Hayashi 

A contemporary study of brush writu修 asan act of mental development. 

Shodo: The “Way of the Brush" is not just an art of painting Oriental calligraphy 

on paper. Shodo is the art of refining your character， and integrating mind and body 
through the brush. It is also considered to be one of the few arts which achieves 
a perfect fusion of language， emotion， and vision. Yet because of the language 
barrier， it has long been a mystery to the Western mind. This book offers an in-

sider's view of the art， based on the author's years of study of Ki energy in the 
Japanese arts. 

Part 1: The Readiness to Create， describes how the brush can be used to re-
juvenate the mind and body， increase intelligence and release creativity. Part II: 
The Changing Forms of Character， gives the Western reader the essential back-
ground to recognize， visualize， and write Japanese characters， and to appreciate 

the etymology and various script styles used in Shodo. Part III: The Aesthetics 

of Self-Transformation， covers a wide range of topics， from design and display of 
calligraphy， to handwriting and personality characteristics revealed by the brush. 
Each chapter is summarized by a set of concise principles for easy reference. 

While providing a practical and comprehensive interpretation of Shodo， this 
book will reward anyone interested.in the wider aspects of Japanese culture， and 
theapplications of art and psychology to daily life. 

About the Autbor: 
William Reed is also the author of Ki: A Prαctical 
Guide for Westerners， and now teaches at the In-
structor's School at the Ki Society Headquarters in 
Tokyo， where he holds the 4th-dan rank in the 
martial art of Aikido， and is registered as a Certト

fied Kiatsu Therapist. He holds the 4th-dan rank in 
Shodo， having three times exhibited with the Zen 
T、~itten. He received his Shihan teaching licence in 
1989， after helping his teacher Koshu <Morioka in 
1987 to found a school of Calligraphy for foreigners 
in Tokyo. 
He began his study of Japanese language， and 

Aikido in 1972， while studying at Waseda University 
in Tokyo. He graduated frbm Earlham College in 
1974， and obtained a Masters Degree in Education 
from the University of Missouri in 1977. He returned 

to Japan in 1983， where he has since continued his study of Ki in the Japanese arts. 
Having worked in translation， teaching， and business， he is fluent in both spoken and 
written Japanese. In 1988 he established his own company in Tokyo， which is dedicated 
to helping people to help themselves apply Ki principles to personal and ptofessional 
development. In addition to writing books， lecturing， and teaching seminars， his research 
involves practical applications of the principles of the Japanese arts to health， manage-
ment， and creativity. 

LC: 88-81760 Japan Publications， Inc. 
Tokyo • New York 
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